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Le Tournoi Jacques Paloumé
Tout a commencé en 1949 à Dieppe, Normandie,
quatre ans après la fin de la deuxième guerre mondiale…
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Easter Means…The Jacques Paloumé Hockey Festival
Since its origins in 1949 until today, the Jacques
Paloumé Hockey Festival has drawn us together
every Easter weekend, in Hamburg, Rouen or East
Grinstead. We all have deep and fond memories of
them. Many of us will have participated in the
Festivals during our formative hockey years and
how some of us play the game will have been
heavily influenced by these Festivals.
Above the front entrance of EGHC’s former
clubhouse in West Street were inscribed Grantland
Rice’s inspirational words: “For when the one
Great Scorer comes to write against your name. He
marks - not that you won or lost - but how you
played the Game”. These words embody the spirit
of all our tournament matches. Enjoyment has
always been the primary reason I ever played
hockey.
Over the years, many long term friendships were
formed and have long endured. We stayed with
host families and were exposed to a different
language, culture, food, beverages and forms of
entertainment. The British experienced what it
was like to be European, though to our continuing
disbelief and distress, more Britains than not
determined that the label ‘member of the EU’ was
not to be treasured.
For us, a fascinating element of the Festivals is the
slew of family threads; with many instances of
both sibling and generational participation. In my
opinion, it's not coincidental that so many festival
players from each of our clubs have played at
representative levels, a few achieving golds at the
Olympics.
So, we have determined that what has been
brewing for 70 plus years should be recorded
before information about those early years slips off
the radar. A book it is then!

Seit seinen Anfängen im Jahr 1949 bis heute hat
uns das Jacques Paloumé Hockey Festival jedes
Osterwochenende in Hamburg, Rouen oder East
Grinstead zusammengebracht. Wir alle haben tiefe
und gute Erinnerungen an sie. Viele von uns
werden während unserer prägenden Hockeyjahre
an den Festivals teilgenommen haben und wie
einige von uns das Spiel spielen, wird stark von
diesen Festivals beeinflusst worden sein.

Depuis son origine en 1949 jusqu'à aujourd’hui, le
Tournoi Jacques Paloumé nous réunit chaque weekend de Pâques, à Hambourg, Rouen ou East
Grinstead. Nous en avons tous gardé de
merveilleux et intenses souvenirs. Beaucoup
d’entre nous ont participé au Tournoi alors que
nous débutions notre carrière de hockeyeur et
notre façon de jouer en a été fortement
influencée.

Über dem Haupteingang von EGHCs ehemaligem
Clubhaus in der West Street standen Grantland
Rices inspirierende Worte: “Wenn der eine große
Torschütze kommt, um gegen Ihren Namen zu
schreiben. Er markiert - nicht, dass Sie gewonnen
oder verloren haben - sondern wie Sie das Spiel
gespielt haben.” Diese Worte verkörpern den Geist
aller unserer Turnierspiele. Genuss war schon
immer der Hauptgrund, warum ich jemals Hockey
gespielt habe.

Au-dessus de l’entrée principale de l’ancien clubhouse de l’EGHC, situé dans West Street étaient
inscrits les mots, source d’inspiration, de
Grantland Rice: « Quand l’Arbitre Suprême viendra
juger vos faits et gestes, il ne s’arrêtera pas sur le
fait que vous ayez gagné ou perdu mais il retiendra
la manière dont vous avez joué. » Ces mots
incarnent l'esprit de tous nos matchs de tournoi. Le
plaisir a toujours été la principale raison pour
laquelle j'ai joué au hockey.

Im Laufe der Jahre wurden viele langfristige
Freundschaften geschlossen, die seit langem
bestehen. Wir waren bei Gastfamilien und waren
einer anderen Sprache, Kultur, Essen, Getränken
und Unterhaltungsformen ausgesetzt. Die Briten
erlebten, was es bedeutete, Europäer zu sein,
obwohl mehr Briten sich zu unserem anhaltenden
Unglauben und Kummer dazu entschlossen, die
Bezeichnung 'Europäer' nicht zu schätzen.

Au fil des ans, de nombreuses amitiés indéfectibles
se sont nouées et perdurent. Nous avons séjourné
dans des familles d'accueil et avons été exposés à
une langue, une culture, une nourriture, des
boissons et des formes de divertissement
différentes. Les Britanniques ont vécu ce que
c'était que d’être Européen, mais à notre
incrédulité et notre détresse persistantes, les
Britanniques étaient plus que jamais déterminés à
ne pas chérir le surnom d’Européen.

Ein faszinierendes Element der Festivals ist für uns
die Vielzahl von Familienfäden; mit vielen Fällen
von Geschwister- und Generationenbeteiligung.
Meiner Meinung nach ist es kein Zufall, dass so
viele Festival-Spieler aus jedem unserer Clubs auf
repräsentativem Niveau gespielt haben, einige
haben bei den Olympischen Spielen Gold
gewonnen.
Wir haben daher beschlossen, dass das, was seit
über 70 Jahren gebraut wird, aufgezeichnet
werden sollte, bevor Informationen über diese
frühen Jahre vom Radar verschwinden.
Also laßt uns dieses Buch schreiben !
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Thomas Friedlaender and David Lloyd

Pour nous, un élément fascinant du Tournoi est le
grand nombre de liens familiaux; avec de
nombreux exemples de participation fraternelle et
générationnelle. À mon avis, ce n'est pas une
coïncidence si tant de joueurs de chacun de nos
Clubs, ayant pris part au Tournoi, ont joué à des
niveaux remarquables, certains remportant des
médailles d’or aux Jeux Olympiques.
Nous avons donc décidé que ce qui existe depuis
plus de soixante dix ans devait être relaté avant
que les informations sur les premières années ne
disparaissent du radar.
Alors, écrivons ce livre!
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« La Part Des Anges »
Et Jacques: “Nein drei!”
Et tous, ils riaient bien sûr même si c’était la dixième fois qu’ils se rejouaient
l’histoire, Hans et Dennis et Jacques et aussi Mike et Joy et Tom et Michelle et Olaf
et Anita et Peter, et Robert et Catherine et Alfred et Kathy et tous les autres…
Mais là ce n’est pas la vie de ces trois-là qu’on raconte, ils ont eu leur parts de
joies, de peines, d’amours, d’emmerdes, c’est le roman qu’ils ont écrit ensemble,
celui d’une Europe retrouvée, d’une communauté de respect, de cœur, de
lumière, qui même si elle ne durait que trois jours, représentait l’essence même
de ce que des hommes de bonne volonté peuvent accomplir dès lors qu’ils
prennent le temps, le risque de se connaître, de s’estimer, de s’aimer au-delà de
leurs différences et de leur histoire.
Bien sûr, ils supportaient leur équipe, au bord du terrain les « Come On EG » les «
Attaquez Flottbek » les « Hallez Rouen » fusaient pendant que les balles volaient,
les gardiens plongeaient, les arbitres sifflaient. Parfois les meilleurs gagnaient,
mais ce qui comptait avant tout, c’était que chacun recevait l’autre comme un
frère dans sa maison, et que l’année d’après il était chez lui dans la maison de
l’autre à Hambourg, EG ou Rouen.
Le savaient-ils vraiment, Dennis, Jacques et Hans, ce qu’ils allaient réaliser tous
les trois?
En avaient-ils la moindre idée, pressentaient-ils qu’au bout d’une rencontre, d’une
petite discussion, entre Warum nicht?, Why not?, Pourquoi pas? ils allaient créer ce
phénomène improbable, invraisemblable qui, plus de 70 ans après, entretiendrait
cette lueur, cette petite flamme, oh combien fragile, périssable, maintenue contre
des vents contraires, le temps, l’érosion des sentiments, le besoin d’ailleurs, de
nouveauté, et que ce phénomène se maintiendrait, se développerait,
s’amplifierait, se communiquerait, existerait, tout simplement.
Combien de capitaines, de joueurs partaient pour ces terrains lointains. Ils
n’étaient pas bien nombreux mais revenaient tous les ans, Easter, Ostern, Pâques,
se retrouvaient, se parlaient, s’encourageaient, se multipliaient, s’enivraient de
discours malicieux, de speechs audacieux qui faisaient rire et vibrer les hommes,
les femmes, qui refaisaient les matchs, les buts, les dribbles ou les hors-jeu.
Et pas que, puisque très vite le week-end ne suffit plus. Les amis puisqu’il faut
bien les appeler du nom qu’ils se donnaient, organisaient des rencontres,
débordaient du cadre, se retrouvaient sans autre raison que d’être bien ensemble
sans crosse à la main, sans balle à shooter, sans terrain à arpenter, juste pour
partager le plaisir de parler, d’être ensemble.
Et Pâques revenait, les matchs s’enchainaient, la bière débordait, les ‘skols’
retentissaient,
Et Dennis: “Two Martinis please”
Et Arthur, behind the bar: “Dry?”
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Et Hans: “Nein zwei!”

Le dîner d’adieu, celui des accolades, des embrassades, des déclarations, des
pleurs, ne pouvait jamais être le dernier puisque l’invitation officielle pour l’année
suivante était lancée dans la chaleur, l’effervescence des sentiments éprouvés sans
fard, et que souvent aux détours d’un slow, d’un regard appuyé, on murmurait des
promesses, on volait des baisers.
Et puis les successeurs étaient déjà là, ceux qui dans un an, dans dix ans
reprendraient le flambeau, animeraient la flamme de l’amitié, l’envie de revivre
l’ivresse des retrouvailles, la griserie du partage absolu, désintéressé, dans un
monde parallèle, hors du temps, sans penser au lendemain, au mardi, au
flétrissement embaumé de ces journées inoubliables qui ne regardaient,
n’intéressaient, ne concernaient qu’eux-mêmes. Un moment suspendu, presque
irréel qui unissait à chaque fois et comme par enchantement, tous ceux qui
vivaient ces instants magiques comme si c’étaient les derniers.
Est-ce qu’ils le savaient, est-ce qu’ils y ont pensé Dennis, Jacques et Hans, la
première fois qu’ils se sont rencontrés, est-ce qu’ils ont compris dès le début de
l’aventure, qu’ils étaient en train d’inventer ce Festival, de construire ce
Monument ?
Probablement pas.
Mais, au fil des années, la chaleur de leur enthousiasme cultivait, bonifiait l’âme
du tournoi d’où s’évaporait, comme d’un whisky de légende, la part des anges,
celle qui, désormais, leur appartient pour l’éternité.
Jacques Paloumé…Pâques 2021

“The Angels’ Share”
Did Dennis, Jacques and Hans actually realise what an outstanding achievement
they were giving birth to?
Did the three of them have the slightest idea of what was going on? Did they think
that one single encounter, one small talk, ein ‘Warum Nicht’ or a ‘Why Not’ or un
‘Pourquoi Pas’ would lead them to achieve such an improbable, incredible
phenomenon? A phenomenon that, 70 years later, would maintain the glimmer, the
little flame so fragile, so perishable that they had lit up. A phenomenon able to
face hard times come hell or high water, Time, erosion of the sentiments, yearning
for elsewhere, search for novelty. A
phenomenon that would keep going,
develop, amplify, swell, spread out,
EXIST in a word!
How many Captains, how many players
left for these faraway lands? Not a lot.
Yet, how faithful they were! Easter,
Ostern, Pâques would see them get
together, talk, encourage each other,
m u l t i p l y, g e t i n t o x i c a t e d w i t h
mischievous and daring speeches that
made them laugh and vibrate. For three
days men and women would argue about
games, dribbling and off-side positions.
Soon, gathering at Easter wasn’t enough.
The “Friends” as they called each other
would organise encounters out of Easter
time and meet off the pitch for one and
only reason: the joy to be together. No
hockey sticks in hand, no goals to score,
no running up and down the field. Just
the genuine pleasure to share a good
time with true friends.

But, it is not the life of the three Founding Fathers that we are telling now. They
had their share of joy, grief, love and bloody awful days. The point here is the Story
they wrote together. The Story of a reunited Europe, a community based on
respect, hearty feelings, a light shining in the dark which, even if it only lasted for
three days, represented the very essence of what men of good will may accomplish
if they take the time, the risk to get to know each other, to think highly of each
other and to love each other beyond differences and background.
Of course, they would cheer for their teams. Along the pitch you could hear “Come
on EG”, “Attaquez Flottbeck” or “Allez
Rouen” while hockey balls were flying,
keepers diving and umpires whistling.
Sometimes, the best team would win. But
what mattered most was to welcome
each player staying in your house like a
brother and to feel at home the following
year in Hamburg, Rouen or EG.
The Farewell Dinner, the time for
hugging, kissing, crying, listening to
speeches, could never be a “Farewell”
since the official invitation for the
following year was issued in the heat of
the night, in the effervescence of openly
experienced feelings, when couples
would whisper promises, steal kisses
while slow dancing, gazing into each
other’s eyes.

And then the successors were already
there. Successors who, within a few
Rouen 2005…Nicole Woodley, Laure Paloumé, Jacques Paloumé Jr., Tina Krantz.
years, would take up the torch, liven up
the flame of friendship, the fervent
desire of getting together again, the exhilaration of utter and disinterested sharing
in a parallel world, a timeless world where the next morning, Tuesday morning
Then, Easter would come around again…One game after another…Beer flowing in precisely, would disappear together with the fragrant withering of these days that
streams…“Skols” echoing.
were unforgettable and essential but to themselves. A sort of a heavenly interlude
almost ethereal that brought together all the people who intensely experienced
And Dennis: “Two Martinis, please.”
these bewitched moments as if they would never live such magic again.
And Arthur, behind the Bar: “Dry?”
Were each of Dennis, Jacques and Hans aware of what was happening? Were they
And Hans: “Nein zwei!”
thinking about it when they first met? Did they understand, from the start, that
they were founding the FESTIVAL, building a MONUMENT?
And Jacques: “Nein drei!”
It is most unlikely.
And they would all burst out laughing of course, even if it was the tenth time they
were telling the same joke, Hans, Dennis and Jacques but also Mike, Joy and Tom, But, as years went by, the ardent enthusiasm cultivated, improved the soul of the
Michelle, Olaf and Anita, Peter, Robert and Catherine, Alfred, Kathy and all the Festival from which the angels’ share would vanish in the air, as happens with
others…
legendary whiskies. The angels’ share that is now theirs for all eternity.
Jacques Paloumé…Easter 2021
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Jacques Paloumé
Il m’est difficile d’assumer l’honneur et la confiance que me fait Christine
d’évoquer le souvenir de son incomparable père. Honneur, car nombreux
sont ceux qui sauraient le faire avec talent. Confiance parce que, se
faisant, Christine me rappelle l’affection que son père avait pour moi, ce
qui était un vrai cadeau de la vie. Difficile exercice parce qu’il faut réduire
drastiquement l’étendue des souvenirs de jeunesse largement vécue à ses
côtés.
Les hasards bienheureux de la vie m’ont permis de le rencontrer sur le
chemin menant au terrain de hockey de Rouen. Terrain affublé d’un Club
House pitoyable mais qui nous était pourtant si cher du fait de nos
rencontres chaque fin de semaine à tout le moins. Fallait-il que l’on y soit
très bien pour affronter nos adversaires, le froid, les trous du terrain, les
arbitres approximatifs et les vestiaires à nuls autres pareils.
Bon nombre d’entre nous s’y sont rendus pendant plusieurs décennies
comme si il était vital de jouer au Hockey et d’y rencontrer, entre autres,
celui qui en était le pilier le mieux établi, déférence gardée à l’égard des
autres. Mais évidemment, Jacques Paloumé s’y distinguait. Il avait pour ce
sport une passion singulière. Tout était bon à prendre chez lui, je devrais
dire à recevoir. Ses sourires de satisfaction en cas de victoire comme ses
colères difficilement contenues quand l’équipe n’avait pas fait preuve
d’enthousiasme. En tout état de cause, il était assez fréquent que la joie de
vivre l’emporte et que les dimanches soirs se terminent chez lui, rue
Hyacinthe Langlois.
Il n’est pas étonnant que ce passionné déterminé soit récompensé par la
médaille du Ministère de la Jeunesse et des Sports, mais surtout qu’il soit
devenu un des Pères Fondateurs d’un Tournoi, assuré de sa pérennité. Il lui
était certainement naturel d’imaginer un Tournoi qui, au-delà du Hockey,
signifiait la volonté de rassembler des représentants de trois nations
récemment déchirées. Nous lui devons donc des journées mémorables
vécues à East Grinstead, à Hambourg et à Rouen. Il faudrait un livre pour
recueillir l’ensemble des moments privilégiés que nous avons partagés et
qu’il nous faut pérenniser.
Mais je manquerais à mes devoirs en ne faisant mémoire que de sa passion
pour son sport, sa fidélité en amitié et sa joie de vivre. Il faut ajouter, mais
chacun le sait, que c’était un homme loyal, bon et généreux.
Immanquablement, son souvenir nous ramène au mot de Voltaire :
«Toutes les grandeurs de ce monde ne valent pas un bon ami»
Injustement et cruellement enlevé à l’affection de ses enfants et de ses
amis, il laisse des regrets tenaces et le gout sacré des moments privilégiés
que la vie nous offre.
Philippe Lagarde
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Jacques Paloumé
It is not easy for me to assume the honour
and trust that Christine puts in me in asking
me to evoke her incomparable father. An
honour because many people, a lot more
talented than me, could do it. Trust because
her asking reminds me of the affection he
showed for me. Affection that was a genuine
gift that life sometimes offers you. A difficult
exercise since I have to choose among so
many memories that we shared throughout
my whole life.
I am grateful to life for the blissful stroke of
luck that allowed me to meet him on the way
leading to the Hockey pitch of Rouen. A
hockey pitch adorned with a pathetic
Clubhouse but nevertheless so dear to us by
the mere fact that it was the place where we would all get together to play at weekends. Yes,
didn’t we have to feel comfortable there to face the opponents, the cold, the molehills, the
approximate umpires as well as the unprecedented changing rooms? So many of us remained
faithful to the place for decades as if it was vital for us to play hockey and to meet, among
others, the one pillar of the Club, Jacques Paloumé. He sure was standing out. He had a great
passion for this sport. Everything was good to take from him, I should say to receive from him.
His satisfied smile when the team won and his restrained anger when they had lacked of
enthusiasm and not done their best. But, most of Sunday evenings, he would let himself be
carried away by his «joie de vivre» and the whole team was invited for dinner at his house.
Therefore, it’s quite normal that such a passionate and determined man was awarded a medal by
Le Ministère de la Jeunesse et des Sports. Obvious too that he became one of the Founding
Fathers of a timeless Festival. It was certainly most natural for him to imagine a Festival which,
beyond the game, had the will to reunite three recently torn nations. So, we owe Jacques
memorable days in East Grinstead, Hamburg and Rouen. It would take a book to collect all the
privileged moments we shared and that I will never forget. But, I would miss the essential aspect
of his personality if I only mentioned his passion for hockey and his joie de vivre. I must add that
he was a good, and generous man and most of all loyal to his friends.

Jacques Paloumé Jr. and Philippe Lagarde wearing the old
Rouen strip with the Rouen clubhouse in the background.

Jacques Paloumé Jr., Nicolle Paloumé, Philippe Lagarde,
Jacques Paloumé Sr.

When I think of Jacques Paloumé, I inevitably think of Voltaire who said:«Toutes les grandeurs de ce monde ne valent pas un bon ami»
Unjustly and cruelly carried off his children’s and friends’s affection, he leaves behind him
persistent regrets as well as the sacred inclination for the privileged moments that life can bring.
Philippe Lagarde
Jacques Sr. and Jacques Jr.
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Hosting Years for the Easter Festivals
1949
1950

Dieppe
East Grinstead

1969
1970

Rouen
East Grinstead

1989
1990

Hamburg
Rouen

2009
2010

Not held
Not held

1951

Rouen

1971

Hamburg

1991

East Grinstead

2011

Not held

1952

Not held

1972

Rouen

1992

Hamburg

2012

Hamburg

1953

East Grinstead

1973

East Grinstead

1993

Rouen

2013

East Grinstead

1954

1974

Hamburg

1994

East Grinstead

2014

Rouen

1955

Rouen (Flottbek
join)
East Grinstead

1975

Rouen (EG absent)

1995

Hamburg

2015

Hamburg

1956

Rouen

1976

East Grinstead

1996

Rouen

2016

East Grinstead

1957

East Grinstead

1977

Hamburg

1997

East Grinstead

2017

Rouen

1958

Rouen

1978

Rouen

1998

Hamburg

2018

Hamburg

1959*

East Grinstead

1979

East Grinstead

1999

Rouen

2019

East Grinstead

1959*

Hamburg (Whitsun)

1980

Hamburg

2000

East Grinstead

2020

Not held

1960

Rouen

1981

Rouen

2001

Rouen

2021

Not held

1961

East Grinstead

1982

East Grinstead

2002

Hamburg

2022

Invited by Rouen

1962

Hamburg

1983

Hamburg

2003

East Grinstead

1963

Rouen

1984

Rouen

2004

Hamburg

1964

East Grinstead

1985

East Grinstead

2005

Rouen

1965

Hamburg

1986

Hamburg

2006

East Grinstead

1966

Rouen

1987

Rouen

2007

Hamburg

1967

East Grinstead

1988

East Grinstead

2008

Rouen

1968

Hamburg

*In 1959 there were two tournaments. East Grinstead hosted the Easter Festival. Hamburg hosted another at Whitsun (May1st).
In the years 2009/10/11, unfortunately, the Jacques Paloumé Festival did not take place. In this period, EGHC’s 1st XI qualified for the newly formed Euro
Hockey League. This was a huge honour for the club, but it meant that some of the main organisers of the regular Easter festival were involved with East
Grinstead’s attendance in the Euro League at Easter and not, alas, with the Jacques Paloumé festival.
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Programmes we have collected can be viewed and downloaded from the website…www.thejpef.com

In 1971, Dennis Leman reflects on the origins of the ‘The Easter Festival’
Dieppe and received an invitation to take a
Hockey team to Dieppe at Easter. This was
one of first visits of an English side to the
Continent after the war, and as far as East
Grinstead was concerned, the start of an
association which has carried on ever since.
The following year 1950, Dieppe was the
guest of East Grinstead and brought with
them some Rouen players, who, in turn,
invited East Grinstead to Rouen in 1951.
We first met the Flottbek team from Hamburg
in Rouen in 1956. They were there again in
1958, and we invited them to East Grinstead
for the first time for our festival in 1959.
They returned our hospitality by inviting
Rouen and us to Hamburg during the Whitsun
holiday of 1959.

17th May 1959 in Hamburg. Hans Borkmann of
Grossflottbeker Hockey Club, Dennis Leman of East
Grinstead Hockey Club and Jacques Paloumé of
Drakkar Hockey Club de Rouen.

The Easter Festival.
For as long as most people can remember,
Easter has always been regarded as Festival
Time by anyone connected with Hockey.
It was in 1949 that the then Captain of the
First XI, Harry Gabain (we only ran one team
in those days) who had lived in France before
the war, renewed contacts with his friends in

We had a very hairy-raising journey in a
chartered plane from Southend (incidentally
the self-same plane crashed in Oslo a few
months later with a party of schoolboys
aboard) arriving in Hamburg in the early hours
of the morning. For most of us, it was our
first visit to Germany, and we were amazed at
the enormous devastation that still remained
in Hamburg. However, we had a most
enjoyable festival, and from this time we
have taken it in turns with Rouen and
Hamburg to act as hosts for the Easter
Festival.
Regrettably, I have not kept a record of the
results of the festivals over the years, but if
my memory is correct, we have never lost to
the Germans — there have been several
drawn games — and we have only lost to
Rouen on two occasions. We, as a club, have a
most enviable record in post-war years as
having organised and participated in Easter
Festivals every year, except for 1952, since
1949.

One of the greatest benefits that arise from
our type of “family festival” as compared to
the larger international ones is that over the
years there have been a great number of
family associations developed with our
continental friends, one outcome being that
children of some of the older members are
spending school holidays with one another.
Our visit to Hamburg this Easter will be our
fifth visit there. We have visited Rouen eight
times and once to Dieppe), and we have run
the festival in East Grinstead on nine
occasions.
Over the years many trophies and pennants
have been given and received, the main one
being the one played for between the three
host Clubs every Easter. This was presented
originally by the Flottbek side in 1962 and was
re-christened in 1968 the Jacques Paloumé
Trophy, in memory of our great friend from
Rouen who was killed in a car accident. We
are present holders of the Trophy, and it
resides behind the bar in the Clubhouse —
members will be pleased to note the number
of times the name East Grinstead appears on
it.
Finally, I would strongly recommend to those
members of the club — particularly the
younger ones — who have not taken part in
these festivals, that they should do so at the
earliest opportunity when I can guarantee
they will have a most enjoyable and convivial
weekend at a very reasonable cost.
Dennis Leman.
East Grinstead, 1971
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“Festival Teams”
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“Festival Teams”
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EGHC’s Squad for the first overseas festival, in Dieppe, April 17th, 1949
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Rear: Colin Davis, Trevor Johnson, Nigel Stott, Arthur Ormsby, A. Albu, Harry Gabain (Capt.)
Front: Robin Kennard, F. Legge, Derek Hamblen, Alfred Nathan, Bob Izzard

Rouen, Pâques 1972
Le Tournoi

«Jacques

Paloumé»

Je me souviens de certain voyage de l’après guerre immédiat où
beaucoup d’anciens aﬀrontèrent mal— oh combien — les vagues de La
Manche, n’est ce pas HAZARD… Les initiateurs étaient nos amis
Dieppois. Certains prétendent même, qu’aujourd’hui encore, — 23 ans
plus tard — beaucoup d’entre eux n’ont pas totalement digéré leur
whisky.

Si le hockey Rouennais avait au moins réussi cela. Si le hockey
Rouennais n’avait créé qu’un tel réseau de sympathies, il eut été
éminemment utile.
Utile à nos joueurs, utile aussi à se mesurer à notre, monde, un monde
dont la nécessité première est que les jeunes de tous les pays se
connaissent et s’estiment.
«Si tous les gars du monde voulaient s’donner la main…»
Anonyme, Pâques 1972

L’année suivante les Rouennais tentèrent de se venger au logis Lanfry,
rue des Capucins et déjà JACQUES PALOUMÉ était l’un des principaux
organisateurs. Le whisky fut cette fois versé dans une bassinoire où l’on
se servait au quart de soldat. Nul n’avait vu cela depuis SHAKESPEARE.
C’est ainsi que tout commença, et l'on parle encore dans les chaumières
de la casquette d’Arthur, du passeport présidentiel oublié a
FOLKESTONE, et des discours de JACQUES PALOUMÉ.
Depuis, les Hambourgeois se joignirent à nous, et nous donnèrent de
multiples leçons.
La plus belle de toutes, — je vous la livre avec émotion — Hans était là,
ce triste jour de Juillet 68 où nous portions en terre celui qui fut pour
tous, et spécialement pour moi, le meilleur ami.

Patrice Ha

zard
«Si tous les Gars»
par Max

Pourrait-on citer en quelques lignes tant de souvenirs!
Nous les revivions comme au sein d'une famille. C’est en eﬀet une
véritable famille que nous avons créé peu à peu. Une famille comportant,
comme toute autre, ses enfants terribles, ses ancêtres abusifs, ses
fortes têtes et… ses moins fortes. Mais une famille très «Marché
Commun» et l'on ne sait plus, après une certaine heure, si l’on parle
Français, Anglais, ou Allemand, mais où l’on se comprend quand même.
C’est cela en définitif le «hockey» ou plus exactement c’est tel qu’il
devrait être. Autant de vigueur que d’amitié; autant de violence contenue
que de souci de vivre joyeux; autant d’ardeur sur le terrain que le souci
des autres !
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Rouen, Easter 1972
Le Tournoi

«Jacques

Paloumé»

Useful for our players, useful also in measuring our world, a world
whose primary need is for young people from all countries to know and
value each other.
"If everyone in the world could lend a hand, then we’d all be as one …"
Anonymous, Easter 1972

I remember a certain trip in the immediate post-war period where
many of the elders fared so badly…don’t you agree? Amongst the waves
of The Channel, it was Patrice HAZARD...The initiators of the
tournament were our friends from Dieppe. Some even claim that even
today — 23 years later — many of them still haven't fully digested their
whiskey.
The following year the Rouennais tried to take revenge at logis Lanfry,
rue des Capucins and Jacques PALOUMÉ was already one of the main
organisers. This time the whiskey was poured into a basin where the
soldier's quarter was served. No one had seen this since SHAKESPEARE.
This is how it all began, and we still talk in the cottages about Arthur's
cap, the presidential passport forgotten in FOLKESTONE, and the
speeches of JACQUES PALOUMÉ.
Since then, the Hamburgers joined us, and gave us many lessons.
The most beautiful of all, — I deliver it to you with emotion — Hans was
there, that sad day of July 68 when we laid in the earth the one who
was for all, and especially for me, the best friend.
Could we quote so many memories in a few lines!
We relived them as within a family. It is indeed a real family that we
have created little by little. A family comprising, like any other, its
terrible children, its abusive ancestors, its strong heads and… its less
strong. But a very "Common Market" family and after a certain hour you
no longer know if you are speaking French, English or German, but
where you can understand each other anyway.
This is ultimately "hockey" or more accurately it should be. As much
vigour as friendship; as much contained violence as the concern to live
joyfully; as much ardor in the field as concern for others!
If Rouen's hockey had at least succeeded in that. If Rouen’s hockey had
only created such a network of sympathies, it would have been
eminently useful.
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Patrice Ha

zard
«Si tous les Gars»
par Max

Rouen, Ostern 1972
Le Tournoi

«Jacques

Paloumé»

Ich erinnere mich an eine bestimmte Reise kurz nach dem Ende des 2.
Weltkriegs, als viele der Älteren die – oh wie vielen - Wellen des
Ärmelkanals schlecht vertrugen, nicht wahr HAZARD .... Die Initiatoren
waren unsere Freunde aus Dieppe. Einige geben selbst heute - nach 23
Jahren – vor, dass sie ihren Whisky immer noch nicht vollständig verdaut
haben.

das Bestreben nach einem glücklichen Leben; soviel
dem Feld wie Aufmerksamkeit für andere.

Feuereifer auf

Wenn das Hockey aus Rouen das zumindest geschafft hätte. Wenn das
Hockey aus Rouen nichts als ein derartiges Netzwerk aus Sympathien
geschaffen hätte, es wäre äußerst nützlich gewesen.
Nützlich für unsere Spieler, nützlich auch um sich an unserer Welt zu
messen, einer Welt, in der die vorrangige Notwendigkeit darin besteht,
dass die Jugend aller Länder sich kennenlernt und schätzt.
Anonym, Ostern 1972

Im darauffolgenden Jahr haben die Rouennais versucht, sich bei Lanfry,
rue des Capucines zu revanchieren (zu rächen) und schon damals war
JACQUES PALOUMÉ einer Hauptorganisatoren. Der Whisky wurde dieses
Mal in eine Wärmflasche gegossen, aus der man sich nach Soldatenart
(au quart de soldat) bediente. Niemand hatte derartiges seit
SHAKESPEARE gesehen.
So fing alles an und wir reden immer noch in den Cottages über Arthurs
Schirmmütze, den in FOLKESTONE vergessenen Pass des Präsidenten und
die Reden von JACQUES PALOUMÉ.
Seitdem haben sich
Lehren erteilt. Die
ergriffen – Hans war
der Erde übergaben,
Freund war.

die Hamburger uns angeschlossen und uns viele
schönste von allen, - ich überliefere es Euch
da, an diesem traurigen Tag im Juli 68 als wir den
der für uns alle, und besonders für mich, der beste

Patrice Ha

zard
«Si tous les Gars»
par Max

Wie könnten wir in wenigen Zeilen so viele Erinnerungen wiedergeben !
Wir durchleben diese Erinnerungen wie im Kreise einer Familie wieder.
Das ist in der Tat eine wirkliche Familie, die wir nach und nach
erschaffen haben. Eine Familie, die wie alle anderen auch, aus
schwarzen Schafen, irrenden Vorfahren, aus starken Köpfen .... und
weniger starken besteht. Aber es ist eine sehr europäische Familie (très
"Marché Commun") und man weiß nach einer gewissen Stunde nicht
mehr, ob man Französisch, Englisch oder Deutsch spricht, aber man
versteht sich trotzdem.
Das ist schließlich "Hockey" oder genauer gesagt, das, was es sein sollte.
Soviel Kraft wie Freundschaft; soviel in Grenzen gehaltene Gewalt wie
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What To Expect when you attend a Jacques Paloumé Festival

The 1957 welcome letter from John Howeson, President of EGHC
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«Bonjour Christine, c'est Hans qui te parle…»
sympathiques». A cette époque, «j'étais un capitaine sévère. Un peu de bière et
pas de déchaînement le soir. La relation entre nous a prospéré et en 1959, ils nous
ont visité à Hambourg pour Whitsun. Ensuite, ton père, Dennis et moi ne sommes
plus manqués un tournoi depuis La Pâques 1962 chez nous ». Ainsi est née votre
indéfectible amitié.
D'ailleurs, parmi les souvenirs que tu évoques, reviennent sans cesse leurs deux
prénoms intimement liés.
Un de ces témoignages m'a particulièrement émue et fait sourire à la fois.
Après l'enterrement de mon père, tu as raccompagné Dennis au bateau, à Dieppe.
La gorge nouée, tu m'as dit «nous étions tristes, tristes, tristes». Et puis soudain,
une petite lueur d'amusement a brillé dans tes yeux comme si tu revivais la scène:
passe près de toi une splendide RollsRoyce, «une Corniche, la plus chère du
moment» et puis vous vous apercevez qu'elle tire une toute petite remorque
parfaitement ridicule. Spontanément tu as dit à Dennis «Regarde, un milliardaire
anglais qui promène ses toilettes!» Cela a été, d'après toi «le moment de
déclenchement de la tension de l'horrible journée» et vous avez, enfin, pu respirer
normalement et rire ensemble.
C'est toujours ainsi que tu commençais nos conversations téléphoniques et c'est
ainsi que tu as commencé l'interview que tu m'as accordée au cours d'un Tournoi
Jacques Paloumé il y a quelques années.
Munie d'un matériel «ultra sophistiqué» (un micro et un baladeur MP3!), j'avais
entrepris d'interroger les participants sur le thème «What does the Jacques
Paloumé Festival mean for you?» Prémonitoire? Peut-être? Aujourd'hui, sourire aux
lèvres ou larmes aux yeux, je les écoute encore toutes ces voix qui se sont
confiées: Jackie, Marcus, Barry, Nanouche, Anita, Kathie, Dennis, Marc, Paul etc…
et toi, bien sûr, avec ce timbre au rythme si particulier, tes erreurs de syntaxe si
amusantes et tes grands éclats de rire. Toi, si discret, si secret même, ce jour-là tu
m'as révélé l'origine de ta rencontre avec Jacques, mon père et comment vous
avez rejoint le Tournoi.

Tu l'as compris maintenant, ce livre que nous avons écrit tous ensemble est dédié
au PARTAGE.
MERCI à toi, où que tu sois, d'avoir été si fidèle en amitié toutes ces années. MERCI
aussi d'avoir levé, quelque peu, le mystère qui t'entoure et d'avoir partagé tes
souvenirs avec nous. Et tu sais, mystère, questionnement et non-dit peuvent se
révéler des obstacles pour certains mais ils ont ceci de merveilleux qu'ils laissent
libre cours à l'imagination…
Christine et Laurence

Tout a débuté en 1951 par un échange avec un «élève scolaire» rouennais, Jean
Claude Beaurepaire, que tu as connu par l'intermédiaire de ton frère aîné «de dix
années». Ce fameux Jean-Claude est resté trois mois chez toi à Hambourg. Alors
que c'était un joueur de «Fussball», tu l'as enrôlé dans ton équipe de Hockey à
Flottbeck, où, d'après toi, il a «bricolé pas mal».
Quelques années plus tard, ton équipe première a cherché à participer à un
tournoi pendant les vacances de Pâques. Tes joueurs ont dit «demande à JeanClaude de trouver un Club pour nous accueillir». Mon père, alors Président du HCR
a accepté. Les souvenirs douloureux de la guerre étaient encore bien vivaces et
pourtant tous les deux vous vous êtes immédiatement rapprochés. Vous avez su
faire taire tout ressentiment. Je n'aurais jamais osé y faire allusion mais, ce jourlà, c'est toi qui en a parlé très simplement. «On avait 23 ans» m'as-tu confié. «Les
anglais et les français ont vu que l'on sait jouer et ils ont trouvé nous
17

"Hallo Christine, es ist Hans, der anruft…”
Franzosen haben gesehen, dass wir Hockey spielen können und sie haben uns
sympathisch gefunden." In dieser Zeit war ich ein strenger Kapitän. Abends etwas
Bier, aber keine weiteren Ausschweifungen. Die Beziehung zwischen uns wurde
enger und 1959 haben sie uns in Hamburg zu Pfingsten besucht. Dein Vater, Dennis
und ich haben seit dem Oster-Turnier 1962 bei uns kein Turnier verpasst. So ist
unsere unerschütterliche Freundschaft entstanden.
Übrigens kommen mir bei den Erinnerungen, die Du hervorrufst, ständig ihre
beiden so innig vertrauten Vornamen in den Sinn.
Eine dieser Erzählungen hat mich besonders gerührt und mich gleichzeitig zum
Lächeln gebracht.

So hast Du immer unsere Telefongespräche begonnen und so hast Du auch das
Interview begonnen, das Du mir während eines Jacques Paloumé Turniers vor
einigen Jahren gegeben hast.
Ausgestattet mit einer "hypermodernen" Ausrüstung - (einem Mikrofon und einem
MP3-Player !) - habe ich die Teilnehmer zu dem Thema befragt: was bedeutet das
Jacques Paloumé Festival für Dich ?" Vorausschauend ? Vielleicht ? Heute, mit
einem Lächeln auf den Lippen oder auch Tränen in den Augen, höre ich sie wieder,
all die Stimmen, die sich mir anvertraut haben: Jackie, Marcus, Barry, Nanouche,
Anita, Kathie, Dennis, Marc, Paul etc. und eben Dich, mit dieser so besonderen
Stimme, Deinen lustigen Syntax-Fehlern und den heftigen Lachanfällen. Obwohl Du
so diskret und sogar verschwiegen warst, an diesem Tag hast Du mir den Ursprung
Deiner Begegnung mit Jacques, meinem Vater, verraten und wie ihr das Turnier
wieder zusammengebracht habt.
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Angefangen hat alles im Jahr 1951 mit einem Schüler-Austausch Deines zehn Jahre
älteren Bruders mit einem Schulkind aus Rouen, Jean Claude Beaurepaire, den Du
dadurch kennen gelernt hast. Dieser berühmte Jean-Claude war drei Monate bei
Dir in Hamburg. Obwohl er Fußball gespielt hat, hast Du ihn für Deine HockeyMannschaft in Flottbek angeworben, wo er, wie Du sagtest, sich "ganz gut
geschlagen hat". Einige Jahre später hat Deine 1. Herren-Mannschaft eine
Gelegenheit gesucht, an einem Hockey-Turnier während der Oster-Ferien
teilzunehmen. Deine Spieler sagten: "frag Jean-Claude, dass er uns einen Club
sucht, der uns aufnehmen kann." Mein Vater, damals Präsident des HCR (Hockey
Club Rouen), hat zugesagt. Die schmerzhaften Erinnerungen des Krieges waren
immer noch lebendig und trotzdem wart Ihr Euch sofort sehr nahe. Ihr habt alle
Vorbehalte zum Schweigen zu bringen gewußt. Ich habe niemals gewagt, darauf
anzuspielen, aber an diesem Tag hast Du darüber ganz selbstverständlich
gesprochen. "Wir waren 23 Jahre alt", hast Du mir erzählt, "die Engländer und die

Nach der Beerdigung meines Vaters hast Du Dennis zur Fähre nach Dieppe
begleitet. Mit gepress-ter Stimme hast Du mir gesagt: "wir waren traurig, traurig,
traurig." Und dann plötzlich, blitzte ein Schimmer von Belustigung in Deinen Augen
auf, als Du diese Szene beschriebst: ein prächtiger Rolls Royce fuhr nahe an Euch
vorbei, - das damals teuerste Modell Corniche, - und dann habt ihr gesehen, dass
es einen vollen Anhänger zieht, was sehr lächerlich aussah. Und spontan hast Du zu
Dennis gesagt, "Guck, ein englischer Milliardär fährt seine Toiletten spazieren !"
Das war, wie Du es erzählt hast, der Moment, in dem sich die Spannung des ganzen
schrecklichen Tages löste, und ihr endlich wieder normal atmen und lachen
konntet.
Du verstehst jetzt, dieses Buch, das wir alle zusammen geschrieben haben, ist dem
TEILEN gewidmet.
Ich danke Dir, wo immer Du sein magst, dass Du all die Jahre so treu in
Freundschaft verbunden gewesen bist. Danke auch, dass Du ein bißchen das
Geheimnis um Dich gelüftet hast und mit uns Deine Erinnerungen geteilt hast. Und
Du weißt, Rätsel, Fragen und Unausgesprochenes können für manche Hindernisse
bergen, aber sie haben auch Wunderbares, das der Fantasie freien Lauf läßt....
Christine et Laurence

"Hello Christine, it's Hans speaking with you…”
night. The relationship between us flourished, and in 1959 they visited us in
Hamburg for Whitsun. Then your father, Dennis and I haven't missed a tournament
since Easter 1962 at home". Thus was born your unwavering friendship.
Moreover, among the memories that you evoke, their two intimately linked first
names keep coming back.
One of these testimonials particularly moved me and made me smile at the same
time.
After my father's funeral, you took Dennis back to the boat in Dieppe. With your
throat tied, you told me, "we were sad, sad, sad". And then suddenly, a little
gleam of amusement shone in your eyes as if you were reliving the scene: a
splendid Rolls-Royce, "a Corniche, the most expensive of the moment", passes near
you, and then you realise that she is pulling an utterly ridiculous trailer.
Spontaneously you said to Dennis, "Look, an English billionaire walking his toilet!"
It was, in your opinion, "the awful day's tension release", and you were finally able
to breathe normally and laugh together.
You understand now, this book that we wrote all together is dedicated to SHARING.
This is always how you started our telephone conversations. This is how you
started the interview you gave me during a Jacques Paloumé Tournament a few
years ago.

THANKS to you, wherever you are, for being so faithful in friendship all these
years. THANK YOU also for lifting somewhat the mystery surrounding you and
sharing your memories with us. And you know, mystery, questioning and unspoken
can be obstacles for some. Still, they have this marvellous that they give free rein
to the imagination…

Equipped with "ultra-sophisticated" equipment (a microphone and an MP3 player!),
I undertook to question the participants on the theme "What does the Jacques
Paloumé Festival mean for you?" Premonitory? Perhaps? Today, with a smile on my
lips or tears in my eyes, I still listen to all those voices that have confided in:
Jackie, Marcus, Barry, Nanouche, Anita, Kathie, Dennis, Marc, Paul etc…and you, of
course, with this timbre with the particular rhythm, your errors of syntax so funny
and your great bursts of laughter. You, so discreet, so secret even, that day you
revealed the origin of your meeting with Jacques, my father and how you joined
the Tournament.

Christine et Laurence

It all started in 1951 with an exchange with a "school student" from Rouen, Jean
Claude Beaurepaire, whom you got to know through your "ten-year-old" older
brother. This famous Jean-Claude stayed for three months with you in Hamburg.
While he was a "Fussball" player, you enlisted him in your Hockey team in
Flottbeck, where, according to you, he "tinkered around a lot".
A few years later, your first team sought to participate in a tournament during the
Easter holidays. Your players said, "ask Jean-Claude to find a Club to welcome us".
My father, then President of DHCR, agreed. The painful memories of the war were
still very much alive, and yet the two of you immediately grew closer. You have
been able to silence all resentment. I would never have dared to allude to it but,
that day, it was you who spoke about it very simply. "We were 23," you told me.
"The English and French saw that we know how to play, and they found us
sympathetic". At that time, "I was a stern captain..a little beer and no fuss at
19
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Some of East Grinstead’s Participants -1970 Jacques Paloumé Festival in EG
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1.Morland Clinton, 2.Mike Buckley, 3.Tom Buckley, 4.Mike Dickson, 5.John Cantrell, 6.David Wakefield, 7.Alan Berry, 8.Arthur Mould, 9.R. Wakefield,
10.Alex Leggat, 11.Jack Towner, 12.Chris Derham, 13.Bernard Brown, 14.Tony Blunt, 15.John Harris, 16.Roger Dakin, 17.Dennis Leman, 18.Duncan Quibell,
19.Andrew Lloyd, 20.Brian Stockley, 21.Ian Westwood, 22.Robin Kennard, 23.Chris Walker, 24.Tom Seager-Berry, 25.R. Jones, 26.Arthur Rackstraw,
27.Nigel Rammell, 28.Paul Lloyd, 29.Tony Jellard, 30.Mike Murray, 31.John Malkin, 32.Jack de Naeyer, 33.Ian Jeffery, 34.Alfred Nathan, 35.George
Pitcher, 36.Hugh Bentley, 37.Tim Brooking, 38.Unknown, 39.David Buckley.
Photo courtesy of The East Grinstead Courier, 2nd April 1970
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Membres de l'équipe de Rouen avec Hans Borkmann à EG pour le tournoi...1970

1. Jacques Potel, 2. Mémé Verrier, 3. Hans Borkmann,
4. Gilles Lemarchand, 5. Didier Phalippou,
6. Jacques Paloumé, 7. P. Delacroix, 8. Luc Deschamps,
9. Philippe Lagarde, 10. François Naëgelé,
11. Jean-Claude Windsor, 12. Patrick Potel.
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The morning after in EG

Debbie Guiver, consummate
Jacques Paloumé tourist.
Debbie Guiver, vollendeter
Jacques Paloumé tourist.
Debbie Guiver, touriste
accomplie du Jacques Paloumé
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L'esprit des festivals Jacques Paloumé solidement ancré en 1953
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L'esprit des festivals Jacques Paloumé solidement ancré en 1953

1. Roy Wedlake, 2. Alfred Nathan, 3. John Howeson, 4. Jacques Belliard, 5. Henri Prévost, 6. Marie Jeanne Prévost, 7. Mike Dickson,
8. Unknown, 9. Roger Stampowski, 10. Muriel Beale, 11. Robin Kennard, 12. Bob Izzard, 13. Betty Veber, 14. Jeanine Belliard,
15. Maisie Izzard, 16. Michel Houet, 17. Dennis Leman, 18. Jacques Paloumé, 19. Françoise Feeny, 20. Jeanine Houet, 21. Unknown,
22. Arthur Ormsby, 23. Poum Savanier, 24. John Bartlett, 25. Jim Beale, 26. Unknown.
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This elegant gift from our hosts in Rouen, Easter 1988
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Pennants were exchanged before each match…and then warmly displayed

In the old East Grinstead clubhouse, the walls and ceiling rafters were festooned with the pennants from previous Jacques Paloumé Festivals

Hans Borkmann presents a Flottbek Pennant to Patrick Bia of
Rouen HC

Alfred Nathan presenting to Jean-Pierre Bailleul, Pierre
Lozes, Patrick Hivet & Jean-François Lagarde of Rouen HC.

Dennis Leman, John Bartlett & Bernard Brown present the
EGHC Pennant to Flottbek

Andrew & Jean Lloyd present an EGHC Pennant to John
French of Westcliff.

Team captains proudly displaying their Pennants from the
1959 Festival

Hugh Bentley with Mike Buckley, Roger Dakin & Duncan
Quibell present the EGHC Pennant to Flottbek.
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Some of the Pennants we exchanged
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Some of the Pennants we exchanged
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Some of the Pennants we exchanged
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The gift of ashtrays began, perhaps, in 1953 and continued until 1976

East Grinstead 1976

Rouen 1953

Rouen 1963

East Grinstead 1961

Flottbek
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East Grinstead’s Hockey Teams Usually Eat Dessert Unassisted
Before Dessert

No one can recall the reasons, circumstances
or moment in time when this EGHC ritual
began. However it remained an unshakable
part of Festival Final Dinners during the 80s
and 90s.
The catalyst for the ritual was, perhaps, the
serving of crème caramel for dessert at the
end of a final dinner in Rouen.

During Dessert

After Dessert

It slides around the plate, its impossible to
load onto a spoon, it falls through your fork,
the sauce drips over the edge…
Investigating closely, an unnamed male EG
player determined to experiment… he lent
over his crème caramel, positioning his lips
around its upper rim!
At that very instant, Mike Leman, sitting next
to the unnamed team member issued a dare.
“Go for it," he said whilst simultaneously
smacking his team member on the back of the
head.
The result was startling!

The correct approach to eating this wonderful
piece of French Cuisine has never really been
appreciated by the British!
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The shock of the smack on the back of the
head initiated an involuntary inhalation… a
perfect vacuum formed… the crème caramel,
fully loaded with sauce and wholly intact,
elevated from the plate, never to be seen
again!

EG’s Mens Captain, Will Arthur attempting to
emulate EG’s Ladies

Enduring Relationships

A

s you read the first few pages of this book, it will become apparent that 'Family' remains central to the Jacques
Paloumé Festival's longevity. Its foundations were laid in Dieppe during Easter of 1949…and not long after were built
upon by Dennis Leman (EGHC), Jacques Paloumé (DHCR) and Hans Borkmann (Flottbek). As this book goes to press, 72
years have passed since the first Festival was hosted in Dieppe in 1949. Over the years since, 24 have been hosted in
East Grinstead, 23 in Rouen, and 20 in Hamburg.
In the decades that followed Easter 1949, as the 'Festival Family' roots grew and extended widely, further connections were
formed... between the original 'Festival Family' and other families within our three clubs. The love of hockey and sport is the
one obvious focus of the festival weekend, but it goes much wider than those who wielded a hockey stick; many other
contributors play a part; families who host and ferry their guests; the festival committee organisers, some of whom still play
and some who don't, and the whole Club back-up for the festival itself from umpires, staff, caterers, etc. There are many
inter-connecting strands and cross-overs within these categories, inevitably leading to what we might define as 'enduring
relationships'.
Such relationships have been built within, and across, and between our three countries and are as strong today as they ever
were. These include first and foremost friendships...friends who holiday with each other, have attended each other's stag
weekends or weddings, and written and communicated too outside of the actual festival weekend. Then there are those
couples who met and married following their introductions on tour.
As alluded to in many other pages of the book, another strand is that of the 'generational families'; those involved in the
earliest days and whose sons and daughters and now their sons and daughters are playing a part in the festival, whether as
players or supporters. Hence back to the term 'Festival Family'. We will never be able to recount all these relationships (and
apologies to those that are not included), so, as you wander through this book, you will perhaps re-encounter a few.

Caroline Longstreet
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1985, The Rouen and EG Teams on Sackville’s all-weather pitch
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1985, The Rouen and EG Teams on Sackville’s all-weather pitch

1.Jacky Potel, 2.Laurence Bras, 3.Michel Lhermitte, 4.Patrick Bia, 5.Simon Cole, 6.Jérôme Berteau, 7.Unknown, 8.François Cagneaux,
9.Philippe Chomat, 10.Valerie Berteau, 11.Richard Leman, 12.Marc Bérel, 13.Bertrand Michaud-Larivière, 14.Florence Chomat,
15.Arnold Puech d'Alissac, 16.James Campbell's wife, 17.Hugh Bentley, 18.François Bras, 19.James Leman, 20.Zouzou Michaud-Larivière,
21.Chantal Canipel, 22.Steve Kent, 23.Hubert Puech, 24.Cristophe Danet, 25.James Campbell, 26.Paul Lloyd, 27.Ian Fawls, 28.David Lloyd,
29.Ian Towner, 30.Barry Male, 31.Chris Gregory, 32.Arthur Rackstraw, 33.Peter Malkin.
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Bedingungen für die Pokalverleihung
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From Flottbek’s 1962 Easter Festival Programme

Enduring Relationships

Postcard from Hans Borkmann to Dennis Leman - 23rd June 1959

June 23rd 1959
After a nice dinner with our friend, Jacques Paloumé of Rouen who came here for
a two night visit, we send our best regards to you from our new clubhouse, which
was at last opened last Sunday. All the best to all of you.
sincerely, Hans.
Give my love to Joy and all the best to your family

M. Dennis Leman.
“Camara” Dormans Park.
East Grinstead
Sussex
England

And so, Flottbek became the third and final host.
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EG with the Cup in the Flottbek Clubhouse. 1962
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EG with the Cup in the Flottbek Clubhouse. 1962

1. John Howeson, 2. Mike Dickson, 3. Mike Best, 4. Robert Watson, 5. Tom Buckley, 6. Dennis Leman, 7. Jim Beale,
8. Hugh Bentley, 9. Brian Poole, 10. Bob Newall, 11. Alfred Nathan, 12. Tony Blunt, 13. John Smith.
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Generational and Sibling Family Participation in Jacques Paloumé Festivals
David Lloyd:
The family trees on the following pages reveal
that family participation within Flottbek is quite
different from that within Rouen and EG. One
might ask why? It's clear that, within Flottbek,
family hockey, at that time, did not feature to the
same extent as within the other clubs. I had not
had a clear understanding of this. Thomas
Friedlaender provides his thoughtful perspective
below.
Les arbres généalogiques des pages suivantes
révèlent que la participation des familles au sein
de Flottbek est assez différente de celle de Rouen
et EG. On pourrait se demander pourquoi? Il est
clair qu'au sein de Flottbek, le hockey familial, à
l'époque, ne figurait pas au même niveau que dans
les autres clubs. Je n'avais pas eu une
compréhension claire de cela. Thomas
Friedlaender donne son point de vue réfléchi cidessous.
Die Stammbäume auf den folgenden Seiten
zeigen, dass sich die Familienbeteiligung in
Flottbek stark von der in Rouen und EG
unterscheidet. Man könnte fragen warum? Es ist
klar, dass das Familienhockey in Flottbek zu dieser
Zeit nicht im gleichen Maße vertreten war wie in
den anderen Vereinen. Ich hatte das nicht klar
verstanden. Thomas Friedlaender gibt im
Folgenden seine nachdenkliche Perspektive
wieder.
Thomas Friedlaender:
Mein langjähriger Eindruck war, dass der Club
Flottbek im Gegensatz zu Rouen und EG nicht so
sehr am Osterhockeyfest beteiligt war. Der
Haupttreiber dahinter war immer Hans als Person.
Viele von uns halfen ihm, alles vernünftig zu
organisieren, aber er kannte jeden und jeder
kannte ihn.
Die Spieler der ersten Mannschaft durften
normalerweise nicht teilnehmen. Deshalb mussten
wir immer elf Spieler finden, die am Turnier
teilnehmen würden. Sehr oft reisten Freunde aus
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anderen Clubs mit uns. Auf dem Weg nach Rouen
haben wir in den ersten Jahren über Nacht in
Amiens übernachtet. Heute würde man sagen,
dass diese Abende die Team-Building-Events
waren. Es hat perfekt funktioniert! Eine gemischte
Gruppe, die am Abend ankam, verließ nach einem
bemerkenswerten Abend/Nacht ein Team mit
definitiv dem richtigen Festivalgeist für Rouen am
nächsten Morgen. Auf unserem Weg nach EG
diente die Fahrt mit der Fähre auf die gleiche
Weise.
Später haben dann Freundschaften unter den
Spielern zu immer mehr Austausch zwischen den
Clubs geführt, nicht nur an Ostern, sondern
während des gesamten Jahres. Ich denke,
irgendwo hier kann man den Keim für das
formellere Engagement des Flottbek-Clubs finden.
Und sehr wahrscheinlich werden die Kinder dieser
jüngeren Generation bald zum Osterfest
erscheinen…
My impression for many years was that, unlike
Rouen and EG, the club of Flottbek was not so
much involved in the Easter Hockey festival. The
key driver behind it was always Hans as a person.
Many of us helped him to get things on track, but
he knew everybody and everybody knew him.
The players from the first team were normally not
allowed to join. Therefore we had always to find
eleven players that would join the tournament.
Quite often friends from other clubs travelled with
us. On our way to Rouen we stayed in the first
years over night in Amiens. Today you would say
that these evenings were the team-buildingevents. It worked perfectly! A mixed group
arriving in the evening left, after a remarkable
evening/night, as a team with definitely the right
festival spirit for Rouen the next morning. On our
ways to EG the trip on the ferry boat served in the
same way.
Later, friendships between players lead to more
and more exchange between the clubs during the
whole year, not only for Easter. I think that
somewhere here you can find the seed of the
more formal involvement of the Flottbek club.

And very likely, the kids from this younger
generation will show up on the Easter festival
soon…
Mon impression pendant de nombreuses années
était que, contrairement à Rouen et EG, le club
de Flottbek n'était pas tellement impliqué dans le
festival de hockey de Pâques. Le principal moteur
derrière cela a toujours été Hans en tant que
personne. Beaucoup d'entre nous l'ont aidé à
mettre les choses sur la bonne voie, mais il
connaissait tout le monde et tout le monde le
connaissait.
Les joueurs de la première équipe n'étaient
normalement pas autorisés à se joindre. Par
conséquent, nous devions toujours trouver onze
joueurs qui rejoindraient le tournoi. Très souvent,
des amis d'autres clubs voyageaient avec nous. En
route vers Rouen, nous avons passé la nuit dans les
premières années à Amiens. Aujourd'hui on dirait
que ces soirées étaient les team-building-events.
Cela a parfaitement fonctionné ! Un groupe mixte
arrivé le soir est parti, après une soirée/nuit
remarquable, en équipe avec définitivement
l'esprit festivalier pour Rouen le lendemain matin.
Sur nos chemins vers EG, le voyage en ferry a servi
de la même manière.
Plus tard, les amitiés entre joueurs entraînent de
plus en plus d'échanges entre les clubs tout au
long de l'année, pas seulement pour Pâques. Je
pense que quelque part ici vous pouvez trouver la
graine de l'implication plus formelle du club
Flottbek. Et très probablement, les enfants de
cette jeune génération se présenteront bientôt au
festival de Pâques…

Generational and Sibling Family Participation in Jacques Paloumé Festivals
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Generational and Sibling Family Participation in Jacques Paloumé Festivals
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Flottbek and Rouen Spectators at EG in 2000

Incorrect Camera Date Setting
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Flottbek and Rouen Spectators at EG in 2000

1.Kay Ostermeyer, 2.Vici Ziering, 3.Bernd Schuckmann, 4.Benni Siekmann, 5.Eli Wolff, 6.Marc Rose, 7.Buzi Bartels,
8.Oliver 'Puffi' Pauls, 9.Thomas Tihl, 10.Frie Buschmann, 11.Peter Wolff, 12.Bjoern Siemssen, 13.Unknown,
14.Michael Sahlmann, 15.Renaud Cande, 16.François Bras.
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William Wordsworth
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Jacques Paloumé and Arthur Ormsby (circa 1957) - Photo courtesy of the East Grinstead Courier

Robin Kennard, Françoise Feeny, Jeanine Houet and Arthur Ormsby

A cutting from The East Grinstead Courier (circa 1957) in Robin and Yvonne Kennard’s collection.
One wonders what on earth the Courier photographer might have shown or suggested to elicit this degree of merriment?
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My Memoirs of The Tournoi Jacques Paloumé
When they ask me to remember my memories of
the Tournoi Jacques Paloumé, (I started at 14
and finished at 48 - un exploit!) I refused to
speak about my feminine conquests. The book
would be 4OO pages!

«Merci du cadeau, capitaine!» (thank you for
the gift) Finally, the only time I touch the ball
during the game was when I handed Richard the
ball on a free hit! I said to myself maybe he is
punishing me because I was sick the night before
in the toilets of his house, where I stayed.
(Forgive me Richard, I was very young…)
RP'S PERFORMANCE
the «bad chiens» from devouring my hockey
stick, Chantal negotiates very well. She spoke
about the Tournoi and East Grinstead. «For the
team, please! We need him, a special hockey
player».

My third memory is with Richard Payne in
Hamburg. We were at the Fish market at 6 in
the morning after no sleep «et une nuit bien
arrosée». We were in a bar with Richard, Marc,
Marianne and Cyril. There was a karaoké
machine. Why Richard choose a song in German?

Maybe the policemen were hockey players also
or they fall under the charm and beauty of
Chantal but no prison for me and for she. We
rejoined the rest of the troop safe. Ouf, it was
close! You imagine the punishment during 3 days
for me! A whole year of pocket money gone in
rounds and rounds of beers!
I remember particularly three very good
souvenirs.
AT THE CUSTOMS
The first one, I was 17 but playing with the men.
We was on the boat to East Grinstead. François
Bras said: «Come on guys, give me all your
passports, we are about to land in England».

MARQUAGE 'A LA CULOTTE'
My second memory is with Richard Leman in EG.
I was very young at this time. Richard was the
best player of the world at this time. Before the
Rouen/EG game, my captain, Patrick Bia said:

Look forward to meet you all again.

«Oh merde! J'ai oublié le mien!». François was
furious because I forgot my papers. Chantal, a
player of Rouen said: «Come with me. We'll find
a way to escape the Customs.»
So, we walk the gangway and we hide and lose
us on the harbour quay between containers
when, suddenly, we «meet» the Customs
policemen with not nice dogs. While I try to stop
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Nobody knows. But the people in the bar gave
him Deutschmarks in his belt. I still wonder if it
was for him to carry on singing or to shut up!!
Papy

P.S. RP, what about your singer career? Any new hits?

«Charles, tu vas marquer Richard 'à la
culotte'» (follow him everywhere and stop him).
by ‘Papy’ Charles Puech d'Alissac, the record holder

Enduring Relationships

A British Letter in French

Thank you note from Andrew Lloyd to the Homo family, dated 25th April 1984
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Recollections From The Buckley Family
I first went to Hamburg with
the young Lions.
It was captained brilliantly
by Mike Leman and we had a
lot of fun but I was just a bit
too young to enjoy the
delights of the Reeperbahn
which I didn’t know at the
t i me w a s t h e p la c e i n
Hamburg where ropes were
made.

Paul Lloyd’s story about
“Cow Shit Corner” is
legendary and sits well in
the annals of Hook Farm as
well as those of EGHC. All
the better that you came
out unscathed and played
that morning! Great stuff.

Memories keep coming back
that make me smile. Very
vivid recollection of the old
club house. Dart board in
We had many happy times
the corner, table football,
when the festival was hosted
walls lined with photos of
at EGHC and some big
past heroes. The wonderful
characters Jens Applet and
post match teas provided by
Peter Wolff stick in the
loyal ladies for five elevens
memory.
or more. Beer starts to flow.
Hot shots on the table
I know if my father was
football, often the Lloyd
around he’d have some
Bros reigning supreme!
great stories. There’s a
Evening draws on, some very
picture of all the revellers
hot totty on the bar stools
pissed as farts having a great
and bees around the honey
time with Dad scowling at
On the left is Pierre Isidaure. Tom Buckley and his wife Anne are seated right. In the sunglasses is Jeanine
pot! Young bloods make a
the camera having just lost
Houet, Lise's mum who never missed a festival. Michel Houet, her husband, a great umpire, is sitting in the
move on to night spot with
background,
smoking.
Roger
Stampowski,
also
smoking
is
sitting
opposite
her
and
on
his
right
are
Robin
his wallet!
Kennard and John Howeson. Next to Michel Houet is Jean Danet, a former DHCR president. 1957.
chorus from old boys led by
He had a great story and I
Alan King, Lloyd A, Farr T et
cant remember the “players”
avez un fusil dans votre derriere”! It wasn’t
al of “ We know what you’re after !”
concerned. But it doesn’t matter which of
quite his meaning and the team never let him
Eventually only the hard core remain,
those old heroes from that era. They were in
forget it!
‘Kingy’ [Alan King] pulls out the piano and
a night club in Hamburg sitting either side of
Dad died in 2013 and we miss him a lot.
leads a string of favourites.
a “hostess”. One slipped his hand under her
skirt and up her thigh only to meet another
There are not many left of that legendary
As a small boy my education began with a lot
hand going up the other thigh. They reached
halcyon era of which Andy Lloyd played such
of red faces bellowing out,“One black one,
the top and shook hands! She was not amused
an important part. I always smile when I
one white one…! Never to be forgotten. Sung
and the team was thrown out by the
remember Andy coming round on a Saturday
it more times than the National Anthem!
bouncers!
morning to collect a can of milk. He was
Regarding my uncle Michael, I know he loved
grinning like a Cheshire cat and said he’d just
On another occasion they were being driven
his halcyon days at EGHC.
caught on to the joys of viagra!
by a dishy lady hockey player in Rouen. Her
car backfired and my father in his best
William Buckley
schoolboy French sort to impress said. “Vous
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L'équipe de Rouen en préparation pour le Festival 1957 en EG
Rangée arrière: Max Engelbrecht, Alain Gogny, Michel Cande, Jean Danet, Pierre Lozes, Denis Robinson, Pierre Belliard.
À genoux: Michel Houet, Charlie Lanel, Pierre Winter.
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Le groupe de Rouen se réunit au EG Clubhouse avant le retour en 1970
The Rouen group assembles at EG's clubhouse, about to travel to
Newhaven for the return ferry to Dieppe. Christine Paloumé sets the
scene.

Despite the obvious defects of these black and white photos, their
composition is remarkable. One is drawn immediately to the elegance of
Mique Naëgelé, the French ladies' goalkeeper; in the right-hand photo,
almost everyone is focused on Philippe Lagarde and Patrick Potel
(glasses), brother of, Rouen President, Jackie Potel.
François Naëgelé (behind Mique) attended many festivals. He went to
school "Collège de Normandie", with my brother Jacques, as did the
Scrase twins, David and John.
These photos were taken from the entrance doorway inside the
clubhouse. They are not only historically significant but have many
fascinating aspects; from the contrast in clothing, the intensity of the
conversation; on the right, the audience is clearly mesmerised by what
Philippe LaGarde and Patrick Potel have to say. The scoreboard records
that all the teams played 6 matches.
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In the background on the wall of the old clubhouse hang the glorious
pennants, reminders of past tours, festivals, tournaments and matches;
two single-bar electric radiators suspended above the display of the
pennants, the randomness of their display capturing the very essence of
that charismatic building.

The new clubhouse has utility in abundance but lacks the old clubhouse's
character.
A little anecdote about Mémé Verrier: he didn't feel very well before the
first game in the morning, so he played at the back, sitting on a chair
trying in vain to stand up whenever the ball was running his way… There
must be a specific guardian angel for beer addicts. He never touched the
ball but didn't get hurt, and we didn't lose!
A miracle!
Christine Paloumé and David Lloyd

EGHC’s players with their wives in Rouen, Easter 1954.

1.Alfred Nathan, 2.John Brinkhurst, 3.Unknown, 4.Unknown, 5.Geoff Sykes, 6.Roy Wedlake, 7.Dennis Leman, 8.Robert Watson,
9.Joy Leman, 10.Arthur Ormsby, 11.Unknown, 12.Unknown,13.Robin Kennard, 14.Yvonne Kennard, 15.Charles Veber, 16.Unknown,
17.Mike Dickson, 18.Elliston Butcher, 19.John Howeson

Rear: Arthur Ormsby, Unknown, Dennis Leman, Dennis Wood, John Brinkhurst,
Robin Kennard, John Howeson
Front: Roy Wedlake, Robert Watson, Alfred Nathan, Charles Veber, Geoff Sykes

Elliston Butcher, Charles Veber, Dennis Wood, Dennis Leman, Mike Dickson,
John Smith, Robert Watson, Robin Kennard, Alfred Nathan

From Robin and Yvonne Kennard’s collection
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Pâques 1956, Flottbek contre East Grinstead
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In this marvellous pre-match photo are 2 goal-keepers, Flottbek’s is wearing a beret, the other is EGHC’s Roy Wedlake. Robert Watson plays
centre forward and Dennis Leman and Mike Smith are insides; on the wings are Alfred Nathan and Dennis Wood. Arthur Ormsby was umpire.
Mike Dickson and Charles Veber were at full back, Robin Kennard and John Howeson are at left and right half; Hugh Bentley is in command at
centre half.

Pâques 1956, Flottbek contre East Grinstead

1.Mike Dickson, 2.Vinzenz Grothar, 3.Burkhard Vorbek, 4.Robert Watson, 5.Hugh Bentley, 6.Dennis Wood, 7.Hans Borkmann,
8.Dennis Leman, 9.Gosche, 10.Charlie Burchard, 11.Robin Kennard, 12.John Howeson, 13.Charles Veber, 14.Unknown, 15.Alfred Nathan,
16.Unknown, 17.Arthur Ormsby, 18.Max Horn, 19.Ekkhard Stueben, 20.Roy Wedlake, 21.Geoff Sykes, 22.Unknown.
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Christine Paloumé - This is my love story with EG
accepted teams of the so-called 'weaker sex' to
join the Jacques Paloumé Trophy. Christine has
taken care of the organisation and invited East
Grinstead and Hamburg Ladies" I tend to think
that nobody has ever regretted it since.
Regarding the trophy itself, East Grinstead
Hockey Club has done my family great honour in
accepting the Cup to be re-christened by my
father's name in memory of 20 years of
comradeship. I shall always be grateful for this
mark of consideration, and I shall never forget
Dennis' tears while hugging me and my brother
Jacques at my dad's funeral in Rouen in July
1968.
I first 'joined' the Club, as a little girl, in the
back of my father's car. A huge Ford, big enough
to seat the Paloumé, Lagarde, and Windsor,
children. That was for one of the first East
Grinstead Easter Festivals.
Some time ago, when Dennis was still driving his
E-type, the Ladies weren't yet playing at Saint
Hill! As a hockey fan kid, my heroes were Mike
Dickson, Tom Buckley, Hans Borkmann, Dennis
Leman, Tim Brooking, and of course, my father.
We s o o n d e v e l o p e d a s t r o n g , f r i e n d l y
relationship.
I used to spend every July at Barbara Jellard's
and later, in Forest Row, at Kathie Scrase's, who
sort of adopted me as her 'French daughter'
when my mother died in 1961. As I grew up and
played a lot of hockey, I became more and more
interested in the game and tried to convince the
Organisers of the Festival to let the Ladies be
part of it for something more exciting than
serving tea under wet tents!
Eventually, in 1969 - no, it's not a joke - I
persuaded the French President of the time to
let us play in the Festival. I quote: "We have
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Then came the time for our own kids to become
hockey addicts too. My gorgeous friend Anita
Westwood, Mrs. Champness, Monique Bailleul,
and I thought of organising a mini-Festival
between our Clubs. And, in the summer of 1984,
we drove to East Grinstead with only 4 cars
packed with young players — boys and girls —
including both my daughters Céline and Carole 10 of us staying at Anita's!
Today, it has become the famous Sebastian Wolf
Festival in memory of Heinrich and Doni's son.
You can see huge coaches arriving at Saint Hill
from Rouen and Hamburg for 2 days, full of
thrilled young — boys and girls — hockey players
eager to meet their friends on the pitch or to
make new ones.
To conclude, I wish to say that I owe East
Grinstead a lot. Thank you for all the love we
shared. Thank you to Alfred Nathan, the old
faithful, to the Ladies team for letting me play
for them for an unforgettable season in the
seventies, to James' Rhett Butler' Leman for
attending my 'Gone with the wind'
housewarming party at le Genetey together with
his outstandingly dressed up friends, to Jason
Lee and Phil Wallis for training the kids in

Rouen, to Caroline and Allie for playing for
Rouen at Festivals, to Paul and Pauline for
inviting Carole, Lolo and myself to a wild
wedding anniversary party, to Henry's inclination
for Rouen and Richard Leman for his class and
elegance on and off the pitch.
Thank you for the invitation to the opening of
the first astroturf pitch, the lovely dinners at
Effingham Park, the great flag Philip has had
made for the Festival, the very touching Easter
Monday tribute dinner to the Festival pioneers,
Julian's and Sophie's wedding and their "bad
dog," Simon's lovely letter to Françoise and
Jacques mentioning a certain blue room and a
chocolate cake, the crazy night of 1988 after
GB's Gold Medal in Seoul, the final dinners
hysterical speeches, Barry's Hawaiian shirts, the
bathtubs at Billy Bartlett's School, David's 'be
naughty' precious advice. Thank you for Lottie's
and Nanouche Paloumé's friendship and
endeavour to encourage the best ladies players
ON and OFF the field to join the Festival, Giles
Horner's undefinable charm, Ben's goals scored
against Rouen while Giles Dakin was stopping
Mickey's, the beer competition, that EG ALWAYS
used to win despite Luc's, Papy's and Cyril's
talent, Paul Lloydy's inimitable sense of humour,
Jimmy's talent with the ball… and the girls,
Jamie Westwood's dance lessons, and top of the
list, Andy Lloyd's weirdest French accent I have
ever heard.
Above all, I wish to say how honoured I am to
have been appointed as a Vice President
together with such remarkable members. East
Grinstead Hockey Club is part of my life and will
remain in my heart forever, as will Ian, Mike,
Paul, Arthur, Dennis and Joy.
Christine Paloumé

Enduring Relationships

Christine Paloumé, member of Drakkar Hockey Club de Rouen and daughter of Jacques Paloumé

1982 Jacques Paloumé Festival in EG
East Grinstead’s 1st team by the No.1 pitch at Saint Hill. (Tony Wormald and John Harris in the background)
Back Row: Chris Walker, Richard Leman, Peter Head, Mark Thompson, Jimmy Leman, Graham Lee, Bill Blunt, Simon Cole
Front Row: Alf Bass, Mike Leman, Paul Lloyd, David Lloyd, Ian Taylor, Ian Westwood, John Willson
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The Jaques Paloumé
Festival
in Rouen…1978
EG vs Flottbek
Andrew Lloyd leads the singing!
Upper photo: Nick Coleman, Jack De
Naeyer, Adam Brown, Paul Lloyd,
Andrew Lloyd, Anthony Malkin, Mike
Leman (behind) Klaus Friedlaender of
Flottbek, and Bill Bartlett (wearing
anorak).
Lower photo: Ed Cooper, Jimmy
Leman, Andrew Lloyd, Jack De Naeyer,
Mike Leman, Paul Lloyd and Thomas
Friedlaender of Flottbek.
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The goalie is beaten…a Ladies match in Rouen

Dennis and Jacques - Roger Stampowski looks on

Brian Poole’s roll-in at Flottbek

A warm day in Rouen…by the Clubhouse
Ian Westwood and Bill Bartlett

Some photos need explanation…this one doesn't

Robin Kennard and Alfred Nathan.
A cold day in Rouen

Dennis with the first tournament trophy

Team Captains at the 1959 EG Final Dinner

Hans organises a Flottbek defensive corner
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The Jacques Paloumé Festivals were foundational to our hockey accomplishments
2. England Hockey Indoor National League
Champions in multiple years.
3. The home club for several holders of
Olympic Gold and Bronze medals and World
Cup Silvers and,
4. That has dispatched representatives to sit at
the pinnacle of English Hockey, GB Hockey
and Olympic bodies?”
A few observations from:
William Buckley: M a y b e m y D a d’s experiences
in Rouen and Hamburg explain part of his reason to
send us to Michael Hall School, a Rudolf Steiner
Waldorf school, where we learnt French and
German at least sufficient for a Continental Hockey
Tour! The other obvious reason was that the hockey
master at Michael Hall was the inspirational
Stephen Sheen a member of EGHC who nurtured
and introduced youth talent in the form of the
brilliant but very sadly short-lived Billy Toettcher,
Tim Elliot, the Wakefields, Timmy Philips, the
Coles, Andy Bass and others right through to
more recent luminaries notably Philip Coote!

Richard Leman - EGHC, Sussex, England, GB, Olympic
Gold Medalist - played for EGHC in multiple Jaques
Paloumé Festivals.

I have always found it odd how EGHC has been able
to balance its reputation as one of the top clubs in
England and yet is still able to play tournament
hockey for the fun of it. Conversations with the
families Bartlett, Buckley, Leman, Lloyd perhaps
give some answers to the question…“What magic
dust might account for the success of EGHC, a club
of only 50 playing members, in the tiny town of
East Grinstead, in the small county of Sussex that
were or became:
1. England Hockey National Club Champions in
1984, and Premier League Champions in
2009 & 2010.
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James Leman: The influence of the founding
fathers and families. At one stage the clubs top two
teams were seeded with up to 4 Lemans, 4
Bartletts, 2 Lloyds, 2 Buckleys, 3 Coles, 2
Wakefields, 2 Heywoods and 2 Salters! Perhaps it
was that Dennis Leman, Robin Kennard, Tony Blunt
and Tom Buckley (each ardent Jacques Paloumé
Festival participants) got married in the same
year…and they all had children that played hockey!
David Lloyd: During the 1970s, four or five of
EGHC’s 1st XI moved from EGHC to join clubs in the
London League. It was felt the move was essential
to improving their games (John Willson maintains
he always felt that EGHC was ‘our club' and indeed
many of us returned ‘home’ later to enjoy playing
with friends we had known for years)…
Unsurprisingly, and despite intense pressure, none
of the sons of the founding family members ever
left! The strong family bonds formed by our
fathers were so firmly imprinted very early in our
lives that none of us could conceive of leaving
EGHC.

William Buckley, James Leman, Paul Lloyd and Bill
Bartlett point to the influence of school hockey
and the schools hockey masters.
Michael Hall School Pupils; Steven White, Peter
Collier, John Horne, Alex de Courcy, John
Slaughter, Ian Jeffries, John Willson, Ian
Westwood, the Salters, Tim Phillips, Billy Toettcher,
Andy Bass, the Coles, David & William Buckley, the
Wakefields, Tim Elliott, Alex (‘Beefy’) Male and
Phillip Coote.
Feltonfleet School Pupils; John, Michael, Richard
and James Leman, Bill, Tom, Daniel and Peter
Bartlett.
Fonthill School Pupils: Arthur Rackstraw, Paul and
David Lloyd, Neil Newberry, Tim and John
Heywood.
Ardingly College Pupils: Chris Walker, Hugh
Bentley, Paul, David and Andrew Lloyd, Tony Blunt.
School Hockey Masters: Jim Beale (County
Grammar), Brian Griffiths (Whitgift), Keith
Leighton (Feltonfleet), Stephen Sheen (Michael
Hall), John Fox (Fonthill), Nigel Rammel (Ardingly),
Ian Taylor (Stoke Brunswick) - they were all ardent
EGHC supporters and members.
Jacques Paloumé Easter Festivals: These provided
stress-free relief and joy as we experienced
playing hockey as a team every glorious Easter;
those festivals served to permanently cement the
bonds…bonds that had been nurtured during our
father’s participation in previous JP festivals.
The JP Festivals built on our clubs significantly
differing physical and tangible a t t r i b u t e s
(locations, buildings and pitches); these
provided a focus for us as players to joyfully
participate in the game and thus cement the
bonds initially established by our parents.
That magic dust lies somewhere in this mix!

Richard Leman

Alfred Nathan, the most dedicated Jacques Paloumé Tourist; from 1949, he never missed a festival

EGHC’s Team in Dieppe 1949

Francois Bras recalls that Alfred was the only representative from EG for the 1975 festival in Rouen. I don’t know what happened at that time, probably the organisers forgot to send the
invitation letter to EG who then committed to another hockey event.Learning of this oversight, Alfred decided to come alone so that East Grinstead was honourably represented.
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Whitsun 1959 Flottbek’s First Home Festival
By 1959, Flottbek were no
newcomers to the Festival,
already participated in the
festivals of 1956 and 1958 at
and at EG in 1959.

longer
having
Easter
Rouen

Whitsun fell on the 17th and 18th May
in 1959. The new Flottbek clubhouse
was still under construction and
actually did not open until the 21st
June 1959.
At the end of the 1959 Easter
Festival, Flottbek extended an
invitation to EG and Rouen to come to
Hamburg at Whitsun.
The 1959 Whitsun programme was
prepared in time for the festival thankfully, a copy was preserved by
Alfred Nathan!
This programme followed, in all
respects, the conventions of previous
Easter festivals in Rouen and EG.

Below is a rendition of the same
advert in English!
Come And See Us! We Need Your money
Here's what we’ll show you in a
guaranteed solo performance

3D - u. Wide Screen-Morality Films
in Colour with Stereo-Hi-Fi-Music

Intimate Dancing
Parisian Piquancy
Entry and wardrobe free!

No breaks!

Strip-Tease
No dance!

Program starts at 4 o'clock in the afternoon!

The ‘flyer’ - English translation

Events foreseen during that Whitsun
break included this:Freitag 15.5.1959 :- 21hr Treffen im
Club Haus, anschliebend
Reperbahnbummel - wegen der
gefahren in moralischer und
finazieller hinsicht, zunachst
typisches deutschtum im ‘Zillertal’.
Translated to English, this might have
read as follows:Friday 15.5.1959 :- 21:00 Meeting in
the Club House, followed by a stroll
through the Reeperbahn - but beware
of the moral and financial hazards
that one might expect of typical
Germans hanging around the
‘Zillertal’.

The flyer - in German

But inside was surprise! Alfred had
collected a flyer for a ‘gentleman’s
evening’. He’d put it inside his copy
of the programme. For the nonGerman speakers, it appears at first
sight innocuous.
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Given the theft of Tom Buckley’s
wallet in the ‘Zillertal’ that night,
and the flyer’s tagline, ‘Wir brauchen
Ihr Geld’ or ‘We Need Your Money’,
it’s perhaps a pity that this advice
was not wholly taken on board by
Tom!

Phillip Coote’s collection of Festival Sweat Shirts

Imagine how Jacques, Dennis and Hans would have felt if they’d seen these?
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Lunch at EGHC during the 1960s
During John Howeson's time as EGHC President, the Easter Festival
programmes featured a curious image. It appeared in each of the 1961,
1964, and 1967 programmes. The image always appeared at the bottom
of the Festival Notes (photo below), which always concluded with lunch
arrangements.
I often wondered why
he used this cartoon.
Over the years, I've
concluded that he
intended
to
thoughtfully (i) alert
our foreign guests as
to the nature of the
English food and
tactfully (ii) avoid any
direct criticism of the
caterers.
He knew that all our
Continental guests are
genetically wired to
expect that food should stimulate and satisfy all the senses, foster
conversation, and provide nutrition. For the British, food's only purpose
is to fill the stomach. John wanted to signal to our guests that they
should not expect a 'delightful British culinary experience' (at that time,
the very essence of an oxymoron).
Instead, our French and German guests were put on notice to expect to
be served an exceptionally substantial portion of 'Bangers and Mash'.
'Bangers and Mash' is a common British dish of sausages ('bangers') and
mashed potatoes ('mash'). Sausages earned the label 'bangers' during
WWI as meat supplies all but dried up. To keep production going, British
sausages were, and, regrettably continue to this day, to be filled with
alternative ingredients and as much water as possible. The water causes
them to explode, or 'bang,' in frying pans while being cooked.
As recently as in 2019, this dish was listed as Britain's most popular
comfort food in a food survey! Alas, there is no hope for the British!
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From the 1967 EGHC Festival Programme

At Rouen, Flottbek and East Grinstead, through the ages

EG defending a short corner.
Rouen 1981

Andrew Lloyd & François Bras - prize-giving.
EG 1979

Veteran Bernard Taurin…
‘No Trespassing’. Rouen 1981

Thomas Friedlaender
& ‘Phiphi’ Chomat.
Flottbek 1982

Thomas Friedlaender can both drink and
play. Rouen 1981

Thomas Friedlaender with
David Lloyd. Rouen 1981

Hans Borkmann only ever used one hand to
hold his stick. Rouen 1981

Hans Borkmann & Yves ‘Bibiche’ Bicheray.
Rouen 1981. Such sun glasses!

Dennis Leman, Mike Dickson
& Jean Danet. Rouen 1951

Alfred Nathan, François Bras, Renaud Cande
Jacky Potel. EG 2000

Hans Borkmann, Andrew Lloyd, Nicholas
Bailleul & Raymond Bras. Rouen 1981

Veterans in Rouen in 1981 celebrating the
30th anniversary of the first tournament
between EG and Rouen in 1951.

From the collections of François and Florence Bras
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Robert Watson - EGHC Member, Jacques Paloumé Tourist, FIH, GB Olympic Board
He held positions at all levels of hockey,
including the role of secretary of the
International Hockey Federation’s Disciplinary
Committee, a body which he served for 28
years. He was Honorary Secretary of the
European Hockey Federation, President of the
Great Britain Olympic Hockey Board, and its
Fixture Secretary. He attended 10 Olympic
Games in various capacities.

He introduced league hockey at a time when
most of his peers still frowned upon
competitive hockey, launching the London
League. Its introduction led to a marked

In addition to playing hockey for East
Grinstead, he played for London University,

Robert Watson with Jim Beale during dinner
at Flottbek, Easter 1962
A ‘huge’ man of great eloquence, intelligence
and quick wit, Robert ‘Bob’ Watson was a
barrister by profession and was as well known
within hockey circles as he was in law.

A festival team from the 1950s. Bob Watson
(seated,2nd from the right)
improvement in the competitive standards of
players.
Robert Watson in ‘action’ for East Grinstead
against Flottbek in Hamburg, Easter 1962

Robert Watson ‘inaction’ for East Grinstead
against Flottbek in Hamburg, Easter 1962
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Llamas (a travelling side, featuring many
EGHC players, and organised for many years
by Tim Brooking), Wizards (an Anglo-Dutch
club playing mostly festival hockey), and the
Goan-orientated Lusitanians. He captained
both London University, and East Grinstead.
Bob’s influence on hockey and within EGHC,
was great.
Includes excerpts from England Hockey

Bob participated in many of the Jacques
Paloumé Festivals, including the first that was
hosted by Rouen in 1951.
He and Maureen lived most recently in Forest
Row, close to East Grinstead. During the 1960s
they owned the Ravenswood Hotel in
Sharpthorne; they always generously gifted
the Ravenswood’s facilities to EGHC for those
Easter Festivals when East Grinstead were
host.

« Etrangers »
"A foreigner is a friend I have
yet to meet"
Pearl S. Buck

Arthur Ormsby and Robert Watson outside
Dieppe Immigration in 1951

« Mêmes étrangers, les
humains qui partagent ne font
qu'un et sont superbes. »
Gilles Legardinier
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A few of James Leman’s memories and repeatable stories
I’m a great believer in fate, no matter what happens in life. There is no other
reasonable explanation for why an Englishman, a Frenchman and a German should
get together in the early 1950s to create one of the greatest amateur sports
tournaments between 3 clubs and countries that are still in existence today. It is
beyond remarkable!
The Festival has taken place in EG, Rouen and Flottbek in Hamburg for over 70
years!
Some of the stories, fun, laughter and alas tears can be witnessed in this book.

•

All night ferry to Hamburg where Felix Cole got on the dance floor at approx
10 pm and was still there at approx. 6 am. Hence nicknamed the disco lizard!

•

On the return trip (slightly hungover) Brian Poole pointed to the Port of
Felixstowe and said is that Felixstowe? To which a quick reply was
forthcoming, and someone pointing to Felix’s toe and said, “No, that’s Felix’s
toe!”

•

At the end of an evening function in Flottbek, a number of us were walking
back to our host‘s houses down the side of the pitch when Neil Newberry took
a run up and jumped onto Arthur Rackstraw’s back. Arthur managed about a 10
step stagger then fell on the pitch sideboards with Neil still on his back,
expletives were uttered!!

•

The ‘Ajax’ fight in the Flottbek clubhouse toilet late one night where everyone
got covered! Ian Westwood had to walk home in the rain, and his blazer turned
into a large plaster cast.

•

On the field for EG in 1982, Leman J at CF, Lloyd D at RW, and Leman R at CH.
During open play, Leman R passes to Lloyd D on halfway, who wobbles down
the wing to crack a cross into the circle, which Leman J dispatches into the
goal. EG go back to restart, when Leman M, who that year was playing for
Welton, shouts from the sideline “Bet you can’t do that again”. Leman J takes
the bully, slips it back to Leman R who smacks the ball over to Lloyd D, who’d
only just made it back to the halfway line; he stops it dead, goes on a wobble
to the 25yd line and cracks another cross to Leman J who is waiting in the
same spot. Wallop, straight into the goal and EG score again, in exactly the
same way - Lloyd D runs to the sideline and has a massive bear hug with
Leman M; they end up collapsing on the ground, with the whole crowd falling
about in celebration.

•

Roger Dakin told me the story about Alfred during the 1965 Festival at
Hamburg. It was the tour when my Dad, Bernard Brown and Alfred went out 3
days early and did the Hamburg nightlife… in the first match Alfred, in the
course of the very 1st bully sprained his ankle… he got carried off and never
touched another ball for the whole weekend.

•

Then David Crafts got lost in Hamburg as we were waiting for the bus to take
us to the train to go to Denmark. A local radio station agreed to alert the
population of Hamburg to this effect.

•

Bernard Brown asleep on the top cabin bunk during the ferry journey to
Hamburg. The door was wide open. The scene was unavoidable for anyone in
the corridor, ‘his blanket failing to conceal his hairy backside and testicles,
both cascading over the edge of the bunk.’

•

Simon Cole remembers when we were discussing festival team selection and
after much agonising and deliberation with no sensible resolution when Alan
Deayton said, “ It will never get better if you pick it,” once again the room
fell apart and must have been 2 minutes before anyone could collect
themselves and call the room to order, happy days.

Some of my hazy memories of many tours can be seen below…always mindful of the
mantra “what goes on tour stays on tour”!
Some of my fondest memories are of festivals at EG that I have been fortunate to
be involved in the organisation. I think of an evening party looking onto a packed
dance floor of over 100 players, friends and relatives having a fantastic evening/
morning!
To think of the number of festivals and organisation that have taken place over the
years is truly awe-inspiring. I think of the many hundreds possibly thousands of
players, spectators and families that have forged enduring friendships between our
clubs, and yes to the births, deaths and marriages that happen in any large family.
It should be noted that the Jacques Paloumé Trophy survives today from the efforts
of many and this treasured legacy has been carefully passed on from generation to
generation. Long may this tradition continue to the benefit of all.
Some stories:•

Pauline Lloyd driving into the back of husband Paul’s car at the top of Dieppe
hill on the way to Rouen.

•

Felix Cole in Hamburg receiving a pass from Michael Leman and running from
the halfway line to bye line at the same speed as the ball that was behind him
until both went off the end of the pitch!

•

Peter Malkin driving Hans’ left hand drive Fiat to the Hemingway pitches in
Hamburg. Whilst looking down to select first gear he drove straight into the
car in front that had stopped for pedestrians having the right of way.

•
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In Flottbek, I was taken to my host’s house on the first evening with my
luggage. I was given a bicycle to get the club that evening. Then never made
it back there for the whole festival until before the final dinner – when I gave
them a gift for hosting me and said my farewell’s. They were not part of the
club, and I never remembered where the house was!! This included spending
the night in a single bed with Chris Gregory!

•

Stopping in the forests of Le Genetey in Rouen in David Payne’s silver golf and
turning up the stereo and having a dance early one morning.

•

The Lloyd’s vs Leman’s goal-scoring competition in Rouen where we would
tackle each other at the top of the oppositions Circle to stop any further goals
being scored!

Christine Paloumé — One of my most wonderful memories

Enduring Relationships

The Easter Festival host in 2019 was East
Grinstead.
I knew the dates for it since they’d
celebrated the 70th anniversary of the
Festival, the previous Easter.
It turned out to be one of the most
wonderful memories of my life.
That Easter I was staying with my daughter
Carole [in Burgundy] and was therefore not
planning to attend the EG Festival.
Yet, I felt the urge to be there. It was a
feeling, as if “He” was waiting for me over
there. Carole understood; ”Take care " she
said.
So, I got in the car and drove from Burgundy
to EG. It was the morning of Sunday the 21st
of April 2019 and I was planning to be there
in time to attend the final dinner. 13 hours
driving to Calais on my own. I managed to
secure a ticket at the last minute for the car
ferry from Calais to Dover; but, somewhere
between Dover and East Grinstead I missed
the f...g A 22! Deep in Kent, I was lost [Ed.
there was clearly a terrible problem with
her GPS as the A22 doesn’t go into Kent]
Couldn't trust the GPS that had already
warned me as I drove off the ferry — "Turn
around immediately!”. Eventually I got to
the Felbridge Hotel at 11 p.m. guided by
Anita, Phil Coote and Cyril on my mobile
phone; they were all waiting for me outside
and dragged me out of the car into the hotel. One minute for a quick toilet stop and there I was, in the middle of the dining hall, and totally
flabbergasted.
Phil took the microphone, “Christine Paloumé” he said. Everybody stood up and clapped. A standing ovation, for me! Can you imagine? Well,
believe me or not, I couldn't help crying and laughing. It was just magic. The first time in my life. And then Phil handed me the microphone…
This is also what the Festival is about: love, friendship, generosity, fairy tales.
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Enduring Relationships

Erste Zigarette erst nach dem Queen's Toast erlaubt
David, your letter gave me a very good
reason to look for that little box where I
stored my little Hockey-memories that I
kept. A first search right now was without
result, but I will have to find it and copy
some tournament photos that should be
stored there.

From Rouen, my main contact is François
Bras. His sisters both spent some time in
Hamburg with the Thormann Family and
were frequent guests also at my parent’s
house.

Stoke House and Brunswick

Flottbek boys : from left Ole Schilke, Thomas
Thiel (later he played for EG!), Me and Julian
Koecher.

Arthur Rackstraw I remember quite well,
but the Cole brothers Simon, Justin and
Felix even better. When I first participated
at the EG Festival, I stayed at their little
castle — unbelievable house! At least
Justin stayed also one time in Hamburg at
my parent’s house and for Felix I had to
transfer messages to a girl from Hamburg
he fell heavily in love with. Unbelievable
today…
Other than you, I had already moved from
Hamburg to Berlin during my years joining
the festival (and later to Mülheim),
therefore I do not have such team photos
with the Flottbek team. Here is just one
shot from one of the later years – Peter
Wolf next to me on the right
But THE annual event for me was the
Easter Hockey Festival!
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morning from your house in London to
EGHC. Significantly less than 30 minutes…

So many stories could be told and so many
more should never ever be told. If I see a
Harry Potter film I always think of Stoke
Brunswick, the Bartlett’s private school
and the Final Dinner at the Felbridge
Hotel. For me who I was not familiar with
that: unbelievable!

François visited me in Hamburg and Berlin
- I visited the Family both in Rouen and
Cavalaire. In 2010 we met in Paris at his
place and his Sister Pascal came as well as
FiFi, Florence’s brother, with his family.

• All important people sitting on the
front table and all others sitting on
these long tables.
• First cigarette permitted only after
the Queens Toast. (Erste Zigarette erst
nach dem Queen's Toast erlaubt).

Thomas and Sabine in 2020

It was quick, but had no room for hockey kit

What came also to me mind just recently,
when I read about the new record in the
Cannonball Race, was our ride one

Over Easter, we had a long chat over
FaceTime and could both not believe that
this visit was 10 years ago.
Thomas Friedlaender

EGHC’s 1957 Easter Programme…John Howeson’s masterpiece of succinctness

Pages 3,4 & 5
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James Leman talks about the chemistry of the Jacques Paloumé Festival

Q

. Jimmy, we know how Jacques, Dennis and Hans got the Festival
started, but what are the elements that took it from its beginnings
in 1949 to beyond the first and second generations to where it is today?

A

. I think what happened is that our generation grew up consistently
hearing stories of the JP Festival and eventually got the opportunity to
experience what these stories were all about and the magic of love and
friendship that our sport can generate. We were all touched by the magic
that everyone who takes part in the festival feels. We then get entrusted
to take this magical chalice to nurture it and hopefully leave the festival
in a better place than when we found it and then similarly pass it on.

Q

. What were then and are today the chemistry and circumstances in
each of the clubs that explain the continuity?

A

. I dare to suggest it may be the small Olympic tradition in the
festival…where the next club due to host invites the other 2 clubs to
participate the following Easter. It then falls on the host club not to let
any of the other two clubs down and keeps the continuity.

Q
A

. What do you think makes this Festival tick?

. Two words, enthusiasm and momentum. People need exciting things
to look forward to…Always huge anticipation and excitement before any
festival.

Q
A

. Have these elements changed or developed over time?

. They have evolved to suit the new generations coming through.
How fabulous there is now a junior festival that the youngsters can
experience before joining the main festival, and exchange programs have
taken place between our clubs. How powerful is that! I bet Jacques, Dad
and Hans could not have dreamed of that when it all started and how
long the festival has continued for!
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James Leman with Tom Bartlett outside the Hotel Astrid in Rouen

What the Jacques Paloumé Easter Festivals mean for me
bedroom in the cavernous LaGarde house.
That was my first experience with a bidet,
which I assumed was for washing one's feet,
and so, that's how I used it.

Hockey Team, Fonthill School, Saint Hill - 1962

I've enjoyed Easter Festival hockey more than
any other matches, events, or tournaments in
which I've ever participated. My father,
Andrew Lloyd, had the considerable foresight
to take me for my first JP Festival. That was
to Rouen in 1963…a year after appearing in
the school’s hockey team photo above. (I’m
bottom left…Arthur Rackstraw is top right).

The concept of being accommodated with a
host's team family is the distinguishing
pleasure of the JP Festivals. We established
enduring bonds during these few days of living
with our opposition; those bonds reinforced
the idea that we were all assembled to 'play a
game amongst friends. Those festival games
are etched in my memory. I recall vividly
instances of the completion of two or more
consecutive passes; fantastic goals and
dreadful hospital passes; and who could ever
forget the sight of Felix Cole being followed
by the ball as he crossed the byeline in
Hamburg? These always prompted members of
both teams to either applaud or dissolve into
hysterics.
During the 1982 Festival at EG, Thomas
Friedlaender from Flottbek, stayed with me
when I lived in Worcester Park. The journey
to EG usually took 45 minutes, but that day
we were late for his bully-off. In a recent
letter, 40 years after the event, Thomas
recalls that it was "significantly less than 30
minutes". Friendships like these don't fade.
On the 1963 trip to Rouen, we took the threehour car ferry from Newhaven to Dieppe.
During the voyage, I watched Robert Watson,
our talented centre forward, consuming beer
after beer until he finally passed out… I'd
never seen anything like it before.

Jacques Paloumé and Jean Lagarde

We s t a y e d w i t h t h e L a g a r d e fa m i l y,
somewhere in the centre of the city; I recall,
as a 13-year-old, being mystified by the sink
on the floor of the bathroom adjacent to my

It took an hour to drive to Rouen. We arrived
at the pitch moments before the
commencement of our first match (a
dastardly scheme hatched by the organising
committee)! Robert Watson was centre
forward, so he was required to perform the
bully-off, but he could barely stand on that

occasion. Despite his best endeavours, he
never made contact with the opponent's stick.
The bully was retaken but incomplete so
many times that the umpires finally gave up
and moved to award the Rouen team a push
back (this may well have been the first game
ever to have commenced with a push back).
How could I ever forget that?
I was considered too small to play in the
tournament. Notwithstanding, at the final
dinner, we were all presented with this
stunning gift.
I regret having lost mine; this one is Joy
Leman's. In today's internet-connected world,

Joy Leman’s personalised 1963 Ashtray

the production of such an elaborate gift might
be a relatively simple task; but, imagine the
effort and time it took to produce these in
1963!
At the end of every Easter Festival, I first
experienced the wrench of its end, soon
followed by the warming sense of anticipation
at the prospect of the next one.
David Lloyd
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The Sealink Car Ferry between Newhaven and Dieppe
A wonderful tradition of Rouen and EG
festivals was that visitors were collected upon
their arrival in Newhaven or Dieppe and
returned after the Festival.
A group of host members in large cars was
assembled and drove in convoy to meet the
visitors in time for the ferry's arrival or
departure.
Until the advent of RollOn/RollOff ferries in
the late 1960s, the ships that operated that
route were pre-WWII designs and had entered
service in 1947. Unlike today's ferries, they
had absolutely no stabilisation mechanisms;
at the merest hint of bad weather, everyone
on board succumbed to seasickness.

Compared to a motorist on the same journey,
a foot passenger would save somewhere
between 2 to 4 hours for the total shiprelated journey time. During that period
RollOn/RollOff ferries were in operation on
the Dover-Calais route. Still, Calais and
Dover's drive meant that route offered no
time gain and meant spending more on the
ferry ticket and additional petrol.
In the photo below, the Rouen team is aboard
the ferry, en route for Newhaven, for the
1950 Festival at EG.

The ’Falaise’ on the Newhaven Dieppe route

These ships were only able to transport
vehicles in the hold.

Offloading a British car in Dieppe

So, taking the car across the channel on that
route meant arriving two to three hours
before the scheduled sailing time to ensure
that all the vehicles could be craned into the
hold. This photo shows a car being lifted out
of the ship's hold in Dieppe. This painstaking
process meant a long wait until all the
vehicles were loaded for departure and
offloaded on arrival.
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motorists travelled between Newhaven and
Dieppe in this manner with their vehicles in
1963.

One of the ferries, 'Falaise', had many
incidents during her time on the route,
regularly hitting piers in Dieppe and
Newhaven. Later, steering tests conducted by
the British Ship Research Association
determined that she was unable to hold a
proper course and that a rudder modification
was required to correct this.
Jacques Paloumé is wearing a cap. On the left is
Raymond Bras, Jacques Belliard, his wife, Roger
Stampowski, Michel Houet, Jean Danet.
First row: Jacques Jousseaume, Claude Morice.
Seated : Grand père Lagarde, Bernard Taurin.

A secondary benefit for foot passengers was
the freedom to make the most of the bar and
the duty-free during the journey. We all recall
arriving in Rouen very much the worse from
either seasickness, Brandy and Ginger, beer,
Hamlet' Slim Panatelas', and, more often than
not, from all four.
Despite the complex process of loading the
car being a significant pain in the backside,
official figures show that nearly 40,000

Bad weather often delayed the ferries. In
strong winds, they'd usually have to enter the
harbour bow-first, adding 45 minutes to the
journey while being turned around by a tug in
the harbour!
Sources include : www.ournewhaven.org.uk

Aboard The Sealink Car Ferry between Newhaven and Dieppe
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Bill Bartlett
How did he make the
cover in 1990?
Someone had a plan when they decided to put this picture of
Bill on the front page. In Publishing, the usual rules for a
cover photo are:• Keep target audience in mind.
• The message should be subtle.
• The photo should reinforce the message.
So, how did the programme design team do?
• 70% of the readers are male, but this photo had little
appeal to that sector of the audience.
• It’s Christine Paloumé’s photo and the design team is
exclusively female.
• Bill is young, male, clean-cut, suave, handsome,
athletic, 100% ripped and available.
• Apparently this cover page remans pinned to the
bedroom walls of several French and German ladies
team members.
The designers knew exactly what they were doing!
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East Grinstead Easter 1959

1959 was the year The Großflottbeker Tennis,
Hockey and Golf Club from Hamburg first visited
and played in East Grinstead.
John Howeson, EGHC’s president at the time,
noted “one very pleasant precedent this year:
namely the visit of the Flottbek team and that
they had previously participated in the Rouen
Festivals of 1956 and 1958.”
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Caroline Longstreet’s recollections of tours to Flottbek and Rouen
My very first tour to Hamburg in 1983, the
famous 24 hour ferry from Harwich to Hamburg
one. A memorable tour not least because at the
final dinner I was seated between ‘Bentwood
and Westley’, otherwise known as Ian and
Hugh.

When dessert arrived, a rather wobbly
blancmange thing, it came on a large plate. Ian
offered it to me and tilted it so it slid
gracefully down my front… our table collapsed
in laughter and when it died down, I thought I
would slip quietly out to the loo to clean up
but when I stood up the whole gathering
whooped and cheered (very embarrassing).
However worse was to come, later on John
Leman offered to take my dress and get it drycleaned, the family business, and I thought
how kind. But apparently Jane Leman came
across it amongst John’s kit and by all
accounts, not best pleased!We got over it glad
to say although it took me a good 12 months to
prepare for the next tour…
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A Rouen festival about 30 years ago we were in
a convoy of cars and just outside Dieppe there
was a traffic hold-up and huge long trail of
cars. Not to be held back, Kenty’s car (not sure
who the driver was) decided to queue jump,
flew up on the outside of the waiting cars with

Kenty hanging out the window shouting “out of
the way I am a tourist”.

Sometime later when my car reached the end
of hold up we saw Kenty’s car pulled over and
being given a bollocking by a gendarme who
then escorted him to the very back of the
queue to start all over again…
I was always very lucky for some reason with
my hosts and my second trip to Hamburg Linda
Parkin and myself did particularly well staying
with a chap called Peer Hosie, who lived in a
lovely apartment and drove a vintage open top
sports car. After the first day we were in our
room when there was a polite knock at the
door.
I opened it to find a chilled bottle of very
expensive champagne in an ice bucket. Well,
that didn’t last long. This was followed by an
exquisite supper and then an individual tour of
Hamburg in the sports car. When I arrived at
the pitch the next day he deliberately drove
right next to where EG men were assembled.
There was a loud bang as you could hear the
men’s collective jaws hitting the ground (no
not the car) Their envy knew no bounds… Linda
and I couldn’t work out how this guy could
possibly be a bachelor! 3 years later, next
Hamburg tour, I politely asked whether Linda

and I could have the same host and yes we
could.

I was so excited but when we arrived his new
lady had moved in and viewed us with an
amount of suspicion. Dishevelled and sweaty
after a hard day of hockey and alcohol that was
probably fair enough. Still as charming but he
was definitely distracted so no champagne or
tours around the city…Never saw him again.
My first Hamburg tour 1983 we are going
through German customs and for whatever
reason the custom people had a number of
Alsatian dogs with them and they were all
sniffing our hockey bags as we went through.
Whoever was GK, maybe John, went past them
ok, to which David Payne then loudly stated ‘oy
mate your dog has lost its sense of smell’. Said
GK’s kit was then taken apart by a couple of
officers clearly misunderstanding the English
(sorry, Payne) sense of humour…
One Rouen tour Daz and I were organising it
(fines master and chief sneak) and we required
the EG ladies team to each bring a real egg
with them which had to be shown whenever we
asked. It soon became very messy as you can
imagine but Daz and I had taken the precaution
to hard boil ours. Anyway on the last day of the
festival we left the two eggs in one of the
trophies in the Club house as a farewell gift.
Imagine the smell in due course…

‘Cow Shit Corner’, West Hoathly, Sussex - 1973 in East Grinstead
Immortalised in Sussex Folklore after the 1973
Jacques Paloumé in EG, a horrific bend in
Hook Lane, forever and fondly known as ‘Cow
Shit Corner’.
This is a story about The Felbridge Village
Hall, An Open Bar, a 1959 Morris Mini, Paul
Lloyd, Jens Appelt (from Flottbek), the
Buckleys and their farm near West Hoathly.
Let’s set the scene: • Its 3:00 am on Sunday, the 22nd April, 1973.
• The Saturday night Disco has just ended.
• It was an ‘Open Bar’ at the Disco, so all
drinks that evening were free.
• Paul has dropped Jens Appelt off at the
Buckley farm, where he’s being hosted.
• Paul is 20 years old.
• His 1959 Mini is fresh from being
meticulously tuned by Dad, Andrew Lloyd.
• It’s a 3 mile drive from Tom’s farm to get
home.
• Paul reverses into Hook Lane and now is
confronted by the ‘Fast Straight’ - photo
below.

What could possibly go wrong?
At the end of the ‘Fast Straight’ is a sharp left
hand corner with an awkward negative
camber.
On Saturday afternoon, Tom Buckley’s herd of
150 dairy cows had been transferred through
the gate on the right into another field a
little further down Hook Lane.
As is to be expected, 150 cows crossing the
road had deposited, in their wake, vast piles
of mud and excrement on the road.
At around 3:00am, having dropped off Jens,
Paul set off down the ‘fast straight’ a little
bit pissed, eager to get home with a complete

Left hand bend - note Camber and Gate on Right

The Fast Straight, Hook Lane, near Tom
Buckley’s farm

lack of fear and foresight; taking the bend as
fast as possible he met the mud and
excrement at speed. He immediately lost
control, mounted the bank and struck the
telegraph pole clearly visible in the photo
above. The car rolled 5 times (we discovered
this from the marks on the road the following
day). Paul found himself upside down in the

mini, which was now somewhat flatter in
each and every axis. Inexplicably, he decided
to sleep it off on, of all places, the Mini’s roof
headlining!
Tom Buckley was out and about at 5:00am to
get the cows in for milking; he found Paul still
asleep and helped him out of the car.
Fortunately, the only injury he sustained was
a small cut on his thumb whilst in the process
of exiting through what remained of the
windscreen.
Following his little mishap (the Mini was a
write-off), that bend on Hook Lane is now
widely referred to as ‘Cow Shit Corner’.
In true Jacques Paloumé Festival tradition

Paul Lloyd, in usual festival style, exiting
Flottbek kitchen and terrifies Kati Ahsbahs

Paul was on the pitch for the bully off at 11
am.
David and Paul are sons of Andrew Lloyd. All
are former members of EGHC.
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The journeys from East Grinstead and Rouen, to and from Hamburg…1962

Dennis Leman drives his Jaguar into the Silver City Bristol Freighter

The flight from Folkestone (formerly RAF Lympne), to the Continent
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Tom Buckley, Tony Blunt, Dennis Leman and Jim Beale, boarding

The first of many pit stops on the way to Hamburg

The journeys from East Grinstead and Rouen, to and from Hamburg…1962

Extensive luggage and small bodies emerge from the trunk of Jacques Paloumé’s car

The EG and the Rouen groups meet near Hamburg

Jim Beale, Joy Leman, Tony Blunt and Tom Buckley at Cologne Cathedral

Tom Buckley, Dennis Leman, Tony Blunt and Jim Beale by the Rhine near Katz Castle
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Rouen and EG participants at Flottbek…1962
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Jacques Paloumé, Tom Buckley and Hans Borkmann at the bar

Jim Beale and Robert Watson confer on the design of an actual Hamburger?

A very young Hugh Bentley, Hans Borkmann, Jacques Paloumé and Joy Leman

The EGHC and Flottbek teams toast each-other prior to bully off

Barry Male: the meaning of Festival and recollections of a flight from Rouen in 1999
The Jacques Paloumé Hockey Festival is a part of my
heritage. My kids all grew up in EGHC; there were
embedded in the EG hosted festivals. They all met
their partners through the club. And so you could say
The Festivals and the Club have played a big part in
the life of all my family. The essence of the Jacques
Paloumé Tournament is the opportunity it affords us
to form relationships, to bond.
Hockey is a focus, but I never actually thought that it
was the main point of the Tournament. For me, It was
the camaraderie, meeting friends, playing the game,
and whilst there was normally a fairly healthy
competition between the French, British, and
Germans at the top level, the main point of the
tournament was to meet old friends. There were
many memorable moments, a few of which will abide
by the saying “that what goes on tour stays on tour”,
but I do recall one repeatable event when we were
staying with Christine Paloumé in Rouen. After the
final dinner, and before we were due to depart the
following morning, we got back to her house. She has
a big kitchen table. Tar black cuisine. And for some
reason only known to the English, we decided to fill
the table with empty beer bottles or cans. Anyway, it
was a big table and it took a bit of filling I can tell
you.
Arthur Rackstraw, Paul Lloyd (‘Lloyd P’), and I set
about this task with serious determination and after
several hours we’d more or less filled the table with
empty cans and bottles.

and because our flight was due to depart at 10 am,
we’d arranged with Françoise to pick us up at 8 am.

“Ou est le papier? Bonjour monsieur, dans la
manure.”

Françoise arrives spot on time. She rocks down the
drive, hammers on the old horn, and Lloydy, who's
the only one who’s awake up at that point and is
‘stark naked as the day he was born’, goes to the
window, rips open the curtains, and stands there in
his full glory in front of Françoise who points at her
watch and says something fairly abusive like “Putain,
des connards, il faut y aller”. But anyway, Lloydy
says, “Oh my God, we’re due at the airport”.

He walks up to the pilot at the front and miraculously
rephrases that sentence - “Bonjour monsieur, je suis
dans le profond manure*, ou est le toilet?” (He thinks
he’s just asked the pilot, “Hello sir, I’m in deep shit,
where’s the toilet?”)

So we rush into our clothes and dive into this car of
Françoise, which I think must have been a Maserati
because we then hurtle down through the docks. I
mean she knew some shortcut to the airport. I've
never been so scared in my life.
We whistle through the back parts of Rouen, which
included one section where we ended up actually
driving along railway tracks! We get to the airport
and got onto the plane with literally 10 minutes to
spare. Thankfully it was a fairly relaxed airport not
like those where you have to ‘check-in’ a year or two
before; but what Lloydy didn't realise was that there
was no loo on this plane.
When we were about halfway across the channel, and
I mean La Manche, Lloydy says to me, “Where's the
bog Baz?” And I said, “Pass. Check with the pilot up
front”. We were in this like a 12 seater plane. It's
fairly small.

But it seemed like every time someone wanted to go
to bed, another space appeared on the table and we
had just had to fill it. So we drank another couple of
bottles and a couple of cans
until you could not see a
single square centimetre on
that table that was not full of
an empty can or bottle. This
went on until five o’clock or
six o'clock in the morning.

Françoise Homo

Arthur had sensibly prearranged with Françoise
Homo to pick us up and drive
to the airport. Well, when
we’d completed our task we
got into bed at about 7 am

And the pilot says firmly “Il n'y a pas de toilette; pas
sur ce service. PAS…DE…TOILETTE”.
“Ah….. ahhh,” says Lloydy. And the pilot responds
“Ne vous inquiétez pas, l’avion va atterrir assez
rapidement”
Anyway, we get into the airspace above Gatwick and,
unfortunately for Lloydy, we were then put into a
holding pattern and couldn't land. By this time Lloydy
is busting, I mean well he’s really busting.
Paul Lloyd is widely known as ‘Lloyd P’. This
moniker predates Barry’s story and is therefore
only coincidentally connected with any events that
might have occurred during the flight from Rouen!
He's marching up and down the aisle and everybody's
going what's up with this guy. And poor old Lloydy,
He's on the point of bursting. So in the end I said
“Lloydy, Lloydy, take a look in the luggage
compartment at the back," I said, “but… my luggage
is in there too”.
He said, “I’ve got do it Baz”. So he opened the door
and disappeared into the luggage compartment,
returning a few minutes later.
Eventually, having circled Gatwick Airport for three
hours, we landed!
I never did find out exactly how Lloydy finally
resolved his problem. He’s always kept that to
himself.

The Air Vendee 12 seater without a toilet

Anyway, Lloydy only knows one French sentence - it
happens to be the chorus line of the politicly
incorrect British version of a certain national anthem.
It goes like this:-

* Christine Paloumé’s suggested to edit- ”manure” as it doesn't
exist in French. Should you be very polite, you'd say "Je suis dans
l'embarras" (19th century), or not polite at all because it's an
emergency :"Je suis dans la m….e" - or quite polite : "c'est pour une
urgence”.
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Music The Players Associate With Jacques Paloumé Festivals
from Chic was a song that was played every night
when it was new…and another milestone on the
way to Rouen or EG: when would the radio be able
to tune-in Radio Caroline! A non-regulated Radio
station, operated from a ship outside the “3 mile
zone”.

Thomas & Klaus Friedlaender in Rouen (1990)
Thomas Friedlaender asks the question “What did
you hear when you travelled in the car on the way
to a Festival, on the way to a match or at the
Saturday night disco. He curates these pages.
Thomas hears “I’ve got the music in
me” from Kiki Dee and “Lady
Marmalade” from Labelle Nightbirds
in 1975 on my way to Rouen – very
loud again and again, on a special
mix-tape for the car.
“Sunshine of your love” from Cream
in EG in someone’s Mini with an 8track tape(!) – full volume again. We
just sat in the car when we arrived
at our destination and played it two
more times before we left the car.
By the way, those 8 track tapes were
larger than your on board luggage
allowance on some airplanes today.
The Mini was almost full with the sound
equipment and the tapes, not much
space left for any passengers. But the
sound was magic!
How about the “The doop doop” song,
played at the Bartlett’s Stoke Brunswick
Saturday party one year? It just blew
me away.
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A few years later (1978?), “Le freak”

For Chris Gregory, the stand out
moment, but let me say it was very
jingoistic, was Easter 1982 in EG.
Everyone had been to Michael Hall
for copious amounts of champagne
and back to the “upturned boat”
the clubhouse for a disco. The
festival was set in the background of
the Falklands War had begun. For
some stupid reason I decided to play
“Don’t Cry for me Argentina” which
brought on a cacophony of booing
and cat calls. Luckily enough I had set up Rod
Stewart “Sailing” . The whole club suddenly linked
arms and broke into the song drowning out poor
old Rod. French, German, Dutch(I think) Scots and
the English were all united in that 1 song.
D a v i d L l o y d ’s o n l y m u s i c a l
association is from 1971 in Flottbek.
After the final dinner in the
Clubhouse, Billy Toettcher and I
joined three gorgeous Flottbek
ladies (names withheld), for coffee
and a smoke in someone’s house, just a stone’s
throw from the Flottbek tennis courts. The
evening came to an end far too quickly; Gordon
Lightfoot’s “If You Could Read My Mind” (not my
cup of tea) was played and replayed. Since then,
whenever I hear a track from that LP…
So many come to Christine Paloumé’s mind. For
example, the one we yelled in the changing rooms
as well as on the dance floor : "He said Captain, I
said WOT…".
And the team that lost went : "don't blame it on
the sunshine, don't blame it on the moonlight,
don't blame it on the good times, blame it on the
goalie, etc…"
And the famous and touching "Swing low, sweet
chariot" that the whole of EG team sang on the

stairs in Rouen holding up the Jacques Paloumé's
cup.
And the Flottbek Ladies at the final dinner dancing
to "Singing in the rain". Unforgettable!
François Bras recalls staying with Thomas
Friedlaender in 1980. All of you know the capacity
of Thomas to wake up in the morning after a
Jacques Paloumé night party. Therefore in order to
be on time for the morning bully-off, as an alarm
clock, he had scheduled his hifi system on a Steely
Dan song, at 8.00 am sharp. But he had also tuned
the volume, not as being quietly listened in a
sitting room, but as in the largest Ibiza Club.
However, this did not solve the problem as Thomas
was still sleeping. So I had to wait until the end of
the track because I did not know how to use this
f….g hifi system (German hi tech, too complicated
for a French citizen); unfortunately the nightmare
was not over because there was an option
(activated by Thomas) on his hifi system like a
clock reminder on/off. Each time
the song was over, it was restarted…
You will never guess the title of
Steely Dan song which was
played…«Do it again». Thanks to you
Thomas, I became a Steely Dan fan.
Laure Paloumé and Carole Hivet
can’t remember exactly when we
started singing «Mercedes Benz» by
Janis Joplin, our 2005 tour anthem.
We guess it was probably on the first
evening when we listened to the
Janis CD out loud in the car. Then we kept playing
and singing this tune during the whole festival.
Klaus Friedlaender tells that Hans
equipped our cars for the 1972
journey with mobile radio units
from his company. We shared music
from our cassette recorders
between the cars Absolutely cool in
those days. His favourite was the Alabama Song
(show me the way to the next whisky bar) by The
Doors.

John Howeson’s 1957 EG Map
A remarkable coincidence
John Howeson drew the map (right) for participants in the 1957
Festival; this was almost 2 years before EGHC purchased the land at
Saint Hill; before it was even an idea; before the Maharajah of Jaipur
had put the land up for offer; before the Church of Scientology had
bought the adjacent land. In 1958, the club began looking for an
alternative to sharing, with the Football Club, the Cricket Club’s
pitch at West Street in the town centre.
At that time, the Maharajah of Jaipur decided to sell his English
estate at Saint Hill.

EGHC at Saint Hill

On the 4th December 1968, the club made a successful bid of £1,750
(Euro 1,900) for the 17 acres, 3 roods, and 32 perches of land at Saint
Hill. (1 acre = 4 roods, 1 rood = 40 Perches) - roughly 7.2 Hectares.
The rest is history.

The land at Saint Hill that
EGHC purchased in 1958
is, coincidentally, at the
very heart of John’s map.
Notes:
1.At the bottom of the map, the location of the Ravenswood Hotel is
marked. At that time it was in owned by Robert Watson’s family, and
was used during the 1957 festival to host the Cocktail reception on
Saturday 20th April.
2.The railway line from EG to West Hoathly was closed by the
infamous head of British Rail, Robert Beeching, during the early 60s;
is now reopened and is in operation as a Tourist Attraction, part of
the Bluebell Railway Network.

Ravenswood Hotel
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Production of 1957 Festival Programme
John Howeson, President of EGHC at the time of the 1957
Festival, might well have hand-drawn the map (right) for the
programme.
But, his drawing made me wonder.
• How
• How
• How
• How

did he draw it?
did he print it?
useful was it?
accurate was it?

The programme was produced before the invention of
photocopiers, before there was an easy way to insert a
photograph into an inexpensive document, on a limited budget,
with a tight timetable.
I took John’s drawing and laid it on top of a modern map. You’ll
notice immediately that North on the two maps does not line
up, but in most other respects the roads, railways lines, water
bodies match up fairly well.
He would have drawn the image on waxed-paper copying it
from an Ordinance Survey map; picking out the roads, towns,
railway lines and Weir Wood reservoir.
Then he used a Roneo machine to produce duplicates. The
Roneo was designed to be used for low-cost bulk printing (e.g.
in schools). It worked by forcing ink through waxed-paper
stencils onto paper.
Notwithstanding the poor quality of the image, I think you will
agree that the map was clear, functional and amazingly
accurate.
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Jean-Marie Le Cam’s collection illustrates the evolution of Festival Hockey in Rouen
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Jean-Marie Le Cam’s collection illustrates the evolution of Festival Hockey in Rouen
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Jean-Marie Le Cam’s collection illustrates the evolution of Festival Hockey in Rouen
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East Grinstead’s Team Names - Home Team Advantage
A wonderful feature of the Jacques Paloumé
festivals is ‘hosting’. For every organising
committee this was always the nightmare
element of all the arrangements that ‘had’ to be
finalised before the Festival began and visitors
started arriving on Easter Friday.
The complexities and problems were numerous
and occasionally insurmountable.
A month or two before Easter, we begin asking
our visitors: How many guests are expected and
what are their sex, age and relationships.
For obvious reasons, the answers to the questions
about guests were NEVER EVER provided before
arrival and if so, never with either certainty or
accuracy.
So, the organisers needed room to manoeuvre.
This always meant the need to be able to, at the
last minute, adjust the number of hosts, to tie
this in with the guests nocturnal habits, sharing,
dietary, smoking and drinking preferences.
The main element of the solution to these
problems was to engage as many host club
members as possible.
East Grinstead has always fielded 3 teams.
Beginning in 1959 and then in 1961 and 1964 EG
began labelling the EG teams in a way that
clearly distinguished them. In that festival, the
names of the home teams were “East Grinstead”,
“Greenstedes” (married members of EG) and
“Pullets” (bachelors of EG).
• In 1967 The teams were names “East
Grinstead”, “Saints” and “Sinners”.
• In 1970 and 1973 “East Grinstead I”, “East
Grinstead II” and “Wanderers”.
• In 1976, “East Grinstead”, “The Pink Panthers”
and “The Young Lions”.
• In 1979, “East Grinstead”, “The Greenstedes”
and “the Bandits”.
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• In 1982, “East Grinstead”, “Greenstedes” and
“Saints”.
• In 1985, “EGHC”, “Badgers’ and “Tanglefeet” The EG ladies teams “East Grinstead A’ and
“East Grinstead B”.
• In 1988 “EGHC”, “EG Vets” and “Badgers” - the
EG ladies teams agin called “East Grinstead ‘A’”
and “East Grinstead ‘B’”.
• In 1991, “EGHC”, “Badgers”, “EG Vets” - the EG
ladies teams again called “East Grinstead ‘A’”
and “East Grinstead ‘B’”.
The choice of names for the teams is mostly
influenced by Geography. At its most basic the
choice of the team name “East Grinstead” is 100%
geographic. “Greenstedes” is a composite word
Green and Steed (a green horse), but was clearly
invented by the committee to identify ‘people
who sound like they come from East Grinstead’.
This label is thus 100% geographic. The name
“Saints” is geographic - the club is located at
‘Saint Hill”. “Sinners” is the antonym of “Saints”
and is thus also geographic. “Badgers” are
prevalent around Saint Hill; left to themselves,
badgers have big families, big appetites and big
personalities, they are playful and expert
foragers - I think the name is thus both
geographic and accurate! “Wanderers”, by
definition describes people of no specific location
and is thus geographic.
The leaves us with the following team names.
• The Young Lions: - The next generation. A team
of teenagers comprising 2 Bartletts, 2 Browns, 3
Lemans, 1 Kennard, 1 Clinton, 1 Malkin and 1
Buckley.
• The Pink Panthers. So called, because, the
proposed Captain was offered a great deal on a
complete set of used pink cotton hockey shirts.
The team’s playing style exemplified the
qualities of the inept French Police Inspector,
Jacques Clouseau, whose combination of
incompetence and luck always managed to
frustrate his opponents.

• Pullets. A Pullet is, of course, a young hen
chicken. The origin of this name remains a
mystery and continues to provided endless
mirth for our French guests. In French it is
“Poulette”.
In French the word Poulette is mostly used to
derogatorily describe young ladies. For example “Regards elle. Ca, s’tune belle poulette!” or “ En
tant que “l’une de ces poulettes en ville”….

I heard that
Flottbek Ladies are
short of a center
forward
Oranges - WTF!
Where’s the Lemon
schnapps?

By the way,
great legs!

Pinch me Joy - I’m dreaming.
Champagne and all these beautiful women
around me
Offside Olaf

Here are 5 witnesses who will
swear that I am not offside all the time - its only a
legend!
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Ein Abend im Hamburger Stadtteil St. Pauli Reeperbahn…1959
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Bierhaus “Zillertal bleibt Zillertal”, Hamburg-St.Pauli…1959

1.[Unknown],
2.Jules Jousseaume,
3.Jeanine Taurin,
4.Hans Borkmann,
5.Monique Doublet,
6.Philippe Feeny,
7.Alex Leggat,
8.John Brinkhurst,
9.Armand Doublet,
10.Bernard Taurin,
11.[Unknown],
12.[Unknown],
13.Yves Bicheray,
14.Raymond Bras,
15.Claude Morice,
16.Colette Morice,
17.[Unknown],
18.[Unknown],
19.Tim Brooking,
20.[Unknown],
21.[Unknown],
22.[Unknown],

23.[Unknown],
24.Peter Jaegersberg,
25.[Unknown],
26.Mike Best,
27.Charles Veber,
28.Francis Vaudour,
29.[Unknown],
30.B. Newall,
31.Brian Poole,
32.[Unknown],
33.[Unknown],
34.Alfred Nathan,
35.[Unknown],
36.Exists not,
37.[Unknown],
38.Tony Blunt,
39.Tom Buckley,
40.John 'Dad' Bartlett,
41.[Unknown],
42.Mike Dickson,
43.John Smith,
44.Dennis Leman,

45.David Allen,
46.[Unknown],
47.[Unknown].
DIE CLUPRITS

NB. Tom Buckley (39)
looks extremely
‘pissed off’, as he
has just discovered
that his wallet is
missing!
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1984 in Rouen, The First Jacques Paloumé Tournament Veterans Match
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1984 in Rouen, The First Jacques Paloumé Tournament Veterans Match

1. Philippe Plissoneau, 2. Claude Ferez, 3. Brian Poole, 4. Peter Malkin, 5. Owen Hill, 6. Patrick Potel, 7. Yves Bicheray, 8. Ian Towner,
9. Philippe Feeny, 10. Keith Whitlock, 11. Pierre Delvaux, 12. Philippe Francin, 13. Andrew Lloyd, 14. Raymond Bras,
15. Hans Borkmann, 16. Gilbert Raoul Duval, 17. Steve Kent, 18. Patrick Hivet, 19. Gordon Bernard, 20. Jean-François Lagarde,
21. Jack de Naeyer, 22. Pierre Lozes, 23. Andrew Campbell, 24. Mike Leman.
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Mine-sweeping: uses and abuses during Jacques Paloumé Festivals
At the tender age of 15, I embarked, without
my father, for my 1st Jacques Paloumé
Tournament.
In his place, Sallyanne Kent was assigned to
take care of me and Dominic Male (‘Dom’).

Straight away I had the feeling this was going
to be a good day.
The day went well winning games, scoring
goals and I’m already a shoo-in for the player
of the tournament.
Then the evening arrived.
Early on John Fitzpatrick (‘Fitzy’), Cameron
Maynard, Dom and I decided we were going to
drink.
Operation Mine-sweep was set up.

Quickly we established our group’s ranking;
Fitzy being the eldest (16) was Field Marshall,
Cameron and I were both Generals, leaving
Dom (13), to be a Foot Soldier.
The plan was simple we (Fitzy, Cameron and
me) would sit outside and behind the
clubhouse waiting for our foot soldier to
deliver the beverages.
All was going according to plan; Dom was
supplying a conveyor belt of drinks, and soon
thereafter we began to feel the effects (some
more than others)… then Dom comes round
the corner one last time with a jug of beer.
That was to be my last memory of the
evening.
Fast forward to the following morning. I woke
up, and in those 1st few seconds I try to start
piecing together the night before, but with
little success. I realise I'm now in a king-sized
bed that’s definitely not the bed in my host’s
house that I’d slept in the night before; how
did I get here I wondered? Then I notice that
to my left Sallyanne is fast asleep; I look to
my right, Anita Westwood is too. I think to
myself could things get any better, when the
lovely Christine Paloumé walks in carrying a
breakfast tray!

Sallyanne Kent and Paul Lloyd

She was under strict instructions that no
alcohol was to be consumed by either one of
us.
It was the morning of day 1 of the
tournament, and after waking up at my hosts,
having had my breakfast, playing kit was on….
Dom and I climb into Sallyanne's Pink Ford
XR3I Convertible.

At the time I recall "what a morning I'm
having" but as years have gone by, I catch
myself wondering, ‘if I’d only been a few
years older’.
Ben Payne
A mine-sweeper in action

Sallyanne's Pink Ford XR3I Convertible

To ‘Mine-sweep’ is to wander through a
location where people are drinking, such as a
party and consume the partially finished
beverages that other people have abandoned.
Ben Payne - Jacques Paloumé Tours: Junior: 1986-1996, Senior: 1998-2008
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Phillip Coote’s JPT Memories (family, friendship, dinners and so much fun)
I joined East Grinstead Hockey Club in September
1988 courtesy of an invite from my good friend
Henry Lacey. Almost immediately I started hearing
stories of the Jacques Paloumé tournament, most
often after a libation or two, or on the way home
from various away matches. I have to admit, I got
to know more about some of my fellow club
members on those journeys than before actually
meeting them! Coincidentally, some of those
members would end up as my captains or Chairman
as I made my way up through the various teams and
various roles on the committee.

arrived in Rouen. I remember collecting my
welcome pack; which would include final dinner,
lunch and beer tickets but more importantly, the
name of the family I was to be billeted with. Seeing
the name 'Homo' on both mine and Henry's
envelope, I asked him if he knew the family; he
did. I can't remember exactly what he then said,

A great friendship and great wine.
As it turned out, Henry had stayed with the Homo's
before, and Jacques had a small tradition, courtesy
of the most amazing wine cellar. If it was your first
time staying with the Homo's, you got to drink wine
from the year of your birth. That night we drank
1970 Château Des Combes-Canon and Château
Margaux. Jacques asked me if it was ok if I liked it?
I said yes, it was fabulous. He then asked Henry,
and Henry replied that he thought the 67 was
better! It was from then that we spent the rest of
the meal drinking. To this day, the wines that we
drank from both the Hivet and Homo cellars, are
still the those that I measure against any wine
today.

In 1989, the tour team left for Hamburg and
returned with more stories. Several unofficial
protocols had to be observed when it came to the
selection of the tour team. Invites went out to
those that had toured the year before and should
there be spare places, a waiting list made up of
those that wanted to go would be approached. As I
remember it, you couldn't ask for an invite, but
should you receive one, find it difficult to decline. I
am still not sure I ever got that right!

Jacques and Françoise Homo

Heady rashly opts for a ‘forfeit’
My first tour (tour lesson learnt … pay your fine,
don't take the forfeit! Those of you who were there
and reading this will remember Jimmy's face!)
I received my Paloumé invite for the Easter festival
in 1993. Overly excited with host's gifts packed,I

Our accommodation for the weekend was the
second floor of the second wing over the kitchen, a
nightclub with two double mattresses on the floor
and a single room with its own bathroom. Simon
grabbed the single room, Giles and I one of the
mattresses leaving Steve to share with Henry! By all
accounts, Henry is a great room/bedmate and had
nothing to do with Steve's emigration to Australia
shortly afterwards.

but it went something like "The Genetey, great
family, great house, big guard dogs), and even
better wine.” Picked up by Françoise Homo and her
son Florent, we arrived at the house in the Genetey
accompanied by Messrs Longhurst, Horner and
Farley. Françoise introduced us to her husband
Jacques and eldest son Anthony (Anthony and I
would become great friends … we spent several
holidays together and I and my TVR were honoured
to be included in his wedding).

The Jacques Paloumé tournament has given me
both great friends and great memories (these are
just two of mine) and I thank everyone that I have
met over the years for making me part of the
family. I would, however, like to send special
thanks and love to the following: Christine, Celine,
Carole, Françoise, Jacques, Anthony, Florent,
Leslie, Christoph, Antoine, Cyril, Cédric, Charles
(Papy), Freddie, Marc, Tina, Oliver, Jan, Dirk and
Bennie.
Much love to you all and to those who are no longer
with us.
See you all next year… Phillip
Tours - 1993 to 2008, 2013, 2014, 2016 & 2019, and to be continued.

Enduring Relationships
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‘Lost in Rouen’ …
Having toured in
Hamburg the year
before, Rouen was the
host in 1999. As a
designated driver, I had
driven to Rouen on
several occasions. On
this tour, however, Giles
Horner had just bought
a new Golf GTI and
wanted to drive.
Upside, I could have
more than the one or
three drinks we usually
had on the ferry
crossing. The downside,
I was under strict
instructions from David
Payne to look after Ben,
which I promised I would
do.
A map from a Rouen programme Drinking whiskey and
simultaneously both wonderful and
coke throughout the
incomprehensible
crossing, at Rouen's club
bar, then at the Big Ben
pub followed by the Kiosk night club, Ben let
me know at around 2:00am that he was
leaving to go to his host's house. Armed with
the address which was in the old part of
Rouen's town centre and funnily enough a
five-minute walk from the night club, Ben
departed. Some minutes later, Giles and I
were ready to leave and walked out to the
car to start our journey up to the Genetey. I
remember having to focus on the passenger
door handle as it was both holding me up, and
I was waiting for Giles to unlock the car.
Minutes past and the door hadn't opened, so I
made my way round to the driver's side to
find Giles sitting on the floor unable to drive.
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Dragging Giles round to the
passenger door and loading him into
the car, I carefully drove the car off
the raised pavement and across to
the right(wrong)-hand side of the
road. I headed off towards the
Genetey, which was some 20
minutes away. We can't have driven
more than 50 meters when we came
across Ben sitting on the side of the
pavement. I reversed and got Ben in
the car; apparently, he had got lost,
couldn't make out the directions to
his host's house and had given up.
I have a reasonable understanding of
French, but with no sat nav in those
days we had almost no chance of
finding the address in the back
streets of Rouen. Thinking that Ben
could probably crash with us, we
started off again. We arrived at
traffic lights behind the
Gendarmerie (French traffic police).
Now Giles, Ben and I are still not
sure why I did what I did next, but a

Phillip in action

lot of alcohol and tiredness tends to scramble
the brain, and I decided to ask the police for
directions. So, I got out of the car and
approached the police and in my best French,
explained that we were here for the Jacques
Paloumé tournament, that we were lost and
tired and searching for Ben's host's house and
could they help. The Paloumé name carries
some weight in Rouen because we received a
police escort to where Ben was staying and
then all the way up to the Genetey where
they waved us goodbye. As we pulled off the
main road into the Genetey, we stopped to
reflect on how fortunate we had been, when
a massive stag came out of the forest,
stopped right in front of us and stared us both
in the eyes before crossing the road and
disappearing into the mist.
Phillip Coote

Not the only one ‘Lost in Rouen’

"On the origins of Lemon Schnapps…other than by natural selection"
I do not know, which tournament it was, but probably
1980. I was sitting at the Flottbek bar with Klaus Birr,
a player and friend from Rissen,
who joined our team in EG
1979. There were quite a lot of
EG players sitting around the
bar, and we agreed to kid them
a little bit. We ordered 10
lemon schnapps and when they
arrived, the logical expectation
from the EG players was that
we would share them. But we
placed 5 glasses in front of both
of us and started to toast very
seriously towards each other,
drinking one by one ourselves.
And of course we had fun being
watched by the EG players who
had no clue what was going on. They just followed
our little trick and ordered 5 lemon schnapps for
each of them as well.
This little joke had a big impact throughout the
tournament, since ‘5 LS’ was the unit from now on
for almost everyone, our gastronomy ran out of that
stuff and we called Landhaus Scherrer, a classy
restaurant ran by a former gastronomist of Flottbek,
to help us out. Fortunately they gave us all they had
and the supply held over the final dinner.
Later the bar keeper told me how much lemon
schnapps was consumed over that particular
weekend and it was a record never reached again, as
far as I know.
Lemon schnapps, a very rare and unique drink, is
being exclusively served during the Easter Hockey
Festivals in Flottbek and has earned “cult status”.
Some questions from David (Italics) and were
answered by Peter Wolff (Blue text)…they deserve to
be answered with a great seriosity!
Korn (Schnapps) is the basis to start with, and
consumed on its own it might well be classified as
toilet disinfectant. “Very strong Korn (like this stuff)
is primarily used in Germany as a household toilet
disinfectant - True or False?” (False)…
In the northern part of Germany, it is applied in a
very special way that would make Renaud Cande

even more wonder about German drinking habits. You
order “Lütt un Lütt” and receive a small glass
containing Korn and another small glass of beer.
Nothing mixed so far. But then you hold the Korn with
two fingers above the glass of beer that you hold
below. When you tilt this construction towards your
mouth, the Korn flows into the beer and the whole
stuff then together into your mouth.
But now…Lemon schnapps, the famous mixture from
Korn, fresh lemon juice, sugar and water.
“Is it true that Kornbranntwein is actually the base
of this drink and that there’s actually no Schnapps in
it at all?” No, German 'korn' means corn schnapps
supposed to have at least 35%…
“And Is this stuff close to being legal?” Yes/Nodepends on the mixture. We had a Polish trainer
later, he used to bring 100% black brewed alkohol to
flottbek…
The second question, “Does it get anywhere close to
conforming to the EU’s very precise Regulations on
quality and labelling - namely EU/2019/787, EU/
110/2008 and EU/716/2013?” … Leads us now to the
very secret of the lemon schnapps and why it is so
famous.
Lemon schnapps is probably the first “Functional
Drink” ever! It is with no doubt a Sports Drink,
produced in a Hockey club and consumed by Hockey
players.
It is an Energy Drink. I remember joining the EG team
playing against the Bundesliga team from Alster.
When we left the Clubhouse, the mood in the team
was pretty much down. But after one or two bottles
on the way up to the Hemmingway pitches, the team
was full of energy and played quite a remarkable
match!
And it is a Relaxation Drink. Here the alcohol content
may play a role. But more important: most of my
Vitamin C intake during the Easter Festival came
clearly from this famous drink. I became probably
one of the first “influencers” promoting this stuff
and establishing a large group of followers! Classified
as “Functional Drink”, EU/2019/787 is not
applicable, also not EU/110/2008 for the same
reason.

The next question and Peter’s answer bring us
directly to EU/716/2013: “Is it true that this was
formulated, bottled is exclusively available ONLY in
the Flottbek Clubhouse bar?” My memory says that
this was only served in flottbek, but I also know that
people travelling by car were well prepared…
EU/716/2013 fits extremely well here, because
Lemon schnapps is a regional speciality and should be
protected against industrial copies. However, the EC
had some difficulties to accept a German Hockey
Club as an origin for a drink and even more, members
of other European Hockey Clubs as exclusive
consumers. Messengers with samples in their cars
were sent to Brussels for negotiations but at least
the samples never made it there…
David asks a very good question about the bottle
design “Are the bottles being used primarily to
camouflage their actual content and thus avoid the
UK’s strict rules governing the importation of
poisons?” Well, declared and approved as a Fitness
Drink, the packaging shows extremely good
anticipation of up-coming regulations, in this case
the EU packaging ordinance. The packaging is
extremely sustainable, since bottles, labels and caps
are already reused and do not contribute to
pollution. 100% reuse, all targets met also for the
future. And nothing less could be expected from such
a famous fitness drink!
“Alternatively, are these bottles only used because
they are (i) extremely large and (ii) capable of
withstanding being chilled in the Flottbek bar at
Absoluter Nullpunkt or approximately -273.15
degrees celsius?” I also saw that stuff in non-labeled
1 litre plastic bottles… Well, at these temperatures
many materials have different properties than at
room temperature. Also, lemon schnapps, at these
temperatures, it becomes the coolest stuff and the
hottest stuff at the same time! Easy to understand
that this is a challenge for the packaging as well and
can only solved by using these special bottles.
The Easter Hockey friends probably already felt that
this stuff is special and even close to being mystic.
For this reason, the secret of Lemon Schnapps will be
always kept inside this community!
Thomas Friedlaender
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Zitronenschnapps…or Lemon Schnapps

Z

itronenschnapps as a topic came
usually up during organising
festivals in Hamburg. Earlier it was
brought (like shown on the left…
and usually with different bottle tops).
Later someone had the honour to mix it
from Korn (wheat schnapps) citron
essence and water…and the mix decided
the weekend party…this was done to
make it cheap…but sometimes the
gastronomy mixed it and sold it black.
I never liked it.
And one more episode…possibly
relevant :A Rouen festival participant and French
speaking friend of mine, Renaud Cande,
once told me that he does not
understand German girls.
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He invited one for a drink and she
ordered ‘weisswein-schorle'. He
watched the bar-keeper and learned
that this is white wine with mineral
water in one glass. Not easy to accept
for anyone French, as they would drink
wine and water separated, at that time!
6 years later, same storyboard. This
time the girl ordered 'calimocho'. He
noticed that the keeper served a poor
Red wine and added Coca-Cola.
Renaud then had tears in his eyes from
pain.
Peter Wolff

Enduring Relationships
Weddings and Partnerships

Lasting Friendships Across Borders
Alexis Got (Rouen) and Giles Dakin (EG). Alexis managed to coincide his stag
weekend with a Paloumé festival in EG meaning that all his "old" French,
German and English mates could celebrate the event together. As described by
Alexis they managed to stop the wives from forbidding their husbands to join as
it was the Festival although there were misgivings about all these boys getting

(L to R) Sue, Julie, Jimmy, Seb & Richard

Richard with HRH The Duchess of Cambridge
during the 2012 Olympic Games

Richard and Sue Leman (EG) met at Flottbek in
1995 and were married in 1996. Richard and James
Leman, are two of the sons of festival founder
Dennis. They are pictured with their wives Sue and
Julie and a third generation member, Sebastian…all
of their children, now young adults, are all hockey
players.

together and having an occasional pint or two pint of beer, they could of course
not possibly say NO to such an important occasion. Many will remember a series
of ‘mishaps’ that befell Alexis that weekend – who can forget seeing him
strapped to a dining chair in the middle of the astro pitch with the match going
on around him?

Peter and Jo Malkin (EG) Jo Piper (EG Ladies) and
Peter Malkin met during a JPT festival in Rouen…
some years later married… Peter and his brother
Anthony featured regularly in the JPT.
Adam Woodley (EG) and Nicole Olfs (Flottbek) met
on a Junior tour and married in 2004. Charlotte &
John, Jordan Toriila, Henry Howe and Zak Taylor all
from EG all went to the wedding in Germany along
with Hugo Berrel from Rouen and obviously a
number from Flottbek - a high percentage of hockey
players who had played in junior and senior
festivals! Adam and Nicole now live in Germany
with a baby son.
Charlotte Cremin and Jack Edgerton (EG) met on a
Rouen tour and would have been married in May
2020 had it not been delayed by Covid restrictions.

Mickey Visanali (Rouen) and Ben Payne (EG).
Charlotte Gregory (EG) and Tina Krantz (Flottbek). Tina went to Charlotte’s hendo gave a reading at her wedding. They view each other’s parents as mum and
dad!

Peter
& Jo

Charlotte Gregory (EG), Marc Rose, Jan and Maren Hebestreit (Flottbek).
Dom Male and Frédéric Puech (Rouen). Freddy came and lived in EG for a year
with Dom under the SWS Foundation student exchange scheme.

Charlotte
& Jack

Phil Coote (EG) and the Homos (Rouen). Phil was hosted by Françoise, Florent
and Anthony Homo in 1989 on his very first tour and has been friends with the
family ever since. He was one of Anthony's ushers at his wedding and have
enjoyed both summer and winter holidays with his and his wife subsequently.
Thomas Friedlaender (Flottbek) and David Lloyd (EG). Their long friendship was
one of the catalysts for the creation of this book.
Cyril Adam (Rouen) and Dirk Wullkopf (Flottbek).
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Enduring Relationships
Anita Westwood (EG) and Christine Paloumé (Rouen). Christine and Anita
became good friends in the 80s, Ian Westwood being a stalwart festival hockey
player. Their daughters were a similar age and played junior hockey together.
The four grandchildren in the goal are Biba Mills/Westwood, Archie Mills/

Westwood, Gaia Vignali/Paloumé, Milo Vignali/Paloumé (from left to right when
you look at the photo). Biba and Archie are Sophie's and Julian's kids; Gaia and
Milo are Celine's kids. They actually met in 2018 at EGHC and played hockey
together and got on very well. Aged about 10. Now all grown-up, they still good

Stories of Enduring Relationships
Christine Paloumé and Kathie Scrase
When my father went to EG for the first time, he
got on very well with the Scrases. They became
very close friends. My brother and I used to stay in
Forest Row (right, a painting Kathie did of the
Scrase’s house)…she was such a talented artist
with an exhibition in Provence for a few weeks
during the summer holidays. This was when I
discovered that such things as "Marmite" and
"Angel's Delight" existed and that people in England
actually ate these!

When my mother passed away in 1961, Kathie sort
of adopted us. She would call, write, invite us to
stay. I knew I could rely on her night and day. We
became kind of brothers and sister to her twins,
David and John. David and I keep phoning, writing
and caring for each other.

Kathie and John Scrase at
their wedding

friends even though Celine and her family live in Singapore and Sophie and her
family in Lingfield near EG. Christine and her other daughter Carole attended
Sophie’s wedding to Julian. And so festival connections extend to the next
generation.
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The Scrase’s in Forest Row

During 1972 I worked in London for a year for a
friend of hers, a theatrical agent. I met the most
famous Covent Garden ballet dancers of the time
and I would play hockey for East Grinstead ladies
each Saturday, catch the ferry, play for Rouen on
Sundays and sail back at night to be at work in
London on Monday morning.

When Kathie moved to Le Lubéron, I stayed with
her every summer sharing long talks, walks,
swims. Like a ballet dancer, she would stroll
with such grace in the garden to make me share
her passion for Provence, picking up savoury
herbs or admiring the vivid colours of her
morning glory flowers running all the terrace.
Just before twilight, we would watch the sun set
behind the violet mountains… and keep gossiping
for hours! Her wit, laughs, hilarious fight against
wrinkles(look, Christine, look!), sense of humour, sparkling eyes, LOVE, have
helped me and still do, to stand up and face life ordeals that we all come
across. What a fantastic gift to have known and be loved by KATHIE!

Enduring Relationships
Neil and Caroline Longstreet (EG) and the Bailleul Family (Rouen)
A massive stroke of luck when, on our first Rouen tour pre-children, Neil and I
were able to break the no-partner tour rule as we were obviously both players,
and were billeted with the Bailleul family. What a family! Monique was a superb
cook, and a professor who travelled all over world. She spoke impeccable
English. That first time Nicolas their son was only 14, Helene 12 and Isabelle 10.
Jean-Pierre spoke a little English but kept a very fine wine cellar… we became
firm friends and thereafter we would always stay with them (Neil did a couple
of Rouen tours but was happy to look after our kids so I could go). Sue Leman
then stayed with me there and she and Monique would jabber away in French
together. Monique memorably saying Sue was the only English person who she
had ever met who spoke French without an accent. Praise indeed.
As years went by we saw them outside hockey and Monique said she viewed us
as family so phoned to tell us when Nicolas got engaged, first grandchild came
along etc and memorably we were invited to Isabelle’s wedding in Rouen
cathedral. (They booked our hotel room where a bottle of champagne greeted

us!) Equally we had Helene to stay one summer holiday to help her English in an
informal au pair arrangement. Our kids called her ‘sleepy head’ as she never
appeared until midday which wasn’t quite the idea. Below a photo of Helene
with her young charges and myself on a day trip we took to London.
And then we stayed with them overnight on the way to a holiday in the
Dordogne. Our children were about 6 and 4. As the next day was 1 August when
all of France pack up for the holidays Monique pressed us to leave very early so
Neil and I promised ourselves we would drink sparingly and deny ourselves the
width and breadth of JP’s wine cellar. Well, we had barely crossed their
threshold when Neil was whisked off to choose different wines for supper ….
Needless to say our sensible promises were swept aside and we spent most of

the next day in traffic jams with stinking hangovers! Then the Christmas before
the Millennium I took a call from Nicolas who relayed the tragic news that
Monique had cut herself whilst working in Brazil and within 5 days sepsis had
swept through her body and she Had died on Christmas Day at the age of only
50. Neil and I went with the Champnesses to her funeral and it was one of the
saddest days I can remember. We still keep in touch with Isabelle on facebook.
Even so there is a family bond, an enduring and wonderful consequence of
Easter festivals.
Giles Dakin with his daughter
I feel genuinely lucky to
have had the opportunity
over such a long time to be
a part of Le Tournoi. As far
as singling out one
particular moment goes
that would be nearly
impossible, but I would say
this.
My memories of JPT stretch
back 35 years, the love and
friendship I have found
along the way are a some
of the fondest recollections
I could hope to have. My
greatest wish is that my
daughter is able to be a
part of such a fabulous
group as my JPT family. So
I guess despite the myriad
of potential moments I
could say are my most
memorable the one that means the most is this, taken at EGHC during JPT 2019.
What a fitting photograph and the wish that this wee girl will continue the
traditions of the Easter Paloumé Festivals.
Caroline Longstreet
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Enduring Relationships
Christine Paloumé and the Leman Family
I'm taking the liberty of attaching a touching letter Joy sent me after Dennis
passed away. Of course I asked for her permission and she sent me a sweet
email not long ago saying yes. It enables us to "renouer des liens" (reconnecting)
with people we love about the people we'll love forever. The photo is of Dennis
and the “little boy” he nicknamed "Baby Jacques”; they look so happy!

Dennis Leman with ‘Baby Jacques’, Christine’s brother.

Joy Leman’s letter to Christine
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Enduring Relationships
It’s not just the elegance of their prose, nor just the excellent French, nor just the gorgeous penmanship, nor just the
considerable effort, nor just the fact that they cared enough to write, nor just that Françoise Homo has treasured them…
it's the totality of what they represent.
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Nous avons été battues «à plate couture», ils ne nous ont montré aucune pitié
In 1973 East Grinstead is Host
It was determined that East Grinstead would field
a Colts team for the Festival. They’d be
introduced to the festival by playing a few games
against the ladies teams. The Colts are a team of
under-15 boys. The team was almost exclusively
comprised of the sons of Dennis Leman, John ‘Dad’
Bartlett, Tom Buckley, Tony Blunt, Robin Kennard
and David Allen; all of whom were crucial
elements at the heart of EGHC, had been key to
the foundations of the Saint Hill development and
each had attended one or both of the 1959 or 1962
Festivals in Flottbek!

In hindsight, they should never have been
permitted to be unleashed against Rouen Ladies!
It was Monday the 21st April, 1973. The programme
schedule for the match:-

On the other hand, the Rouen ladies team were
remarkable in so many other and much more
desirable ways.
Laurence Gambier was playing back with my
cousin Elisabeth Windsor and after a while of
seeing the ball and the boys coming back so fast
towards the goalie, she said « Je ne comprends
pas pourquoi la balle revient si vite! » [“I don't
understand why the ball is coming back so
quickly!”]. Out of breath, Elisabeth answered «
Espèce d'andouille, t'as pas vu que le terrain était
en pente! » [“Idiot, can’t you see the f….g slope
on this pitch?”]

Here’s the team:1. John Leman (in Goal)
2. Michael Leman
3. Richard Leman
4. James Leman
5. Bill Bartlett
6. Tom Bartlett
7. Christopher Kennard
8. Nigel Allen
9. William Buckley
10. David Buckley
11. Bill Blunt
Looking back at this group, one can only recoil in
awe at the influence this group was to have in the
world of Hockey.
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proud and delighted they were these little «
coquins » to have beaten ‘girls’. Unforgettable!”

This was an extraordinary collection of talent.

Their elegance, charm, mystery, language, beauty,
culture, taste, femininity… For them, a satisfying
game might have been defined « Nous nous
sommes bien amusés et nous avons perdu 2-1 ».

Each member of this group bound by the
‘impossible to predict’ ties between their families,
Saint Hill, Jacques Paloumé, Hans Borkmann,
EGHC, Rouen and Hamburg. This was a group for
whom Hockey was not just in their blood, it was
the primary building block in their DNA. This was a
group for whom a satisfactory win couldn’t be
defined in terms of ‘we scored 2, they scored 1’.
The competitive potential energy within this group
was ‘off the charts’ and remains impossible to
measure. They hadn’t the slightest sense of how
to moderate their competitive urges.

Christine Paloumé recalls the match. “Well, one
day, in EG, Rouen Ladies played versus his team on
grass (14/15 year old boys,I guess). I remember
very well since I was one of the players. I can tell
you that these boys did not know the meaning of
the word « gallanterie » and had never heard of
the famous English ‘fair play’. « De Quartier
» [Take no prisoners]. They beat us « à Plate
Couture » [cleaned our clocks]. Jimmy was running
too fast and scoring so many goals. Icing on the
cake, we shook hands and were awarded the usual
‘good game’. You could tell, from their smile, how

Bill Bartlett recalls this
match. “It was a complete
mismatch and the likes of
the Lemans, and possibly
everyone else in our team
as well to be fair to them,
would have only been
playing to win.
Not much more to say
about it except sorry to
Christine and her team of
1973!
We were also, it goes without saying, all a little
scared and a bit in love with Christine and her
team. This may explain English boys behaving
rather foolishly when faced with the unknown. If
only we had known better we would have insisted
on splitting the teams from the start and mixing
them together to make a fairer game. Who knows
what might have happened then!”

EGHC’s Annual Training Afternoon
EGHC’s members,
almost all of whom
featured in Jacques
Paloumé Festivals,
assembled on a foggy,
damp and chilly
September afternoon at
Saint Hill for ‘the
annual’ club practice.
This pre-season event
was held to determine
team squads, stretch
muscles, brush off
cobwebs and recall
technique.
During this era, the
club’s playing
membership would have
been sufficient to field 4
teams; so this group
represented
approximately 50% of
the total playing
membership!
1. Andrew Lloyd, 2. John Brinkhurst, 3. Angus Johnstone, 4. Frank Farrell, 5. Tim Brooking, 6. Mike Dickson, 7. Alan King, 8. David Lefevere,
9. Morland Clinton, 10. Roger Dakin, 11. Dennis Leman, 12. John Willson, 13. Tony Blunt, 14. Tony Webster, 15. John Bartlett, 16. John Harris,
17. Arthur Rackstraw, 18. Tommy Farr, 19. Hugh Bentley, 20. Dennis Bowers, 21. Brian Stockley, 22. Arthur Mould, 23. Chris Dereham,
24. Ian Westwood, 25. David Lloyd, 26. Bernard Brown, 27. Billy Toettcher, 28. Tim Elliott, 29. Mike Davies, 30. Unknown.

(Photo c.1968)
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Fusion avec le RUC. Le terrain de hockey mesure 91,4 m sur 55 m et pas 85 m sur 52 m!
Raymond BRAS fut à l'origine du projet. Dans ce sens, il a été approché par
Monsieur JACQUELINE, président fondateur du Rouen Cite Université Club
(‘RUC’). En 1988, Le RUC possédait des terrains de tennis, un Club de
Spéléologie (Potholing), une section basket et handball. Ils avaient très envie
que nous les rejoignions pour valoriser leurs 6 hectares de terraient monter un
club de foot qui utiliserait aussi le synthétique. Les avantages que représentait
le RUC étaient très importants: Club Omnisports, seul capable d'obtenir des
subventions pour faire construire un terrain synthétique (astro), seul terrain
habilité à recevoir les compétitions nationales et internationales.

Pierre,
T’es sûr que le terrain
ne fait que 85 de long et 52
de large?

De plus, la clientèle du Hockey habitait plutôt la rive droite que la rive gauche
de Rouen et point essentiel: notre terrain n'était pas aux normes (pas plus en
longueur qu'en largeur!) et il était impossible de l'agrandir!
Donc malgré la nostalgie de certains qui n'avaient pas envie de quitter leur
vieux Club, ses vestiaires presque mixtes et de perdre leur indépendance, le
Bureau vota dans le sens d'une décision tout à fait raisonnable. Le Drakkar, dont
j'étais Président (Jean-Pierre) intégra le RUC à Mont Saint Aignan en 1989 où
nous fûmes très bien accueillis. Une des conditions était que nous gardions nos
couleurs et notre Drakkar. Il ont juste ajouté RUC sur le logo. Je (Jean-Pierre)
me suis débrouillé pour vite entrer au Conseil d'Administration comme trésorier
pour défendre notre section Hockey, tu penses (ha, ha!).
David Lloyd recalls that, E.G. was originally invited by 'Drakkar Hockey Club de
Rouen'. At some later date, perhaps during the 1990s, the club's name was
changed to 'A.S. Rouen Cite Université Club'. Thankfully, the familiar faces and
names of the participants didn't change. Still, the logos, 'Lions', a 'Viking
Drakkar' and 'Three Crossed Hockey Sticks' all vanished!
Christine Paloumé told him "that there were lots of meetings and talks about
moving from La Rive Gauche, where the club was autonomous, to Mont Saint
Aignan Sports Club. It had been determined that the future of Hockey was'
Astroturf,' and, therefore, those important competitions were to be played on
it. The possibility of having such a pitch was only feasible in Mont Saint Aignan."
If it was Astroturf that was a determining factor in the significant and dramatic
changes in Rouen, it may have equally been so at East Grinstead.
• B.A., ('Before Astroturf'), East Grinstead Hockey Club ('EGHC') had 4 wonderful
grass pitches, a second-hand wooden clubhouse, always in a state of disrepair,
and no money in the bank.
• B.A., EGHC had just enough members to run 4 or 5 men's teams.
• B.A., almost without exception, EGHC’s members lived and worked locally.
• B.A., each year, one hockey pitch was rested to enable it to recover.
• B.A., every Saturday matches would commence at 2:45 pm.
• B.A., tea for the 70 or 80 participants was served in the clubhouse at 4:30.
• B.A., beer flowed from the taps from 6:00pm until 11:00pm.
• B.A., EGHC's primary common interests were social and hockey.
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Mais oui Jacques! Je l'ai
mesuré trois fois et "à jeun"!
C'est foutu! Faudra qu'on
déménage un jour…

• A.A., ('After Astroturf'), East Grinstead Sports Club (‘EGSC') was formed - a
combination of EGHC, E.G. Ladies Hockey Club, East Grinstead Cricket Club,
and a Squash Club; these were conditions imposed by the Local Authority in
return for the money to pay for the Astroturf.
• A.A., there was only one artificial hockey pitch and a grass cricket pitch.
• A.A., a utilitarian, but characterless, building was erected.
• A.A., every Saturday, the first match began at 9:00 am and then continued
sequentially throughout the day.
• A.A., hockey members came from far and wide.
• A.A., teas never featured again and only a few ever stayed for beer.
• A.A., EGHSC's primary common interests were the sports.
The Jacques Paloumé Festivals illustrate that our clubs dont exist by virtue of
their physical or tangible facilities (locations, buildings and pitches); rather our
clubs are collections of people joyfully sharing and dedicated to common
interests. Our clubs have only ever existed to provide us with an outlet for our
families to mix and recreate with people of like-minded interests and
backgrounds. Without the clubs, what’s left are just the facilities.
Joyful sharing of common interests is at the heart of the Jacques Paloumé
Festivals.

Jean-François Lagarde, Jean-Pierre Bailleul, Christine Paloumé and David Lloyd

Easter Weather

During Easter, the weather’s often sub-optimal!
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Le Vieux Clubhouse de Rouen
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À l'extérieur du Clubhouse

Le Vieux Clubhouse de Rouen

À l'extérieur du Clubhouse
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Autographed stick presented to EG by Flottbek
(circa 1970-1980)

A collection of some
of the delightful
gifts that we’ve
exchanged over the
years.
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«1999 vintage»

Carole et Christine
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«1999 vintage»
On note une attaque puissante et charnue

Le Château « Nectar de Ces Dames »

nous offre une note plus féminine tout en rondeur et délicatesse.

au Domaine « Mondésir de Gagnet »
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Carole et Christine

«1999 vintage»
Gouleyant, exubérant, le « Caveau de Bacchus » se classe 1er ex aequo avec

Le Maître de Chais « Alliance des Terroirs » nous présente
son millésime 1999.

Le « Château des Demoiselles » au Concours International des meilleurs millésimes
Au premier regard, on constate qu il a de la cuisse !
Un cru tout en promesse

Carole et Christine
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«1999 vintage»

Enfin, le Prix :
« Cru de Légende »
est attribué au Domaine
« Spirit

of the Jacques Paloumé Festival »

A suivre
To be continued
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Carole et Christine

Post Festival Prize Giving Ceremony at EG in 1973

1. Hugh Bentley
2. From Mid-Sussex
3. Mike Leman
4. Rolf Breckwoldt
5. John Bartlett (‘007’?)
6. John Harris
7. ‘Q’ * from Croydon HC
8. From Amstelveen
9. Luc Deschamps
10.David Buckley

* Thomas Friedlaender believes
#7 is ‘Q’; apparently he invented
control devices for the hockey
balls on the pitch (as you can see
the one he is holding in his
hands)
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The Sebastian Wolff Foundation

STIFTUNGSVISION

BUT DE LA FONDATION

OBJECT OF THE FOUNDATION

Die Vision der Sebastian Wolff Stiftung für
internationalen Jungendhockeyaustausch ist
es, jugendlichen
Hockeyspielern zu
ermöglichen, im Rahmen ihrer Ausbildung
andere Städte in Europa zu besuchen und diese
dort zu vertiefen und fortzuführen. Dabei soll
durch die Möglichkeit, in den dortigen
Hockeyclubs Sport zu betreiben, die soziale
Ko n t a k t a u f n a h m e e r l e i c h t e r t u n d d a s
Ve r s t ä n d n i s d e r J u g e n d l i c h e n f ü r e i n
gemeinsames Europa gefördert werden.

Le but de la Fondation Sebastian Wolff est de
permettre á de jeunes joueurs de Hockey de
visiter d’autres villes européennes dans le
cadre de leur formation scolaire pour
approfondir et élargir celle-ci. La possibilité de
jouer au Hockey dans les clubs locaux, pendant
la durée du séjour à l’étranger, permettra aux
jeunes joueurs et joueuses de lier des contacts
humains et sociaux, pour ainsi promouvoir une
meilleurs compréhension de la jeunesse au
sein de la Communauté Européenne.

The object of the Sebastian Wolff Foundation
for international Hockey Youth Exchange is to
allow young hockey players to visit other
European cities within the frame of their
school education in order to deepen and
extend this one. The opportunity to play
Hockey in local clubs during their stay in the
foreign country will give to the young
sportsmen and women the possibility to
socialise with other young people and hence to
promote a better understanding within the
European youth.

Diese Ziele werden insgesamt verfolgt. Eine
bestimmte Rangfolge zwischen Ihnen besteht
nicht. Die Stiftung verwirklicht diesen Zweck
insbesondere durch das Zur-Verfügung-Stellen
von Wohnmöglichkeiten, der Kooperation von
privaten und staatlichen Ausbildungsstätten
sowie Betrieben, die Ausbildungsplätze in den
einzelnen Ländern zur Verfügung stellen.
Während des Aufenthaltes des einzelnen
Jugendlichen in den betreffenden Ländern
sollen auch die wirtschaftlichen
Vo r a u s s e t z u n g e n z u m B e s t r e i t e n d e s
Lebensunterhaltes gesichert werden.

Ces objectifs seront visés globalement, li
n’existe pas d’ordre de préséance parmi eux.
La fondation réalise ses objectifs tout
particulièrement par la mise à disposition de
lieux d’hébergement, par la coopération avec
des institutions de formation scolaire et
professionnelle d’état et privées ainsi que des
entreprises pour offrir des postes
d’apprentissage dans les pays respectifs.
Pendant le séjour des jeunes dans le pays
concerné, les conditions économiques pour
leur subsistance doivent ėtre assurées.

These objectives are being globally followed
up. There is no priority among them. The
Foundation achieves its aims especially by
providing dwelling places, cooperation with
state or private educational institutions as well
as with companies able to offer
apprenticeships a/o professional internships in
the respective country. The foundations cares
for the necessary financial conditions for the
respective young player during his/her stay in
the chosen country.

La fondation ne prend pas en charge les
dépensés personnelles des jeunes.

However, the Foundation
their private expenses.

Darüber hinaus gehende Mittel stellt die
Stiftung nicht zur Verfügung.

does not take over

https://www.sws-hockey.de
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The Sebastian Wolff Foundation

Engaging the next generations

La Fondation Sebastian Wolff est représentée au
conseil par:
Hinrich Wolff, Johannes Wolff, Tina Krantz, Anna
Ackermann, Jan Hebestreit
Le comité consultatif se compose de:
Peter Wolff, Martin Hesselmann, Matthias Greve

Die Sebastian Wolff Stiftung wird im Vorstand
vertreten durch:
Hinrich Wolff, Johannes Wolff, Tina Krantz, Anna
Ackermann, Jan Hebestreit
Der Beirat besteht aus:
Peter Wolff, Martin Hesselmann, Matthias Greve

The Sebastian Wolff Foundation is represented on the
board by:
Hinrich Wolff, Johannes Wolff, Tina Krantz, Anna
Ackermann, Jan Hebestreit
The advisory board consists of:
Peter Wolff, Martin Hesselmann, Matthias Greve
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The Sebastian Wolff Foundation
Caroline Got
My name is Caroline Got. I am 27 working as
an executive head-hunter living in Antibes in
the South of France.
I play hockey with Villeneuve Loubet I am
happy and I love my job. I go to work with a
big smile on my face I am passionate about it
and I have big plans for the future.
Unfortunately I am realising that not
everyone can say that about their lives…so
how did I get there?
1986: I was born !!!
1991: I had a hockey stick in my hand…
alongside my brother, sister, mum and dad…
2000: Sebastian Wolff, from Hamburg, came
to Rouen to study and play hockey, he was
financed by a hockey foundation created in
the Memory of a hockey player himself. He
was living in my house, we were his host
family.

2012: I graduated from Brighton University in
Management with Finance with a 2:1 degree.
2012: I was hired by MRL Consulting Group to
become a head-hunter
2013: I was relocated to France to be in
charge of Southern Europe. I use my English
everyday at work; I didn’t think I was going to
find my way so quickly after university, but I
did… the proof that everything is possible
when you give yourself the resources to do so.
The tournament is organised between
Hamburg, Rouen and East Grinstead every
summer since Sebastian is gone. We meet to
play hockey together, to share what we have
achieved, to help others to build their future,
to honour Basti’s Memory, to have fun, and to
make sure we don’t stop and keep him
alive on the pitch.

2002: he left us after a tragic accident which
happened outside a nightclub in Rouen. His
parents, Hinrich and Doni Wolff, decided to
create a hockey foundation to honour his
Memory.
2008: after a degree in France, I wanted to do
something different, something which could
change my life. I called Hinrich and went for
4 and a half year in England supported by the
SWS Foundation.
2009: I was fluent in English after 6 months in
Cambridge and 4 months in London
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Rouen Ladies in Flottbek 1998 (Caroline Got circled)

The Sebastian Wolff Foundation
Alasdair Wood
Why did you join SWS?
I joined SWS to play hockey, learn German
and meet new people.
When and for how long?
I started with the foundation in 2012 and did
2 spells of 5 months, for the outdoor hockey
season.
Where were you located
I was located in Hamburg, Germany
Where were you playing hockey? Which team?
…
I played for the mighty Flottbek 2 team!
Apart from playing hockey, what were you
doing with SWS? (Studying? Working? … )
Apart from playing hockey I also coached for
GTHGC. I also worked at the multinational
Norevo GmbH as a Sample Manager. It was
through Norevo and GTHGC that I improved
my German, I still use my language skills to
this day!
I worked 3.5 days a week at Norevo. This
allowed me to do all my training and coaching
throughout the week.
What did you learn during this experience?
During my time in Hamburg I learnt to; speak
German; to cook; to live on my own; to
navigate a big city and to drink beer!

What difference did it make for your life /
career

Universities Sport and in the Scottish National
League.

My time in Hamburg has made a massive
influence on who I am. Being able to speak a
second language is obviously invaluable, but it
is the perspective I gained from living in a
different country and the lessons I learned
from the German way of thinking that are
most precious to me.

What would you like to say to Hinrich and
Doni (Basti’s parents)?

In terms of my career every job I have applied
for has asked me how I was able to and why I
did work in Germany, my answer is always
that I had help from the foundation,
nonetheless they are always impressed,
interested and want to know more.

Put simply I would like to say thank you. My
time in Hamburg was amazing, so far the best
year I have ever had. The novelty of
everything was amazing, learning German was
a challenge but fantastic fun at the same
time. They helped me gain life experience,
language skill and have a great time, I’ll
always be in their debt.
Thanks again! :)

Do you have a funny story / experience to
share about your experience with SWS?
When I first went to Germany I didn’t realise
that crossing the road without the green man
is illegal. On my first night out I walked
straight across the road in front of 2
Policemen. On getting to the otherside they
told me of my mistake. I was so scared I ran
back across the road to wait and cross the
road ‘properly’. In my panic I had forgotten
that it still wasn’t green. I don’t think I have
ever seen 2 Policemen laugh so hard!
Do you still play hockey?
Yes
If yes, where?
I play for the Edinburgh University Men’s 1
and 2 Teams. We compete nationally in British
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The Sebastian Wolff Foundation
Amy Tennant
Your experience with SWS?
A fantastic Foundation that enabled me to
play the sport I love in another country,
where I was able to immerse myself in a new
culture and broaden my mind. I fully back the
Sebastian Wolff Foundation’s vision of
allowing young people to visit other cities in
Europe and promote an understanding for a
common Europe. I am extremely lucky and
thankful that I was given the opportunity to
do exactly that.
Why did you join SWS?
I wanted to play hockey in another country
for a year to improve and experience a
different style of play, and whilst doing so try
to pick up the language and culture of that
country – therefore this was perfect.
When and for how long?
September 2016 – March 2017
Where were you located?
Hamburg
Where were you playing hockey? Which team?
…
Damen in the Bundesliga for Großflottbeker
Tennis Hockey und Golf Club (GTHGC)
Apart from playing hockey, what were you
doing with SWS? (Studying? Working?)
I learnt German at a language school called
Colon in Hamburg which was full of friendly
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teachers and students J I also coached junior
goalkeepers at GTHGC.
What did you learn during this experience?
I learnt that German is a hard language but
follows the rules! Along little bit of German so
that I could understand the general
conversation and get by. I also learnt that the
city of Hamburg is very beautiful and is full of
beautiful people.
What difference did it make for your life /
career?
I can understand the Germans when we play
against them for the National Team! It also
made me more independent as a person and
increased by confidence both with my hockey
career and on a personal level. I also met
some unforgettable people at GTHGC who I
will not forget.
Do you have a funny story / experience to
share about your experience with SWS?
When I walked the dog (who lived at the
house where I stayed), a German lady came
up to me to ask my some questions about the
dog. I replied very confidently in my best
German, to which she immediately started
speaking English, it must have been my
English accent!
Do you still play hockey?
Yes, I play professionally with part of the
Great Britain and England National Team, as
well as playing for East Grinstead Hockey
Club in the English Premier league.
Amy Tennant in goal for East Grinstead Ladies

The Sebastian Wolff Foundation
Justus Milt
Why did you join SWS?
I wanted to learn a third language and to
spend some time abroad. The SWS made it
possible to combine that with playing hockey.
Adding to that they found a place for me to
stay and helped me receive a french Diploma.
When and for how long?
Arrived in France: 26.08.2016; Left:
12.02.2017
All in all 5 months
Where were you located?
I lived in the guest house of the Le Cam
family in Bihorel, France

What difference did it make for your life /
career?
I met a lot of new friends at the Club and in
university that I will stay in contact with. I
learned to speak french and it was a great
experience I can only recommend.
Do you have a funny story / experience to
share about your experience with SWS?

Thank you for your time and most importantly
for Basti’s memory.

Do you still play hockey?
Yes
If yes, where?

AS Rouen University Club. Teams 1,2 and U19

I am going to play at GTHGC in Hamburg
again, and in my university’s team.

I was going to university for french lessons,
finishing with the DELF B1 (french language
diploma). At uni I met many international
people and the lessons were more than
helpful. Apart from that I worked as a hockey
trainer at the club, training all youth ages and
the 3rd senior team, plus going to match days
and tournaments.

Adding to that, the yearly tournaments are
always a lot of fun and a great chance to get
to know players from abroad.

I accompanied the U14 team to a tournament
when I wasn't fluent in French yet. That could
make the pep talks before the games very
amusing.

Where were you playing hockey? Which team?

Apart from playing hockey, what were you
doing with SWS? (Studying? Working? … )

I want to thank them for setting up SWS, they
are helping young people go abroad, meet
new people and gather experiences.

Did you ever come to the SWS tournament?
Which ones?
2014 in East Grinstead, 2015 in Hamburg and
2016 in Rouen as a coach
Are you able to come for the SWS tournament
in EG this summer?

What did you learn during this experience?

I would like to, but I am starting to study the
same month, so I don't know if I will have the
time.

My first priority was to learn french, but I
believe I matured thanks to my experience.

Final important question: What would you like
to say to Hinrich and Doni (Basti’s parents)?
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Crumbs from the JPT or memories of the second family festival - Marc Rose
When you are asked what does make you leave
your first family always for Easter to join your
second family , the answer cannot be straight
forward…there are sooo many reasons why and
especially looking back today on over 20 years…
The first I remember was a poem read by Christine
in Rouen (I cannot repeat the entire poem…pardon)
however it was about a red mustang driving, wind
around the head, freedom, fun, friendship…her
speech was deep but, by that time I have not had
the idea what all this was about…ignorance? No
inexperienced!
Why do you go to a tournament which does
contain…
• Being picked up with a trolley - a children’s
trauma
• People ran over by a car
• Jacket taken from a shop – its just a car
• You can get 12 people into a French car
• Guy sleeping in a van between rubbish bags
• Indians and Cowboys – Circus or just Super
Heroes…may be just a flash back into the 70´s
• Why going to the fish market is lethal
• Golfballs make it a different game
• Hosting an entire English Girls (women) team
or have you ever slept between mom and
daughter ☺
• Generations of players – Smiles, tears and
gratefulness and why I believe this will
continue for a long time
I can assure you there could be another hundred
chapters and I know loads of you can add their
stories…believe me I try to make it short as I
always do…my girlfriends would say that I know…

1.Being picked up with a trolley - a child’s
trauma
I was 12 years old when I was sent to the UK for
two weeks to learn English with real English
people…As we arrived all kids were picked up by
families with cars and being driven away…so there
I was on my own…no one picked me up…20 minutes
later there was this man, my host with a trolley.
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We walked 45 minutes through the rain…Oh my
lord what I loved by that time the English…not!
Here we were arriving in East Grinstead years
later. All coming over by boat those days from
Hamburg, had a good party. In the club we were
welcomed by our hosts, more beer more welcomes
and kisses…then, everybody drove from the club to
wherever they had to go to…NOT ME!
My host stood with me at the parking lot and
waved all leaving, when I asked: So no car left…
how do we get home? Barry and Daz said, we walk!
I was not sure if I should run or vomit…but with

This is the time when you decide after a couple of
hours who should stop drinking, so he/she/it/queer
(I am only doing this one time here as its to
complicated to write in flow - love all kinds
anyway :-x) can drive the teams home to their
hosts.
We got two busses to bring people home. We were
in this club bus in Hamburg in front of our
clubhouse. The party was over and we were all
loaded. We were sitting in the bus, door still open
as Beefy was still finishing his drink in front of the
door. All chatting who kissed who, who did not,
why and if a stop at a burger place is a good idea
or not…Bumm! Silence! Shouts! Silence!
There were Beefy just stood were the other bus,

Daz always got on the floor when singing,
Gloria Gaynor’s ‘I will survive’
Daz’s smile I knew there is something different,
she said, we have the prime location…lets walk
over the cricket field, over there is our home! They
made me feel home like all other hosts over the
next years.
My gosh I love the English so much…more than
ever. Thinking of you Daz, loads of love wherever
you are xxx

2.People ran over by a bus
You always have the need for drivers in the night to
get people home from different location during the
weekend. Nowadays we use Uber, Lime or Legs…
but in the early days we spent money on booze
rather than a lift home.

Donna at the steering wheel! I believe she said
something like, “Oops, found the reverse gear!”…
She just ran Beefy over and not even recognising
it.
When we got out the bus, we saw Beefy laying
there, swearing in his best English as he spilled
beer, which would lead to a fine anyway…not
broken anything…not hurt by any means…if you
know Beefy from those days…he was an animal of a
bloke.
After the ambulance took Beefy with arguing a lot
and we had to pick him up quickly from the

Crumbs from the JPT or memories of the second family festival - Marc Rose
hospital to returned him to his host, a lot of smiles
and laughter…oh yes there was a dent in the bus…
no questions no lies.

3.Jackets are taken from a shop because it
was freezing and don’t you park the car
like that.

want to give the jacket as he appreciated the
support and the friendship I showed during the day.
In addition he gave me his car keys so I could get
us to our hosts and he said I should bring it to the
club next day and don’t worry its just a car…this

and some nice French wine, some cheese and
whatever the fridge will offer.
When the party was over I walked over to his car…
so were 10 others and Jacky…well he said, I may
have asked more to join…with me was as well
Celine…yes I really had a crush on her…

We had a great first night party in East Grinstead
hockey club and we had tooooo much to drink, no
surprise here…It was a lousy cold rainy evening,
nobody should drive and keys were taken away
from him as his new Golf GTI should remain in the
parking lot.
Not impressed he walked …lets say stormed out of
the club but made a stop at the shop which clearly
was closed…in the need for a rain cover he helped
himself into the shop and borrowed a jacket.
The next morning were a lot of shouting, we ban
you from the club, you are a …, not the best start
into a day. I got involved as the emotions between
the English were not the best, lets called it that
way. We agreed finally that the door should be
paid for and the jacket as well plus some duties

new Golf GTI…I had not a drink so I did but shit my
pants while driving on the left side (wrong side)
home. The next day when I returned the key to
him in the club, he check his car and came
screaming and yelling back to the club house…
What did you do? I nearly fainted as I thought I
have crashed it anywhere…He shouted with smiles,
never ever have I parked as straight as you did
Marc, people will think I will be a different person
from now on…
He is a great guy and yes its just a car but this
trust is based on friendship, I wore that jacket
with pride over years…hope you doing good buddy!

4.You can get 12 people into a French car

during that weekend with no more failures…glad
we sorted that one.
The next evening we spend some hours in theirs
family house when he came to me and said that he

When in Rouen the party is over in the club house,
you better have a lift organised already…believe
me I have slept couple of times in the club on the
sofa or table or in our van in front…not because I
wanted to but because the Calvados in the Puech
Family is incredible delicious and lethal…Anyway I
was offered a lift by Jacky to have a last cigarette

So we squeezed into the car and drove with sparks
behind us to his house. He served us food, wine
and we chatted a long time, at the end we all
found a place to sleep and squeezed into beds. The
next morning we all got breakfast and found our
way back to the pitch or our hosts.
All the years we shared this story over a wine and a
cigarette, every year the number of people
increased…well I will open a wine now and pour in
two glasses…

5.Between rubbish bags or being
committed to JPT
Hamburg is probably the tour the French and
English like the most…as they do not had to
organise it and we had always the Friday
established as the Hockey PARTY in the Hamburg
Hockey Community…I believe we had up to 500
guests in the bunker party location …
Needless to say that organising this kind of party is
horrible and needs a lot of hands prior to the party
but even more after the party…
That year I believe we topped our planning, invites
and organisation…we had bouncers, DJs, a Flottbek
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Crumbs from the JPT or memories of the second family festival - Marc Rose
3rd team serving the floor and party hungry hockey
player dancing, drinking and enjoying the Good

Needless to say that after the party all hands on
deck and we carried out bag after bag…stinking
after beer, snaps, burger…vomit…and worse…gosh
it was gross…but we as a team did all that after
the party to make sure we are done before the
games started on Saturday…
His van was full of those bags and we are happy to
have a short but good sleep at home…

6.Indians and Cowboys – Circus or Super
Heroes…may be just a flash back into the
70´s
It does not matter where you went on the tour,
however make sure you have what it takes for the
theme night. I am not sure who started it but I
would think it was initiated by the EG teams.

The next day we waited for Puffi at the location as
we all wanted to help to get stuff away…but no
Puffi to see…we waited 20 min and then called

After several nights you all will be remembering
when we were dressing up, you could come as a
super hero like hulk and paint yourself green from
head to toe, forgetting totally that naked being a

him…

freezing experience sometimes, next to get a full
beer shower washing green to light grasshopper
hero ;-).

Friday (Karfreitag/Bon vendredi). Not to forget this
a silent, no party day in Germany…except when
JPT is held in Hamburg…cannot remember right but
I believe we drove with Puffi´s van 30 times to the
location to bring snaps, beer, DJ equipment,
decoration…you name it…and at the end all of us
had created the hottest party spot in Hamburg.

I believe we all had a look in the faces as …please
tell me he just forgot his cell in the car…as the
ring came from the van and with the 5th ring the
door sprang open and Puffi was laying in between
all those shitty bags…
Lesson to learn…work hard…party hard…make sure
the shit is dealt with afterwards…or just call it
commitment to this Festival of Friendship…Puffi
you still stink ☺

Puffi left his van at the site as we needed to clean
it up the next day especially the rubbish needed to
brought away that next Saturday.
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I remember one year in EG the theme was Cowboys
and Indians. Pictures in the aftermath of that night
appeared on our website…well some of us asked
politely to let those vanish as we had jobs which
may be compromised…hahahaha if I think about it
today…what fun we had always with pictures taken
and looking at them some month later…I am glad
we all behave and keep it within the JPT family…
what happens in the family stays in the family…had
once a costume, well the theme was circus…so
here I was…coming like a circus tent…stupid idea…
well yes in retrospective yes…heavy, you can’t
really dance with someone, you cannot approach
someone with a golf ball, kissing is not possible at
all…so you are fuc…ing alone, so memyselfandI had
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good fun…I am sure we all remember this or that
costume and I think we all appreciate the ideas
brought to that night…yes Daz your costume with a
blow up horse was really unique ☺

Your Mom would have loved that moment in your
house with all the crazy Cindy Lauper, Elvis,
Kajagooggoo, Madonnas and what have you in your
house…

the clubhouse and that was carried around the
entire day by that person.

Last time in EG we had the
dress 70´s disco
theme…I believe…this was what I read in it…
anyway there I was in my silver shiny Elvis suit
when a gorgeous woman approached me.

7.Why going to the fish market is lethal
for a host
We can always have an argument about that a host
during Easter has a very delicate task.
Tiffany ! I know Tiffany for ages and here we are
years later, me older and she much prettier xxx
I remember the days nights when we invaded
Ellen’s house. She took care for all and never
stopped caring until all had a drink, food, rest,
plaster or whatever was needed…hugs were free
and when you closed your eyes it felt as it was
from (your) loving Mom…miss you Ellen xxx…
Tiff and I talked about it and all the evenings we
spent there and how terrible the house was left
behind by the hordes of hockey players and Ellen’s
spirit to prepare it for the next time…
Then Tiff said, isn’t that now for me to follow in
my mom’s footsteps…? I think we both had tears in
our eyes as this opens the next chapter of JPT…the
next generation…
So Tiff walked around and invited all to come to
her house to continue the 70’s disco party…

Make sure your guest :-

I can assure you that was a gross stinking big falling
apart fish but the end of that dead fish (which
probably would have fed a family of 12) was on our
practise putting green in Flottbek where the EG
mens team had their final fines meeting. I recall
that the fine master was slapped several times
with this fish in the face for not doing his duties
correct plus he had to bite into it…

• is fed and knows where the fridge is
• does know where you live
• does understand the difference between
record player and toilet
• does know where the hockey club is and when
the games start
Well, this is simple…isn’t it?
However that year we did forget to say make sure
the guest is not buying anything dead or alive on
the fish market in Hamburg.
Cut long story short the myth that there were
rabbits bought and let run in the garden as it was
Easter Sunday, Chickens chased for chicken run,
fish put into bathtubs etc…may a bit in the
imaginations of our story telling years after but…
someone bought a dead massive fish he brought to
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So make sure you do tell your guest that the bar in
Hamburg lays very high for what you can buy on
the fish market ;-)

sun is what you like after a game…so there we
were Puffy, Benni, Buzi, Jan and I.
I asked who would bring the next round of beer?

8.Golfballs make it a different game

9.Hosting an entire English Girls (women)
team or have you ever slept between
mom and daughter ☺

Our rule book said the one who is newest or
youngest will carry the pitcher and will serve the

Years ago when we were short in hosts, we were
offered an empty house from Peter Wolf.

Every team has their way of making sure you have
to drink…o that is a sportive event, don’t get me
wrong but it is essential to get enough fluid into
your body to be hydrated…We established the rule
that a golf ball in your drink will make you to
down it.

I mean empty empty…nothing in the house except
a functioning kitchen, bath and heating system but
nothing else…it had a massive living room which
could fit an entire Ladies team…so we asked the
EG ladies if they would mind to bring sleeping bags
and mattresses with them and we from Hamburg

If you have been a victim of such an drop into your
full pint of whatever drink you have….don’t argue

it will get worse…
I remember the year we went to EG and our goalie
Bernd Schuckmann really liked to drop that bomb
into any glass he could get to, now the rule was
the ball belongs to the drinker but he even was
nicking it from pockets, etc…so let’s call him an
nasty fuc…and he enjoyed it to bring the grief of
downing the drinks.
I know exactly where I sat and I know who was
standing around me, he had dropped that thing a
couple of times in my drink…not funny but hey, no
argue…get on with it…but you know having a good
chat with teammates and enjoying a beer in the
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entire men and ladies team…great that was Bernd
Schuckmann´s job…so we I asked him to get two
new pitcher with beer…when he arrived he served
the ladies first and then the men…he went around
and made sure everybody had a full pint for his
next attempt of dropping one in…finally he came
into our round and he finished just the first
pitcher in Puffy´s pint when he started the second
on my pint and I was the last one to get beer…
Surely I asked him to put down the empty pitcher
so he could better guide the second one with both
hands and would not spill any beer.
When he had filled my pint I said, glad now
everybody has a drink in his hand, Benni quickly
said “Prost!” and Bernd said, “Wait I need to fill
my pint!”…when I said, “Well I guess you have a
drink in your hand?!” and with this said, I dropped
the golf ball in the pitcher he held in one hand!
We were not sure if Bernd was laughing or crying
or both at the same time, however we had a great
sunny afternoon and Bernd a long sleep…

did the same to host the EG ladies…now that was
Puffy and my task…I believe talking to the ladies
years later…it was a great experience…so it was
for us or let’s say me…we made sure that
breakfast was in the house and we stuffed the
kitchen to the ceiling with eggs, ham and bread,
coffee machines and what else to make sure the
crowed will not leave hungry the house.
First morning the coffee machine was broken as its
different in the UK than in Germany…heyho…
everybody was in a great mood and instead of
coffee, beer would do the job as well…We and the
ladies had a great team work as Puffy and I were
almost the last ones on our own festival to come
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home and the first one to be back at the club to
get the festival started…the ladies followed us
where ever we went…Except one night and one
lady…I will not state any names and will not go
into details, but I will say that when we all
returned my room was engaged and humid…two
heads looking at me and apologising for using my
room…
There I stood, no sleeping bag as mine was in
artistic use and no other room than bath or
kitchen…but then I heard Sharon saying, hey Marc,
you can sleep among us, as her sleeping bag is
empty and we don’t mind…great idea I thought!

English and German players after a boat race…
jokes and laughter…I remember a lot of faces
when thinking back and am grateful to have met
those characters.
There have been generations of families on this
tour and the player who was with us when he just
turned 15, he is now a father and his kids play
hockey too.
Fred the last time we met you introduced me to
your entire family on the pitch, several

Me crawling quickly in the sleeping bag, slightly
tipsy and may be a bit excited and full of dreams,
turning to the side and looking straight in the
lovely eyes of Helen…man you cant get more
excited in the middle of the night…I tell you…but
me thinking hold on, she is pretty young and
Sharon her mum must be around here…when
suddenly I heard the voice in my back…Marc can
you turn to me please, as I need a warm cuddle,
that was the unmistakably voice of Sharon…so
there I was between mum and daughter…living the
dream…somehow…

10.Generations of players – Smiles, tears
and gratefulness and why I believe this
will continue for a long time.
While I was writing I drank enough red wine and
gin tonics as the memories, thoughts and stories
were then so real and close, that the right
beverage would bring more to light…I could smell
the Calvados in the Puech house and the bacon
sarnies in the Gregory kitchen, I smell the cigars
from Jacky, the endless long dances from Charles,
a Gaylord making sure every year that his sister is
not interested in anyone, a Lottie running around
organising in or outside the UK the crowds, Wulle
who is the party-dance-animal and has a great
heart, Jan who started his career with us when too
young and now is the backbone of tour…loads of
names I should write here destroyed French,

asked her where her mummy was and she pointed
at a young woman standing with the back to
us….so I said lets do the plaster and walk over…
When Mummy Helen turned around I was
speechless….wasn’t that the girl not long ago in
Hamburg with her mum…time runs and the next
generation is on the doorstep to continue the
great Festival we all love so much.
If you have been to the Tour long enough, you will
have met more than a 1000 people…some may
stick and some may moved on, however everybody
left a footprint on the way we did together and
whenever you read this and think…yes haven’t
been there for a long time…never mind, just come
around and share a beer and an old story with your
family.
My love goes out to all of you wherever you are.

Marc Rose
generations of Puech…I am honoured to be a part
of your family and I am sure your kids will soon go
on tour as well…I guess then Charles and I will sit
at the side and have a Calvados and Cigar…
There are the ladies who played and now returned
after their kids have grown up a bit to join the
tour with their youngsters…doesn't that make ring
a bell???
In EG there was a small girl, she tripped over a
stone and hurt her knee, it was a bit bleeding and
she was crying like there is no tomorrow…I asked
her if she would like to get a real cool hockey
plaster from me…She looked at me and starting to
smile and said yes…Hero you think….well in 15 sec
a speechless Hero…when I pulled out the plaster I
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More JPT memories from Marc Rose and Benni Siekmann
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East Grinstead Hockey Club’s Mens Teams
turn out for Club Practice at the West
Street ground (circa 1954)

1. Unknown
2. Unknown
3. Bernard Castle
4. Tom Buckley
5. Elliston Butcher
6. Robin Kennard
7. Dennis Wood
8. Arthur Ormsby
9. Unknown
10.Roland Johnson
11.Robert Watson
12.Alex Leggat
13.Charles Veber
14.John Brinkhurst
15.Dick Fairbarn
16.John Howeson
17.Unknown
18.Alfred Nathan
19.Geoff Place
20.Roy Wedlake
21.Unknown
22.Bob Izzard
23.Tim Brooking
24.Dennis Leman
25.Jim Beale
26.Mike Dickson
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« Qu'est-ce que tu veux faire plus tard, Mickey?» - « Moi, j’veux être Jacky »
Ce sont les mots prononcés par Mickey au cours
d’une conversation animée entre quelques joueurs
de Rouen au retour d’un tournoi à Hambourg. Des
mots touchants, venus du cœur, pour un homme
exceptionnel qui a consacré quinze années de sa
vie à être un excellent Président pour le Club de
Rouen.

l’encouragement sympathique écrit sur la

Après des débuts malencontreux, eh oui notre
petit Jacques courait après un ballon rond dans la
cour de l’école Joint-Lambert et sur les terrains

Mariage de Nicole et Jacky

pancarte collée sur une des crosses !).

Paloumé où bientôt les suit le jeune Cédric, le"
chouchou" d'Anita chez qui illoge au tout premier
Mini Festival. Cédric, dont on remarque tout de
suite le talent et l'adresse, deviendra vite
indispensable à l'équipe première de Rouen.
C’est lors de l’un de ces Festivals que Jacky,
interviewé sur ce que ce Tournoi représentait pour
lui, répond «Le Tournoi Jacques Paloumé ? Pour
moi, et bien, c’est Jacques Paloumé d’abord que
j’ai bien connu et ça, évidemment, c’est un
souvenir. Et puis bien sûr, beaucoup de fêtes,
beaucoup d’amitié, beaucoup d’échanges entre
les trois Clubs de Flottbeck, East Grinstead et
Rouen. Ce serait très bien d’ailleurs que cette
tradition persiste et je pense que les relations
d’amitié entre ces trois clubs, c’est cela qu’il faut
absolument faire perdurer parce que je crois que
c’est la base du Tournoi ».

Après quelques années à La Baule, le couple
revient à Rouen où Jacky se lie d’amitié avec Yves
Bicheray. Entre goals, quoi de plus normal ? En
1992, Jean-Pierre Bailleul, alors Président de la
section hockey du RUC est élu à la Fédération
Française de hockey. Il propose alors à Jacky de le

Au cours de l’inhalation de son Havane habituel
Le gardien de but

avoisinants, il a fort heureusement repris le droit
chemin qui l’a conduit vers le hockey où il s’est
distingué et fut sélectionné pour garder les buts
de l’Equipe de France Junior. C’est au « Métro »,
bistrot fréquenté par les étudiants rouennais
hyper studieux qui bûchaient leurs cours en buvant
« un p’tit crème, Madame Olivier s’il vous plaît »,
qu’il rencontra, en pleine révision près du
radiateur, Nicole, la femme de sa vie. Et cela
grâce à une amie Dieppoise, grande joueuse de
hockey. Romance, rock and roll, Ray Charles, Les
Beatles et mariage en blanc sous une haie
d’honneur de crosses de hockey. (Notez
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Bibiche, le bon ami de Jacky (à la droite de JeanPierre)

remplacer. Là, ce dernier va mettre toute son
énergie au service du Club, des équipes
masculines et féminines et collecter des fonds
pour l’école de hockey. Avec son frère Patrick et
Nicole, ils participent aux Tournois Jacques

Ses yeux bleus malicieux sourient à l’évocation de
l’un de ses souvenirs mémorables «C’était mon
premier tournoi à Hambourg, je crois, où je n’ai
jamais réussi à trouver la charmante demoiselle,
je n’en doute pas, qui devait me loger. Donc j’ai….
et oui, j’ai logé dans les vestiaires pendant toute
la durée du Tournoi! » « Et bien merci.
Un
autre souvenir? » « Oh beaucoup d’autres, mais
on m’appelle pour la remise des coupes et mon
speech…in English, OF COURSE… ! »Un sourire
espiègle aux lèvres, il tire une dernière bouffée de
son cigare et se dirige, silhouette mince et
élégante, vers la table où trônent coupes et
trophées en laissant planer derrière lui les volutes
bleutées et le parfum caractéristiques du Havane.

“What do you want to be when you grow up, Mickey?” - “I want to be Jacky”
These are the words pronounced by Mickey during
a lively conversation between some Rouen players
on their way back from Hamburg. Touching words,
coming directly from the heart for an exceptional
man who devoted fifteen years of his life to be an
excellent President for the Club of Rouen.

After a few years in La Baule, the couple comes

After an unfortunate beginning, well yes our little
Jacques was running after a football ball in the
schoolyard of Join-Lambert, and on the nearby
pitches, he quickly followed the right path that

Nicole and Jacky’s wedding

back to Rouen where Jacky makes friends with
Bibiche. What else can you expect from two
goalkeepers? In 1992, Jean-Pierre Bailleul, then
President of the RUC is elected at the Fédération
Française de Hockey. He offers Jacky to replace
him. Once President, Jacky devotes himself to the
Club, to both men’s and women’s teams, and to

It is during one of the Festivals that Jacky,
interviewed about what the Festival meant for
him, replies: “Jacques Paloumé Festival? Well, for
me, it’s first of all Jacques that I knew very well.
Of course, THAT is a souvenir. And parties,
friendship, a lot of sharing between the three
Clubs. It would be a good thing, by the way, that
this tradition goes on and I think that we must
preserve the friendly relationship between EG,
Rouen, and Flottbek because this is the very heart
of the Festival”.
His mischievous eyes are smiling as he evokes one
of his memorable recollections: "It happened
during my first tour in Hamburg, I think, when I
never managed to meet the charming young lady, I
presume, whose name was on my envelope. So,
I…..well, I lived in the changing room for the
whole weekend!". "Oh really? Thank you. Any other
memory?" "Oh yes…loads but I have to go. The

Dragging on his customary ‘Havana’
The goalkeeper

led him to hockey where he distinguished himself
and was capped in the Junior French squad. It is in
Rouen, in « Le Métro », a bistro frequented by
studious students who would swot up on their
notes while drinking « un p’tit crème, Madame
Olivier s’il vous plaît » that he met, by the stove,
Nicole the love of his life. This happened through
a friend from Dieppe who was a hockey player too.
Romance, rock and roll, Ray Charles, The Beatles,
and a white wedding under a guard of honour of
hockey sticks. (Notice the nice encouragement
written on the cardboard glued on one of the
hockey sticks: « Cheer up Jacky. It’s the longest
match of your life. No half time !!) »

Bibiche, Jacky's good friend (to Jean-Pierre's right)

collect funds for the Hockey School. With his
brother Patrick and Nicole, they attend every
Jaques Paloumé Festival, where they are soon
accompanied by young Cédric, Anita's “chouchou",
who hosts him during the very first Mini Festival.
Cedric's talent as a player is soon indispensable to
the Rouen first eleven.

prize award ceremony is about to start and I have
to deliver my speech… in English… of course!" A
mischievous smile on his face, he takes a puff at
his cigar and, a slim and elegant figure, he walks
away towards the table where cups and trophies
are prominently displayed while leaving behind
him spirals of blue smoke and the characteristic
scent of a Havana.
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Why do the British order ‘Chicken Korma’ and not ‘Korma Chicken’?

The Bayeux Tapestry tells the story of the Norman Conquest of England and in
particular, the battle of Hastings, which took place on 14 October 1066.

In the course of Easter festivals every third year, many of East Grinstead's
hockey players have been lucky enough to sample, at first hand, the
excellent hospitality provided to us by our charming friends from Rouen.
But, likely, we aren't fully aware of many of the multiple and mysterious
influences that people from the City of Rouen, the capital of Normandy,
have provided us.
For example, it was only after 'Guillaume le Conquerant' led the 'Norman
Conquest', which began in 1066, that the British began, at the behest of
the Normans, using surnames. These were freshly minted for each person
and often derived from one's parent's name, job, or location. Before the
Conquest, people were known just by a personal name or nickname. After
the Conquest, Mike, the son of Dick, would have become known as Mike
Dickson and Mike's son Andrew would have been called Andrew Mikeson.
Surnames only became hereditary in the 14th century, and surnames
relating to trades were the first names to become hereditary, as the
business usually stayed within the family; thus, we can be sure that one
of Mike Smith's ancestors was a blacksmith.
Apart from the gift of surnames, another delightful, but perhaps least
widely recognised relic of Norman linguistic influence will be found on
the menu of almost every Indian Restaurant!
English grammar demands that we ordinarily preface nouns with
adjectives, whereas in French the opposite is true.
So, when you're in an Indian Restaurant and ask if they have a Tandoori
oven, you might then go on to order 'Tandoori Chicken'. (Note here that
the noun follows the adjective).
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But maybe you're considering a mild curry. On opening the menu, you find
'Chicken Korma'. (Here, the noun is followed by the adjective).

Noun / adjective reversal in Indian Restaurant menus

So, why does Chicken come before 'Korma', but after 'Tandoori'?
The answer is to be found in the confluence between the Norman-French
and Anglo-Saxon languages.
After the Conquest, the Rouennais and their servants continued to use
Norman-French. This language remained in daily use in England for
roughly 300 years! It's not surprising that Norman-French had a
permanent and discernable impact on English grammar, and it remains
most evident today in the areas of finance, law, and cuisine.
For example, in expressions such as 'Attorney General', 'Court Martial',
and 'Princess Royal', you'll note the ordinary sequence of the noun and
adjective is always reversed.
Many 'high-end' British restaurants (a French word) used French as the
menu (a French word) language (derived from the French word ‘langue’).
One might therefore see 'salade verte' in the ‘salades’ section; an English
translation might occasionally follow in brackets.
The practice of using French as the predominant menu language is
waning. Still, the reversal of the noun/adjective order in menus has
certainly become an embedded feature of menus in British, and even in
Indian, restaurants!
Bon appétit!
David Lloyd

‘Andronym’ is an anagram of ‘Normandy’
So, what is an Andronym? It’s a man's name or a word derived from a man's name. Many English, French, and German words contain the letter sequence ‘ONYM’ - this is a
suffix of Greek origin that is attached to the end of a root word, forming a new compound word that designates a particular class of names. You may have noticed these
letters previously in this book. This book is riddled with examples of ‘ONYMs’!
Here are a few that come to our twisted and tortured minds:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The LEMANS:
DENNIS Leman:
Jean-Marie le CAM:
Zouzou Michaud LARIVIÈRE:
Tony BLUNT:
Hinrich WOLFF:
Simon COLE:
Ian ‘CAVEMAN’ Towner:
Ed COOPER:
Pierre LOZES:
RENAUD Cande & Hugh BENTLEY:
La famille BAILLEUL:
Yves ‘BIBICHE’ Bicheray:
Christine PALOUMÉ:
Tim BROOKING:

Joy should not have been surprised to have given birth to 4 boys. (ANDRONYM & EPONYM)
Dennis was an entrepreneur and car enthusiast but avoided driving Buses. (AUTONYM)
Turns out to be one of DHCR’s greatest collectors of photographs. (APTRONYM)
Il a serpenté avec la balle de hockey et comprend le courant alternatif.(TOPONYM & PARONYM)
No-one could ever have matched the sharpness of his wit. (ANTONYM & IRONYM)
The family could have had its origins in Barking in Essex, Berkshire or Battersea. (PARONYM & TOPONYM)
His great-grandfather might well have been a coal merchant or miner. (APTRONYM)
Living proof (CRYPTONYM)
A distant relative was a barrel-maker. (APTRONYM)
A man who dared (FRE: Oser = ENG: Dare) to give his speech in English. (APTRONYM)
Two car enthusiasts. (AUTONYM & PARONYM)
A city located in la Flandre Française meaning “BELLE”, like Monique (TOPONYM)
Always with full-some and smiling cheeks (GER: Bibier = ENG: Beaver = FRE: Castor) (TOPONYM)
Plume: a pen for writing the Book. (CRYPTONYM)
Smaller than La Rivière but much faster and unpredictable. (TOPONYM & EPONYM) Tim BROOKING:

François Bras appears to be ‘harmless’(PARONYM), but he’ll need many
more ‘arms’ to cope with all these ‘Bras’ (HOMONYM)

Male could well be the first ‘PHOTONYM’

The
name’s MALE…

Barry MALE
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Tony Augis shares his perspectives on the Jacques Paloumé Festivals
I dislike the taste of beer, but there is something I fear
more, "la Breloque". That's a piece of garment you do not
want to wear! As long as you represent well your team and
respect your host you are fine...almost. I learned a bit
more about history of the tournament on the French side.
From the Paloumé to the Pays d'Alyssac, there are so many
reasons to be humbled and grateful to participate in this
great event.
Margaux Magis, Aude Willmann, Marianne Eluere, Élodie
Barbaron, Marion Lecrique, Jeanne Bourduge, Marine
Sion, Camille Waniart

That year, I got to know better the pillars of each squad, in
a sense they took care of me like I was already part of this
big family. I had no doubts anymore, I was in for life.

Lucy Leman, Lizzie Forsyth (With the Beer), Georgina
Cremin , Autumn Bowden (Center), Élodie Barbaron,
Marion Lecrique, Sofia Lizza, Alice Mourot

The anniversary (East Grinstead 2019):

Frédéric Puech Pays D'Alissac, Gaël Dhont,
Cyril Adam

Compared to the big names and families that you can hear
about during the tour, I am relatively new to this annual
gathering. Even though you meet approximately the same
people, each edition has been different to me, probably
why that's make it so special.
I just completed my 6th tour in a row, and won the Emily's
trophy once. I had no idea beforehand what this
tournament was all about!
My first (Rouen 2014):
I used to train young boys in Paris at that time, one of them
participated in the SWS tour. He told me about a certain
Easter hockey event. He didn't have to convince me that
much, I was sold when I heard hockey and tournament in
the same sentence!
Accompanied with my boys, I went and quite frankly I don't
remember much of that year except the youngs running
wild and free!
I do remember that feeling of being intrigued, wanted
more of that special mix of French pride, English games and
German friendship. After all, it was my first tournament of
any kind...
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Top Row: Gaël Dhont, Lucia Carrau, Jeroen Van Schaik,
Charles Moyencourt, Jimena Ciganda, Aude Willmann
Mid Row: Laure Ghisolfi, Élodie Barbaron, Paula Arado
Bottom: Matthew Turner, Marianne Eluere, Alice Mourot,
Tony Augis, Frédéric Puech Pays D'Alissac, Hugo Berel

The confirmation (Hamburg 2015):
This time, I received an invitation but couldn't get a team
to make the trip with me. Being the shy person that I am, I
wasn't sure I would go by myself knowing almost nobody on
either side. I convince myself it would be a good
opportunity for me to practice English and German.
In the end it was so much more!
I discovered the heart of the tour, the EG ladies. A solid
group high in spirits, doing initiations (a piece of advice,
brace yourself!), playing games on and off the pitch. I will
never forget the first time I tried the Wibbly Wobbly.
Sometimes you may wonder if they just came for the latter.
But now I know, having played consuming games with the
EG lot, trying to learn rules that can't be taught, you create
strong bonds and see the tournament differently.
Großflottbeck and the city of Hamburg stand out from East
Grinstead and Rouen. During after-hours, our host lead us
to the Fish Market where live bands played in the hall. We
stayed there, enjoying ourselves until the sunrise came. I
couldn't play hockey afterwards but was so happy to have
that shared experience! Since that year, I try to visit my
friends in Hamburg each year. I love the city and its people.

EG Ladies performing a ‘Wibbly Wobbly’

For the 70th birthday, along with the Legends and the
regulars, a dozen of new French ladies made the trip to EG.
It was their first Paloumé tour and not their last.
What I like about this event, is no matter how many new
comers there are, this tour has kept its same atmosphere
that we like.
Even outside of the tournament, when we meet, it feels
like we never left each other, just like a family!
Tony Augis

Examples of Flottbek’s Easter Festival “Passports”
German/English/French Dictionary

Marc Rose

German

English

French

Dieses
Turnierregelheft
gehort

This tournament
rulebook belongs
to

Ce livret de
règles de tournoi
appartient à

Regel heft von

Rule booklet of

livret de règles
de

Dieses heft ist
Dein Begleiter fur
das Turnier in
Rouen im Jahre
2014

This booklet is
your companion
for the
tournament in
Rouen in 2014

Ce livret est votre
compagnon pour
le tournoi de
Rouen en 2014

Du musst dieses
Heft ehren
deswegen

You have to honor
this booklet
because of it

Vous devez
honorer ce livret
à cause de cela

tragst Du dieses
Heft immer bei
Dir

you always carry
this booklet with
you

vous emportez
toujours ce livret
avec vous

(die ersten beiden
Male kosten nur
eine Runde) ab
dem dritten Mal
bestimmt die
Truppe Strafe

(the first two
times only cost
one round) from
the third time
onwards the
troops determine
the penalty

(les deux
premières fois ne
coûtent qu'une
tournée) à partir
de la troisième
fois, les troupes
déterminent la
pénalité

Verlierst Du
dieses Heft musst
Du beim "Final
Dinner" fur deine
Mannschaft den
Pokel einmal mit
Gin Tonic fullen

If you lose this
booklet, you have
to fill the trophy
with gin and tonic
for your team at
the "Final Dinner"

Si vous perdez ce
livret, vous
devrez remplir le
trophée de gin
tonic une fois
pour votre équipe
lors du «dîner
final»
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Continuity - engagement of the children in the Festivals

Given that WW2 ended in 1945, what began in Dieppe
in 1949 was extraordinary, but it is not really that
difficult to explain.
Harry Gabain, who was EGHC's 1st XI captain at the
time and had lived in Dieppe before the war, received
an invitation to take a team to play in Dieppe. In 1950
Dennis Leman became a member of EGHC. During that
year, EGHC returned Dieppe's invitation and then
hosted the 1950 Festival at Easter. Dieppe brought
with them a few players from The Hockey Club de
Rouen, including Jacques Paloumé. Dennis and Jaques
discovered they had much in common, and formed a
firm and enduring friendship.
In the course of a school exchange during 1951, Hans
Borkmann, of Flottbek, met Jean-Claude Beaurepaire
from Rouen. Knowing of Hans's keen interest in hockey,
Jean-Claude introduced Hans to Jacques Paloumé at
HCR. In 1956 Jacques Paloumé invited Hans Borkmann
to bring a team from Flottbek, Hamburg to join the
Easter Festival in Rouen.
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By 1959 the three clubs had settled into the pattern of
alternately hosting the Easter Festivals. But what's
kept them going? This is a question I've long struggled
to answer. What is at the heart of the Festival's
continuity?

In gathering the material for this book, we've collected
approximately 1,500 photos we've exchanged hundreds
of emails, spent countless hours on FaceTime, read all
the Festival Programmes, visited Facebook and
explored a wide variety of web pages.
Form all that material, I picked this collection of
photos. They provide clues to the continuity of
festivals and the connections between our three clubs.
The photographs reveal the JPT's threads.
During the 1960s the Leman, Bartlett and Paloumé and
Lloyd families engaged their Children during the
festivals in Hamburg and Rouen.
These were soon followed by the children of the Bras,
Buckley, Blunt, Kennard, Cande, Danet, Cole, Brown,
and Malkin families.
In 1986, following the 1985 passing of Ian Westwood
and Mike Leman, Anita Westwood and Christine
Paloumé had the extraordinary and brilliant idea to
start the Mini-Festivals; a children’s hockey event to
be held in a each-other’s countries; the first was to be
held in Rouen in the summer of 1986.
In 2000, Sebastian Wolff, a young boy, a child from
Hamburg, went to Rouen to study and play hockey. In

2002 Sebastian died in a tragic accident in Rouen. His
parents, Hinrich and Doni Wolff created the SWS
Foundation to honour his memory.
The children have all stayed in the homes of the
families whose children are also part of the festivals.
They are made to feel part of their hosts' families.
Children aren't born with cultural barriers; they don't
get politics; they are uninhibited; they'll form
enduring friendships without reservation; they can't
wait for the next game; they can play countless
hockey matches in a day; they relish the foreign trips;
they aren't fazed by foreign languages; they'll eat and
drink anything. These Mini-Festivals prepare them, in
so many wonderful ways, for the complexity of their
future.
How marvellous it is to see the Mini-Festival players
come of age. To witness as they join, play in, organise,
and manage the adult Jacques Paloumé Festivals.
David Lloyd

Ellen Thormann’s eclectic collection, Easter 1978 Rouen

Characters spotted include: Thomas Friedlaender, Annette Thormann, Ellen Thormann, Rolf Knaak, David Lloyd, Mike Leman,
Cristophe Danet, Diane Hivet, Pascale Bras, Philippe Feeny, Hans Borkmann, Jean-Philippe Bras

Ellen speaking at the Final Dinner
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Yves Bicheray…1975…Passing on the Torch…Un flambeau à transmettre
The first Festival to which I went was to East
Grinstead in 1957. I have so many wonderful
memories!

Mon premier Tournoi; ce fut en 1957, à East
Grinstead: Quelles joies, quels souvenirs!
Il y avait déjà une tradition. Les « Vieux »
racontaient leur campagnes, la première
traversée. Huit ans plus tôt, pensez-donc! En
49...

A tradition had already been established. The
“veterans” would tell stories about their
campaigns, the very first crossing, etc. Just
imagine, 8 years before! 1949…

Et puis, deux ans plus tard, en 59, notre
merveilleux Michel CANDE, me passait le
témoin, ou plutôt…un dossier, celui de
l'organisation du déplacement a E.G. ...Quel
honneur! Sur la lancée, nous acceptions
l'invitation d'Hambourg pour la Pentecôte de la
meme année. L'alternance triangulaire était
adoptée.

And then, two years laters, in 1959, our
marvellous Michel Cande handed me the baton,
or, rather, I should say the responsibility of
organising our trip to E.G. What an honour!
Filled with so much enthusiasm after the success
of that Tour, we accepted Hamburg’s invitation
to come and play at Whitsun the same year. It
marked the beginning of our tripartite Festival.

Depuis, certains des fils les plus solides de cette
trame ont disparus. Jacques PALOUMÉ, Michel
CANDE, Bill TOETTCHER, et l'année dernière, la
veille du départ a Hamburg, Georges WINDSOR.
Le Tournoi, pourtant, continuait avec des
équipes parfois de très jeunes joueurs qui
portent maintenant ce témoin, ce flambeau.

Since then, some of the strongest threads of this
weft are no longer with us: Jacques Paloumé,
Michel Cande, Bill Toettcher and last year
Georges Windsor, who passed away on the eve of
our departure for Hamburg. Nevertheless, the
Festival continues with a few new and very
young players who are now carrying the torch.
This year, due to a complicated connection and
transport problems, our English friends may not
be able to come to Rouen. How heartbreaking it
would be! I heard that some of them were
endeavouring to fly over. So, let’s pray they
make it. It would be the proof that new
generations are strengthening the ties of such a
deep and rich friendship. Easter, 1975.

Yves and Christine Paloumé

Cette année, une liaison difficile et des
difficultés de transport risquent de nous priver
de nos amis Anglais. Cela nous désolerait. Une
poignée d'entre eux, tente de venir en avion.
Fasse le Ciel qu'ils réussissent, prouvant ainsi
qu'une nouvelle génération resserre le liens
d'une si riche amitié. Pâques, 1975.
Yves Bicheray

As a matter of fact, Bibiche, (born in 1937) who was President at the time, (for countless years - FCR and then Drakkar Hockey Club de Rouen) devoted all his free time
to the Hockey Club. Everybody loved Bibiche. A kind, gentlemanlike, admirable person. Each end of hockey season, he and his wife, Micheline, would invite the Ladies
team to have dinner in a lovely Restaurant "Chez Dufour". And guess what? In each plate, was delicately placed a rose! Christine Paloumé
Jean François Lagarde remembers how devoted Bibiche was as President : "During the 1984 Festival in Rouen, I had the honour to be the Club treasurer. I was in charge of
ordering drinks, food, catering, etc. The hottest Rouen Festival ever : 26 degrees!! Everybody had a lovely tan (a nice vivid red for some EG guys) but me. I was helping
at the bar! And, my God, how thirsty we all were! We ran out of beer, soda and coke. Terrible. All shops were closed on Easter Sunday. Well, Bibiche, who was working as
an Estate Agent specialised in bars, restaurants...rang a friend and had a supermarket open and a big van deliver boxes and boxes of beverages that he helped me unload
from the truck and pile up in the back kitchen. That day, he saved the JPT!" J.F. Lagarde
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From the years 1950-1975
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Klaus Friedlaender’s JPF memories.

Defensive Corner: Peter Sump, Jens Appelt, “Dicker” Möller, Rolf Knaack, Peter Schmidt. Outside Clubhouse: Lyse Houet, Diane Hivet, Karin Frauenheim, Klaus Friedlaender, and Laurence
Gambier. Three players on the ball: Thomas Friedlaender, Jean-Yves Got and one other. Attacking Corner: Klaus-Peter Schmidt, Hans Borkmann, Klaus Birr and Thomas Friedlaender.
Smoke break: Thomas Friedlaender and someone who needed a light!

I’ve joined the Easter Hockey Festival for the first time in 1968 in Hamburg and
participated continuously until 1983. Later I travelled some times to Rouen as a
supporter. 1970 was my first trip to EG. We took the ferry boat from
Bremerhaven to Harwich on a Thursday. Jens Appelt and I were assigned to Hans
Borkmann’s car. He appeared late and we had only 1 hour for a 2,5 hours trip.
Under normal conditions Hans’ way of driving was strange but this day it was
really weird. Anyway, we have survived and reached the ferry boat which was
still waiting. Some of our team members have convinced the crew to wait as we
had the tickets for all of them. It was said that threats with hockey sticks have
played a role. On the trip to Harwich we’ve had rough weather and storm but
we blamed the beer for our wobbling.
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Saturday evening Champagne Party at Stoke House and Brunswick School: wow!
I was still a school boy and couldn’t believe that this was a real school. Another
evening: Dinner and Dancing. This format appeared very strange to me. 35
years later when I lived in Windsor for a while I could make use of the
experience in 1970.
Hockey was also played: I remember Achim Vissing hitting a hard cross from the
right wing into the circle directly on Hans Müntes knee who had to be delivered
to the hospital.
Klaus Friedlaender

All the participants in the 2014 Mini Festival at East Grinstead.
Well, where do I start?
The First Junior Festival started in 1986 as a
result of Christine and I chatting in 1985 when
Ian and Mike tragically dying. We both had
children of the same age who all loved hockey
so we decided to plan a tour to Rouen. The
founder members of the Juniors were David
Payne, Janie Champness, Monique Balleiull,
Christine Paloumé and myself.
At this point I have to say the Juniors at East
Grinstead was started by the wonderful David
Payne who gave up every Sunday to train the
Juniors. The children all loved David who
supplied them with drinks, crisps tee shirts

etc all out of his own pocket! Thank you
David.
So off we went to Rouen with Tony Wilkins
driving the mini bus. We all stayed with
families and lifetime friendships were forged
as a result. The following year we had a
Festival at EG. Janie and I found
accommodation for all the children, I had 17
children staying at mine in tents in the garden
or in sleeping bags on the floor and Janie had
the same. There are too many individual
stories to tell but I think the boys and girls
Have individually shared their experiences!
The fun and laughter was wonderful not
forgetting the enjoyment they all shared of

playing the game. As time went on the
Festival grew larger including my dear friend
Sylvia Czaikowsky’s Team from Zwolle and
Whitgift School. At this stage we didn’t
include Hamburg as it was felt it was too far
as the children were young and it would be a
huge responsibility to us organisers.
It gives me great joy to know the Festival is
now a huge event which they all look forward
too! Long may it Last. Thank you Christine
and all our Rouen friends for making it
happen.
Anita Westwood
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The Mini Festivals and Junior Participation
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Mini Festival August 1988 Rouen
1. Henry Lacey and Monique Bailleul. Sitting:
Chantal Canipel and Marianne Laville.
Behind the wire fence: Jean-François
Lagarde. Standing: Geneviève Cougourdan,
Patrick Potel.

1

2

3

4

6

7

2. Left: Back of Phil Wallis. Right: Back of
Antoine Laville. Middle: Maxime Lagarde,
Brigitte Lagarde, Antoine Lagarde, Jo Payne.
3. Henry Lacey, Yves ‘Bibiche’ Bicheray,
Christine Paloumé, David Payne.
4. Mr. Champness, Patrick Hivet.
5. Christian Cougourdan, unknown, Capucine
Deren, Florent Homo, Céline Hivet,
Dominique Hurtebize (umpire).
6. Christine Paloumé, Yves ‘Bibiche’ Bicheray,
Jean Pierre Bailleul.
7. Ingrid Laville, Henry Lacey.

5
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Jacques Paloumé Turnier 2016 in East Grinstead
The résumé of this year's Jacques Paloumé Tour
is consistently positive: We spent a happy
weekend with our friends from England and
France, we all played a lot of hockey together,
defied the weather and learned new games in
the process, even brought trophies home and
quite incidentally also celebrated properly! And
all of this with only 3 women and 6 men!
But let's start at the beginning: Easter this year
was closer to the end of March, which gave us
hope that the snow on the island would no
longer surprise us and that spring would
perhaps be the harbingers of spring. So we
started in a good mood on Friday afternoon
from Fühlsbüttel to get to the event location,
the East Grinstead Hockey Club, South London,
quickly and easily with EasyJet. At the big hello
and welcome evening in the clubhouse, Roman's
language skills were so brilliant that even the
French weren't sure whether he wasn't one of
them after all; they just didn't recognise him
anymore. A very special kind of joker, which we
welcome back to our ranks again this year we're
allowed to. Our illustrious Flottbek troop had a
suitable mix of experienced JPT goers (Wulle,
Rose, Tina, Malte and Aram) and newcomers who
have discovered the tournament for themselves in
recent years (Simca, Anna, Roman and Ed)…but we
would have liked to have been twice as many.
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The tournament mode on Saturday was very
helpful because we were in mixed teams with
French and English played and were given mild
consideration by the weather. The showers held up
within limits and so playing hockey and socialising
were the focus. However, Saturday evening then
became the touchstone of how one would play
Sunday - and with it the important cup matches.
The official evening program read as a “Cowboys
and Indians” dress-up party, but had the additional
kick that we celebrated in a public pub, which was
frequented by "East Grinstädtern”…who were
naturally dressed normally. Traditionally, Germans
and French have a natural aversion to the one so
popular in England "Curfew". So it was not
surprising that an overwhelming majority the
hospitable invitation from Jo and followed your
husband and the evening found its unofficial

enthusiasm, the Marseillaise and offered the
opponent a calvados at the center. We tipped
this courageously, sometimes also gallantly
camouflaged over our shoulder, and prepared
ourselves for the coming battle. We women
know from experience that the men are not
only fighting for the trophy, this is about
honour! And that's why it's about a lot more
than just the end result; you can lose 2: 5 but
still leave the field as a winner. And that is
exactly what the Flottbeker did this year.
Together we teased our friends from Rouen and
England by playing as women (and even scoring
goals), our boys doing great hockey and
together with them.

Tina Krantz, with the ball, as Anne ‘Nanouche’ Paloumé tackles

continuation in their private quarters. Jo, who has
two children who are already playing JPT, is a
great example of how this tournament lives on
from generation to generation. The fact that your
house is still standing after the party with around
60 party-loving English, French and Germans
speaks for the English building arts…because we
really gave everything!
On Sunday things got serious: the cup matches for
the two trophies were on the agenda and Flottbek
had come to defend the title for both the women
and the men. However, since the French women
had only come with a few players, EG quickly set
up two women's teams and, thankfully, helped us
out with a few players. The women's competition
was played between our Euro-All-Stars team and
EG 1 and EG 2. JPT Cup matches are always
something special and everyone really gives
everything here. We quickly established ourselves
as Euro All-Stars, fought each other bravely and
with great hockey, and achieved a well-deserved
second place. So the Ladies Cup stayed in England,
but we were also allowed to play in the men.
The French crashed here before every game, like
every year with a lot of joie de vivre and

With the support of our long-time friends from
East Grinstead, we had an entertaining and
sporty Sunday. In the end, the trophy (rightly)
went to Rouen, which the English also saw and
congratulated at the final dinner and
announced a revenge for the 2017 tournament
in France.
One of the highlights this year was that Roman was
unanimously voted for the Emilie's Trophy and was
celebrated by the players present. His enthusiasm
for this tournament, his openness to the players
from our partner clubs in France and England and
his fine sportsmanship have more than qualified
him to take home the award that traditionally goes
to the player “who most entered into the spirit of
the festival and interacted between teams”. On
the other hand, the fact that Roman is not a
GTHGC member shows how great this tournament
is for us as a team.
We hope that next year we will travel to Rouen in
a newly strengthened team size and are therefore
already looking forward to many familiar faces,
but even more to new faces and one happy and
sporty Easter weekend 2017! For today my big
thanks to my fellow travellers…it was a lot of fun!
Tina Krantz

Alan Deayton recalls…
Four of us drove one year to Rouen, late one
evening because we could not get away from
work early enough. We took the last ferry
from the UK therefore arriving in Rouen far
too early to turn up at the club let alone at
our hosts. The only place we could find open
was the railway station where thankfully
there was a small bar serving coffee and
croissant. Of course there was, this was la
belle France.

La gare de Rouen

We were Steven Kent, Tim Snook, myself and
a young festival virgin, Richard Wilkins.
Richard disappeared off to ‘les toilettes’ and
was AGES! Eventually he returned to say how
it had been all the way across to the other
side of the station, down the stairs, along a
corridor etc etc. "Bloody miles" he said.
A short while later Snooksie took the precise
directions from Richard so that he too could
avail himself of the facilities, and AGES later
returned, stating "Can you believe it….It's
CLOSED!" Richard added, "Yes" he said "It was
closed when I went".
Despite the uproar of laughter we had to hold
Snooksie back!! Great start to the Festival
weekend.
and one other story…

(L to R) Steve Kent, Barry Male, Andy Bass, Alan Deayton, Gary Needle, Jimmy Leman and Paul Lloyd -1999
VETs. What are we all doing in that picture?! Singing I believe, with Kenty conducting! From memory we
had all had a pretty good lunch that day so not really surprising that I can't remember the detail!

One year, Snooksie and I were put in charge of
5c…do we all remember 5c?! Phil Wallis, Chris
John, Jasper Brown named after those "best
behaved pupils" on ITV's "Please Sir!".
With their innate abilities on the pitch they
won most of the matches for us, but off the
pitch - nightmare. In charge? No chance.
Tim and I set off from Le Genetey early one
morning and as we drove away I opened my
sunroof for some fresh air. Tim said "we've
forgotten 5C" which prompted me to brake
and turn around. And of course as I braked,
all the condensation from the car's roof
flooded through the sunroof opening and

down the back of our necks. Strange to relate
5c were asleep still when eventually we
reached their room…but not for long!!
They were Happy Days.
Alan Deayton
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EG and Rouen team members, after dinner, in the Whitehall Restaurant…EG 1955
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Rouen families in the stands at Flottbek in 1962

1. Jacques Paloumé, 2. Simonne Paloumé, 3. Jacques Jousseaume,
4. Michèle Windsor, 5. Georges Windsor, 6. Roger Stampowski,
7. Michel Houet, 8. Francis Human, 9. Charlie Lanel
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Cyril Adam and Dirk Wulle
Dirk

Cyril

When you take part in a lifetime party with
French, German and English friends at the
Fishmarket, listening to the accordion and singing
sailor songs, you say to yourself that this night will
remain forever etched in your memory.

When you don’t know the JPT Festival, you just
think you’re going to play hockey, drink a few
beers and have a good time.

Or from the point of view of the tall and good
looking German guy, there comes a grinning little
Frenchie with a strong accent who explains to you
he is an absolute beginner in the Festival. In a
beery breath, he orders cold mussels and two
beers. And he keeps laughing. Then you are caught
both by the place and the feelings. The German
guy begins to appreciate the little Frenchie.

20XX

When you come and visit your friend in Paris and
you suddenly find yourself in a Nightclub dancing
with other Rouen friends, you know what’s worth
living for. Especially when, after drinking and
dancing all night long, the German guy has to
push the Renault for 3 kilometres across the city
because the Frenchie has forgotten to fill up the
tank and all the petrol stations are closed. Well,
then, this is REAL FRIENDSHIP!!
When it’s a magic sunny day and you have a
wonderful view on the port and the sea and nearly
15 different sorts of Rhum from all over the world
to taste and you know this is the
warming up for the World Cup – the
greatest evening of all evenings in
your life - and when the next day,
the Frenchie is wearing the
Mannschaft jersey and carrying a
black, red and gold flag…
The little Frenchie misses the plane because he
had booked a ticket for the day before and he
doesn’t even know the name of the Company…

Enduring Relationships
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When you discover the JPT Festival (in the literal
sense of the word as you discover an island, a
treasure…) you understand the meaning of the
words: Sharing, Friendship, Tackles (Monster
James), Parties, Exuberance, Fairplay (depending
upon the umpire), Organisation (Air France strike),
Conviviality, Solidarity (especially late at night),
History (70 years and much more to come), openmindedness, let alone many other moral values.

The following day, you watch the Mannschaft win
the World Cup (as usual) after beating France in
the quarter final (due to a foul)…You spend the
whole night in Reeperbahn to celebrate and sing in
German.
You, eventually, miss your plane back at 9 a.m and
it’s the first day of the holidays…no flight for
France, all booked…You get a ticket Hamburg/
Brussels…and you catch the train (TGV) Brussels/
Paris.
And then you have to explain to your wife that you
feel a bit tired!
I would have never known such a wonderful friend,
nor have had such a ball without the JPT.

Friendship is when with just a few words
exchanged in a foreign language, you realise you
have a special connection, a good feeling,
emotions that have lasted for 70 years and will
last for the years to come.
Here are a few memories of this enduring
friendship… before and after JPT.

2004

We had our first meeting in the Flottbeck Club bar.
You bump into a big, good fun, yet a bit weird guy.

2014

When you visit your best friend in Hamburg for a
long weekend and he does not warn you you’re
going to take part in a triathlon (short distance)
the next morning. My only chance : litres of white
wine for dinner!
A little summary of the weekend : you are caught
up by the guys of the second row, after nearly
drowning twice while you were swimming
backstroke during the 400 metre swimming race.
You nearly fall off your bike during the 20
kilometres cycling race (lack of lucidity)…you
suffer from muscle cramping during the last 5
kilometres of the running competition.
Then, it’s Rhum tasting time!

Cyril and Dirk complete the 2014 Hamburg Triathlon

Lottie Gregory-Young ‘Grew Up’ in EGHC
could have gone wrong as couldn’t say I didn’t have
any ID in the international departures area. Luckily
didn’t and the beers started to flow.
Being my first tour didn’t want to disappoint and not
do my duty as beer Waller. Turns out I might have
done this too well and got sacked for getting the team
too drunk and hungover, I learnt all the tricks from
the vets, mainly Dad and Paul Lloyd. The rest of the
weekend was a blur and 8 hours sleep in 3 days.

went with, though in reality it was never 4, we always
had extras and those who lost hosts and couldn’t
remember way home.
Our records was 25 for mums famous Lasagne and 17
staying the night. Floor sofas beds it didn’t matter
and loads of bacon for sarnies in the kitchen when we

One of my funniest memories will be in Flottbek one
Saturday afternoon. The boys had just had a fines
meeting, and various boys recovering in different
locations. One was Spunky (Duncan) who was feeling a
little bit worse of wear and was having a moment
next to the ‘Malteaser’ (German ambulance). Phil
Coote not to be one to have a moment in public
decided he needed to get to the toilet and quickly. As
he started to run as he saw Spunky and turned to
check he was ok. At which point Phil did not see the
flood light in front of him and smack, half knocking
himself. Not many were witness to this but we could
not stop laughing including Spunky, whilst being ill. It
was a picture.
One year the EG girls were unable to get a team
together but myself and Emma Self took on the
challenge to represent EG from the girls point of view.
Everyone took us under there wing and made us feel
very welcome which involved a lot of different
drinking games including drinking schnapps of every
variety at our host’s house.
As I grew older and able to go on tour every year.
When tour was in EG I always volunteered to host,
though still living at home meant really mum and dad
were the true hosts. 4 was the number we always

finally got home.
The main and most important part of tour for me is
the friendships. I have made so many great friends
from tour. The main one for me would be Tina Krantz,
I can’t remember the exact date we meet but I also
can’t remember a time when we weren’t friends. She
also gave a reading at my wedding and other from
tour were also there.
When in Flottbek I always stay with her and her
parents and they are my german family and likewise
when she comes to EG.
Now having a child, tour is not the same but due to
these friends we have still been able to go and enjoy
the fun of tour, Hunter will be a pro by the time he is
actually old enough and the next generations and
starting to build friendships. No matter what the
weather and we have had it all. Snow, storms,
tropical heat waves, not matter, it’s like a huge crazy
extended family party where anyone is invited.
From tour to weddings and now children. I hope this
tour continues for future generations who can enjoy
the friendships that I have had over the years.

Having grown up at the hockey club…Easter came very
naturally. From an early age we were there helping
Pippa and mum in the old squash courts making
ploughman’s lunches and sneaking food to those
players, hiding under the tables, who were subject to
the rule that “eating-was-cheating”…so if team mates
came in we would say we hadn’t seen them!

Tina Krantz and Lottie

Easter also meant that I got vacated from my
bedroom to make way for our foreign friends to come
and visit.My first tour was when I was 13 at home in
EG under the careful watch of Caroline Longstreet
and Daz brown…not sure who was looking after who
but I’m sure you can imagine.
Then came the time for my first tour overseas. 17
years old and beer Waller for the weekend. First
challenge…buy the beers at the airport. At 17, this

Lottie Gregory-Young
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“For a Quart of Ale Is a Dish for a King”

La Cuisine Anglaise :
Si C'est Froid, C'est De La Soupe.
Si C'est Chaud, C'est De La Bière !

William Shakespeare
“Milk Is for Babies. When You Grow Up
You Have to Drink Beer”
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Edgar Allan Poe

“Everybody Needs to Believe in
Something. I Believe I’ll Have Another
Beer.”

Jean Gabain

WC Fields

“Beer Is Proof That God Loves Us and
ç√
Wants Us to Be Happy.”

Arnold Schwarzenegger

“Fill
with
mingled
cream and amber,
I will drain that
glass again. Such
hilarious visions clamber
through the chambers of my
brain. Quaintest thoughts...
queerest fancies, come to life and
fade away... What care I how time advances?
…I am drinking ale today.”

Debbie Guiver

“I will make it felony to drink small beer”

Every Festival, I say to myself “Longstreet,
you have to stop drinking beer”…
Thank God I’m not Longstreet!

«Je Boirai Du Lait Le Jour Où Les Vaches
Mangeront Du Houblon.»

William Shakespeare

“I have
mixed drinks
about my
feelings… left or
right arm?”

Benjamin Franklin
Martyn Cremin

I know girls under 18 aren't permitted
to drink beer!
Thank God, I'm 19!

“Il est possible de boire un café dans un café;
il est envisageable de boire de l'eau dans l’eau;
il est trop tard pour boire une bière dans une bière.”

ç√

Bière (FR) = Beer or Coffin (EN)

LOST IN TRANSLATION?

“The rather less well known rock, paper,
scissors and beer game”

“there are many ways in which to drink
one’s beer on tour”

“Des lunettes de bière et des verres de soleil”

Beer - Team Events
“Tony, one more of those
and I’ll wager you’ll be
wearing a ridiculous hat
tomorrow night”

Ça sent la bière de Londres (d'EG) à Berlin
(Hambourg), ça sent la bière Dieu qu'on est
bien, ça sent la bière de Londres à Berlin, ça
sent la bière donne-moi la main.

"Bière qui roule n'amasse pas mousse"

Jacques Brel

Beer - Individual skills development, practice & training
Ich kann Bier
sofort in Erbrochenes
umwandeln ... was ist deine
Supermacht?

“Give me a woman who loves beer and I
will conquer the world” Kaiser Wilhelm

“They say
there is more to
life than beer…
who is They?”

“I’m beginning to wish, I’d paid the fine this is not even my boot!”
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Festival Hosting
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Céline hosted at Stoke Brunswick

Pierre Lozes bids farewell to his hosts, the Scotts, at EG
Railway Station

Hosting with Ellen Male, Anita Westwood and David Payne

Giles Horner hosted by Céline

BBQ in EG with Neil Longstreet, Gary Needle, Ian Fawls

Françoise, Paul, Christine and Pauline, Bosworth Kitchen

Festival Hosting

Rolf Knaack, Dominique Hurtebize and Bill Bartlett.

Mary Foster, hosting youngsters from Rouen and Flottbek

Jean Luc Darfeuille raises his arm to welcome his guests in
Rouen

Breakfast is hosted in Hamburg…chez Hinrich

Chantal Canipel and Laurence Gambier giving daffodils to
our delightful German hostess, Beate Seelinger-Bakedow

Giles Horner, Phil Coote, with hostess, Louise Randel and
Donna Hannemannin in Hamburg. Easter 1998

Cocktail’s in Lingfield : Barry, Carole, Jamie, Julian,
Sophie, Laurence, Anita and ‘the bad chien’

"Tea-time in Hamburg"

Andrew Lloyd and Tom Bartlett are greeted by Host, Armand
Doublet with his son.
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Festival Hosting
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Anne Paloumé is hosted at Stoke Brunswick

Host, Madame Heberstreit (Jan's mother) prepares dinner

‘Brunch at The White House’… Anita, Jamie & Sophie
Westwood, Julian Mills and Laurence Gambier.

John Bartlett hosts dinner at Stoke Brunswick with Alfred
Nathan, Marjorie Poole and Alex Leggat.

Dinner is hosted at Le Genetey - Laurence Gambier, Jo Payne
and Chris Walker

Breakfast is hosted by Anita with Tony, Laurence, and Mary
Foster

Paella at Flottbeck

Hosts, Paul and Pauline Lloyd at Bosworth House

Hosted dinner in Rouen - Ben, Cameron, Giles...

Festival Hosting…Our guest in Le Genetey…was an English Gentleman.
Comme tous les habitants du Genetey, je recevais régulièrement à
Pâques des joueurs de Hockey. Cette année, nous avions comme hôte un
membre de l’équipe d’East Grinstead super classe et très British.

As did most Le Genetey inhabitants, I used to host hockey players at
Easter. One year in particular, we had a very classy East Grinstead
gentleman.

J’entends déjà les « C’est qui? C’est qui? ». Non, ce n’est pas mon genre
de balancer! Bon, ok les initiales H.B.
peut-être?

I bet you’d like to know who this guy was… No way would I ever rat on
somebody. The initials could be H.B.
maybe?

Donc cette année là, mon mari,
So, that year, my husband, René, who
René, qui est un peu taquin avait
is a bit of a tease, had decided to play
décidé de jouer un bon tour à notre
a good trick on our English friend. On
ami anglais. Le dimanche de Pâques,
Easter Sunday, at 7 a.m., H.B. slept
à 7 heures, H.B. dormait
peacefully in the upstairs bedroom,
tranquillement dans la chambre du
after a very short and well-watered
haut, après une nuit certainement
night. So René, who is a bit of a tease,
très courte et bien arrosée. Donc,
I insist on this point, put a record on
René qui est un peu taquin, j’insiste
the player.
sur ce point, a mis un disque à fond
And suddenly we saw an Englishman,
sur la platine. Et soudain, nous
disheveled, barefoot, in boxer shorts,
avons vu un anglais, ébouriffé,
completely haggard and terrified,
pieds nus, en caleçon,
tumbling down the stairs at full speed
complètement hagard et terrifié,
and yelling “A plane! A plane ! There's
débouler dans l’escalier à toute
a plane and it's going to crash into the
pompe et hurler « Un avion! Un
house.” He was running back and
avion! Y’a un avion qui va s’écraser
forth, from patio door to patio door,
sur la maison. » Il courait dans tous
looking for the plane in the sky, as its
les sens, allant d’une porte-fenêtre
horrendous engine noise roared
à l’autre, cherchant l’avion dans le
through the room, shaking both the
ciel, tandis qu’un bruit de moteurs
walls and windows.
épouvantable rugissait dans la pièce,
Dinner is hosted at Brigitte Vatine’s (in the yellow jumper) with Steve Kent, Alan
faisant trembler les murs et les
In reality, René was in the lounge
Deayton, Tim Snook, Nelly Lagarde, Pierre & Michèle Vandenberghe and Irène Lefèvre
vitres. En fait, René avait mis
playing a recording of a Boeing 747
l’enregistrement d’un Boeing 747 en
taking off at full speed! While I was
train de décoller à fond dans le salon !! Alors que moi, je me cachais
hiding in the kitchen to laugh, René stopped the record, approached
dans la cuisine pour rire, René arrêta la bande, s’approcha de H.B, et lui
H.B, and said to him with dignity “Sir, it is strictly forbidden to get on
dit très dignement « Monsieur, il est strictement interdit de monter dans
the plane in this outfit”. A bit of a tease, my husband, wouldn't you
l’avion dans cette tenue ». Taquin, mon mari, n’est-ce pas?
agree?
Brigitte Vatine
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Festival Hosting… The EG Team at Le Genetey - Easter 1993

A short (no pun intended) story from Françoise Homo.
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“First you should know we have 6 hectares for the horses in Le
Genetey. So, one night, one of the guys staying with us decided he'd
rather go outside for a pee…It was full moon so he could see a little…
Pissed as he was, he walked across the garden and stepped over the
wires surrounding the horses field, wires that used to be electrified at

night and that ‘shorted’ with, perhaps, the most fragile et ‘sensitive’
part of his anatomy…Then, there was but one horrific howl, but it woke
up the whole village! Imagine the jibes and fines he had to face the
following morning…No, I won't tell you his name. What happens in the
Festival…”
Françoise Homo

Festival Hosting… The EG Team at Le Genetey - Easter 1993

1. Paul Kinniment, 2. Phil Coote, 3. Charlie Nairne, 4. Steve Farley, 5. Patrick Hivet, 6. Simon Longhurst, 7. Henry Lacey, 8. Phil Wallis,
9. Mme. Brument, 10. Jimmy Leman, 11. Giles Horner, 12. Neil Waddingham, 13. Peter Head, 14. Unknown, 15. Raynor Harmondsworth,
16. Françoise Homo, 17. Julie Moore, 18. Kate Lincoln, 19. Claire Green (‘Greeny’), 20. David Lloyd, 21. Celine Hivet.
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A Collection of Easter Festival Accommodation Rosters
Rouen Men, EG 1970

Flottbek Ladies, EG 1988

Rouen Ladies, Flottbek 1983

Flottbek Men, EG 1988

Rouen Men, EG 1988

Rouen Ladies, EG 1988

A delightful element of the EG 1970 list is Dennis’ note that reads:“As I’m sure the French will bring more people than these, I list below the spare beds that I have available”…[11 min!]
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Flottbek Men, EG 1970

Flottbek Men, EG 1982

‘Hockey Action’ from matches over the years 1959 to 2018
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‘Hockey Action’ from matches over the years 1959 to 2018
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La découverte du tournoi Paloumé par Alice Mourot…
J’ai découvert le tournoi Paloumé
en 2014 et j’ai immédiatement
adhéré à l’état d’esprit et aux
valeurs que les plus anciens m’ont
transmis. C’est un moment que
j’attends chaque année car je sais
que ce sera une occasion de créer
des souvenirs inoubliables.
La spécialité de ce tournoi, selon
moi, est que nous avons tous en
commun la passion du hockey mais
qui n’est finalement qu’une excuse
pour se rencontrer, échanger, et
créer des liens d’amitié forts.

I discovered the Paloumé Tournament in 2014 and I immediately adhered
to the spirit and values passed down to me by my elders. It is a moment I
look forward to every year because I know it will be an opportunity to
create unforgettable memories.
The speciality of this
tournament, in my opinion, is
that we all share a passion for
hockey, but it is ultimately just
an excuse to meet, exchange
ideas and create strong bonds of
friendship.
Malte Zeller, Alice Mourot

L’hospitalité de mes hôtes lorsque je
me rends à Hambourg ou à East
Grinstead ainsi que le sentiment de
se retrouver en famille chaque année
lorsque les voitures arrivent une à
une au club house le vendredi soir
sont uniques à ce tournoi.

Marianne Eluere, Alice Mourot, Cyril
Adam, Charlotte Cremin, Georgina
Cremin

Je sais que chaque fois où je serai de
passage à Hambourg ou East
Grinstead, la première chose que je
ferai ce sera de prendre contact avec
mes amis du Paloumé pour aller boire
un verre et discuter. Le tournoi est
un moment hors du temps, intense et
bienveillant. Même si nous sommes
peu de françaises à répondre à
l’appel en raison du caractère
intimiste du hockey en France,
j’œuvrerai aussi longtemps que je
pourrai pour répondre à l’appel et
fédérer une équipe féminine.
Merci pour tous ces moments et il me
tarde d’être à Pâques!

The hospitality of my hosts when
I travel to Hamburg or East
Grinstead as well as the feeling
of being together as a family
every year when the cars arrive
one by one at the club house on
Friday evening are unique to this
tournament.
I know that whenever I am in
Hamburg or East Grinstead, the
first thing I will do is get in touch
with my friends from Paloumé
for a drink and a chat. The
tournament is a timeless
Top: Alice Mourot, Jessica Cremin moment, intense and caring.
Bottom: Charlotte Cremin, Autumn
Even if we are few French ladies
Bowden, Lizzie Forsyth
to answer the call because of the
intimate nature of hockey in
France, I will work as long as I can to answer the call and federate a
women's team.
Thank you for all these moments and I look forward to Easter!

Alice Mourot
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Victor Canet a entendu parler du Tournoi Paloumé en 2014…
J’ai entendu parler du tournoi PALOUMÉ en 2014, Tony faisait des pieds et des
mains pour faire participer le PJB à ce fabuleux tournoi.

I heard about the PALOUMÉ tournament in 2014. Tony went out of his way to get
the PJB involved in this fabulous tournament.

Je n’ai hélas pu vous rejoindre qu’en 2017 à Rouen avec mes coéquipiers
Parisiens et j’avoue en garder un souvenir mémorable.

Unfortunately, I was only able to join you in 2017 in Rouen with my Parisian
teammates and I have to admit that I have fond memories of that.

Peu dormi, beaucoup bu (beaucoup trop) et beaucoup joué, j’avais beaucoup
aimé le concept de soirée d’intronisation ainsi que la soirée déguisée et la
soirée de clôture en « grande tenue ».

Slept little, drank a lot (way too much) and played a lot, I really liked the
concept of the induction night as well as the fancy dress party and the closing
night in "suit and tie".

Je ne connaissais presque personne mais
j’avoue avoir été incroyablement accueilli.
Ambiance très conviviale, j’étais un peu
perdu mais l’ambiance était tellement
magique que le Hockey à fait le reste, je
n’avais pas autant ri depuis l’armée.

I hardly knew anyone, but I have to admit that I was welcomed incredibly well.
Very friendly atmosphere, I was a little lost but the atmosphere was so magical
that Hockey did the rest, I had not laughed so much since the army.

Pour 2018, j’avais réservé mon weekend 1
an à l’avance pour être sûr d’être prêt,
manque de chance, il y avait une grève Air
France… Heureusement j’ai quand même pu
arriver et l’ambiance a démarré presque
instantanément, cette année j’ai
directement joué avec Rouen.
Beaucoup, beaucoup d’alcool et de « gages
» surtout, je rigolais tellement que je
n’arrivais plus à respirer correctement. La
nuit mes ronflements ont aussi beaucoup
dérangé mes voisins. On m’a même réveillé
pour des préservatifs une fois.
Victor Emile Canet

Mon père (ancien hockeyeur) est venu me
voir à Hambourg et m’a presque engueulé
(j’étais complètement bourré) en me disant que ce n’était pas une façon de
pratiquer ce sport et que la prochaine fois que je l’invitais à me voir jouer, il
fallait que ce soit dans d’autres conditions. Il m’a fallu 3 jours pour récupérer
après le tournoi car je suis resté sur place une semaine de plus.
En 2019, c’était au tour de l’Angleterre d’accueillir le tournoi, je n’étais pas
allé sur le sol britannique depuis 1990. Peu de souvenir de l’époque mais j’en ai
gardé de nouveaux avec encore un tournoi incroyable, surtout avec la
thématique des années 70. Le temps était aussi de la partie avec un superbe
soleil tout le weekend. J’ai été très surpris de gagner le Emilie’s Trophy car je
pratique avant tout ce sport par plaisir. Mais j’étais fier de recevoir ce prix
d’autant que les anglais ont tout remporté cette année là.
Pour résumer, je suis fier de faire partie de cette famille de hockeyeurs qui se
côtoye depuis plusieurs générations et j’espère pouvoirs poursuivre ce tournoi
avec vous pendant encore longtemps.
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For 2018, I had booked my weekend 1 year in advance to be sure to be ready,
bad luck, there was an Air France strike ... Fortunately I was able to arrive and
the atmosphere almost started instantly, this year I played directly with Rouen.
Lots and lots of alcohol and mostly "fines", I was laughing so much that I couldn't
breathe properly. At night my snoring also bothered my neighbours a lot. I even
was woken up for condoms once.
My father (a former hockey player) came to see me in Hamburg and almost
yelled at me (I was completely drunk) telling me that this was no way to play
this sport and that the next time I invited him to see me play, it had to be under
other conditions. It took me 3 days to recover after the tournament, because I
was there an extra week.
In 2019, it was England's turn to host the tournament, I had not been on British
soil since 1990. Little to no memories of that time but I kept new ones with one
more tournament. Incredible memories, especially with the theme of the 70's.
The weather was also present with a beautiful sun all weekend. I was very
surprised to win the Emilie’s Trophy because I practice this sport above all for
pleasure. But I was proud to receive this award as the English won everything
that year.
To sum up, I am proud to be part of this family of hockey players who have
rubbed shoulders for generations and I hope to be able to continue this
tournament with you for a long time to come.

Victor Canet

Festival Injuries

Jimmy Leman plays with a mangled hand

Phillip Coote…Beer needed?

Ben in ‘Pain’ (PARONYM)

Peter Behrens’ leg - The first injury recorded during a JPF

One blooded leg is about to become broken as well

Annette Thormann with 4 stitches between her eyes

Phillip Coote…Neat stitch work

François Bras sur le point d'envoyer Jens Appelt à l'hôpital

Yoyo Wolff is bandaged. But missing the more serious injury!
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The Bartletts and Lemans on a Hamburg harbour tour, accompanied by Hans Borkmann…Easter 1971
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9
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8
7
6
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1
2
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Mike(2), James(4), John(6), Richard(10), Dennis(9) and Joy(11) Leman.
Tom(1), Bill(3), Susie(5), Clare(7), Phil(8) and John(13) ‘Dad’ Bartlett. Hans Borkmann(12).
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1

Stills from Christine Paloumé’s movie…Hamburg…Easter 1962
2

3

4

5

A

B

C

D

A1 Hans Borkmann & Jacques Paloumé, A2 Jacques Paloumé & Dennis Leman, A3 Peter Sieveking, A4 Tony Blunt overheats, A5 Flottbeck player & Jean-François Lagarde.
B1 Jacques Paloumé & Joy Leman, B2 Hans Borkmann, B3 Jacques Paloumé, B4 Dennis Leman, B5 Jacques Paloumé & Tom Buckley.
C1 Jacques Paloumé prepares to light up!, C2 Raymond Bras, C3 Dennis ‘bullying-off’, C4 What keepers used to wear, C5 Nicole Windsor.
D1 Jean-Claude Windsor, D2 Paloumés bid farewell to the Lemans, D3 Tom Buckley & Jim Beale, D4 Dennis Leman & Tom Buckley, D5 Boat seen during the Harbour Tour.
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The Umpires…Les Arbitres…Die Schiedsrichter
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Stills from Christine Paloumé’s movie…East Grinstead in 1982
Chris Gregory, David Lloyd, Richard leman

David Payne & Barry Male

Andrew Lloyd

Andrew Lloyd & Mary Dakin

Isabelle Herbelin

Jérôme Berteau

Glynis Peters & Pascale Bras

Hans Borkmann

Diane Hivet

Olivier Japy & Bénédicte Henry

Alain Windsor

Zouzou Michaud-Larivière

James Leman ambles

Renaud Cande controls, Richard Leman tackles

Hugh Bentley clears

Paul Lloyd (9) dribbles
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Stills from Christine Paloumé’s movie…East Grinstead in 1982
A tale of two penalty flicks…EG vs Rouen

Richard Leman prepares

The ball’s on its way

The goalie dives and Richard is already leaving!

Richard’s body language expresses the result.

Richard Leman takes the first

David Payne, EG’s goalie, begged to take this flick

Payney moves onto the ball

But, it looks a wee bit like a scoop!

The ball’s on its way

The goalie dives

Looks like it went to the goalie’s right

Payney is off…did he miss?

The goalie’s stick suggests not

David Payne takes the second
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Dennis’ provocative, insightful and amusing observations…EG’s 1971 Hamburg trip
His delightful ‘piss
take’ of Arthur
Mould’s failure to
catch the boat!
He suggests that
success of the
Festival is partially
determined by the
standard of hockey.
Just because you
can hit a hockey
ball, doesn’t make
you a golfer!
An interesting view
on the rationale
for not inviting a
club from another
country.
He knew that
getting the next
generation
involved is the only
way to ensure that
the Festival will
continue!

The players were
‘selected’!
They didn't have a
fine-master…
instead they had
VICE-managers!
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Jacques Plume….eh?
(PARONYM)
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Do you have fond memories of ½ time during JPF matches…when it seemed both natural and reasonable to forgo all the ‘blabla’ about team tactics…instead, our skipper dispatched a small
contingent to ‘nip-off’ to the bar and return, in short order, with 24 mugs of cold lager-shandy, a packet of ‘Gold Leaf’ or ‘Rothmans’ and a box of matches?

Celine Hivet shares Rouen team members’ hosting experiences in Hamburg and EG
I have two stories. One that actually happened during a tour
and another one that resulted from friendship from the
tournament.
During my studies I had to do a 3 months internship. I was
very fortunate that The Wolff family offered me a work
experience at Wolff & Olsen in Hamburg.
I shared a flat with Alex and I also got to play hockey for the
Grossflottbeker Club. It was a fantastic experience and I had
a great time. I am very grateful for all they did for me, how
they welcomed me, cared for me and how they shared their
lives with me.
Although I somehow managed to not really improve my
German, I came home rich of a fabulous cultural experience
and true friendship that I will cherish forever.
The other story took place during a tournament in EG. I
don't exactly remember when but at least more than 20
years ago. We had a young player for whom this was his first
tour and he was staying at a flat just opposite the hockey
club. I think it may have been Dave Glenister’s flat. Dave
had told the young player that he could only host one person
because his place was so small and his partner had allowed
only one person. She was away that week-end. This young
inexperienced player bragged about the fact that he was
staying so close and how lucky he was.
Little did he know or realise that many of us had no money
left for a taxi home so we all followed him home. I do not
remember how many crashed at the place, (I am going to
blame it on old age) but probably 10 of us ended up there.
You can imagine the look on Dave Glenister's face the next
morning! To this day I am still surprised that he didn't kick us
all out. He knew his girlfriend would be mad, but instead of
giving us the boot, he simply made a cuppa for all of us and
shared a good laugh too.
Celine Hivet
Hosting map…beautifully drawn by Celine’s children, Gaia and Milo.
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THE NEXT GENERATION IS
READY FOR FUTURE
FESTIVALS…

Words and images from
Jacky Potel’s 1999 Rouen festival
programme. The 50th Anniversary.
Let’s pray we can celebrate the
centenary of this tournament (perhaps
without me…it's not over yet!), but
certainly not without it evolving!
Jacques Potel

ONLY LEFT HANDED LADIES PLAYING… WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS IMAGE?

Fasse le ciel que nous puissions fêter le
centenaire de ce tournoi (sans moi diront
certains…mais ce n'est pas joué!),
certainement en le faisant évoluer!
Jacques Potel
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ROUEN LADIES …VÉRONIQUE FEENY,
LAURENCE GAMBIER, FLORENCE CHOMAT,
LYSE HOUET, VALÉRIE BERTEAU (IN GOAL)

Jacky Potel’s delightful cartoons in the 1999 Rouen Programme
For each and every festival sponsor, Jacky crafted some wonderful cartoons…consider how much he must have treasured our Festival!
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Jacky Potel’s delightful cartoons in the 1999 Rouen Programme
For each and every festival sponsor, Jacky crafted some wonderful cartoons…consider how much he must have treasured our Festival!
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Flottbek’s Mens and Ladies Teams in East Grinstead…Easter 1982

Photo provided by Paul Schüeler

1. Mueffi Pongs, 2. Dirk Fock, 3. Mark Ottman (Guest Player), 4. Peter Wolff, 5.
Paul Schüeler, 6. Kirsten (‘Kicken’) Vorbeck, 7. Petra (‘Pe’) Hinrichs,
8. Leslie Sharman, 9. Kirsten (‘Kirsche’) Jancke, 10. Karin Frauenheim,
11. Hans Borkmann, 12. Nicole Marlow, 13. Marion Barfels, 14. Cornelia (‘Conni’)
Heinicke, 15. Martin Petersen, 16. Karina Hesse, 17. Nico Plock,
18. Olli Kuhn, 19. Paddel Pongs, 20. Klaus Friedlaender, 21. Moritz Riess,
22. Thomas Friedlaender, 23. Birgit Kußmaul.
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Flottbek’s Team in East Grinstead…1979

1. Thomas Friedlaender, 2. Klaus Peter Schmidt (‘Schmidtchen’), 3. Hans
Borkmann, 4. Paul Schüeler, 5. Jan Konerding (‘Janko’), 6. Stefan Bührich,
7. Andy Kean (Crawley HC), 8. Dirk Fock, 9. Willi Heibey, 10. Klaus Birr.
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Photo by the East Grinstead Courier and provided by Paul Schüeler

An Amazingly Prescient View on the Outcome of the UK’s EU Membership
The 1993 Festival Programme, produced by François Bras’ festival committee, contains a delightful, yet ’tongue-in-cheek’ view of
EG’s festival achievements, with an amusing list of possible remedial options available to Rouen and Flottbek. Who could ever
have guessed that the British would voluntarily settle for the SUREST of the tips they proffer?
Dear Friends,
At the dawn of the 40th edition of the Jacques Paloumé Tournament, which is
different from the Fortieth anniversary (which is over 40 years and that will
occur in 1994 in East Grinstead), an examination of the history of the last ten
years of the tournament teaches us that:-

• The East Grinstead’s men emerged victorious 7 times while Flottbek brought
the cup back to Otto Ernst Strasse twice and Rouen had to do with 1 victory in
1985.

• The Ladies of East Grinstead did even better with 8 victories and only 1 for
Rouen (in 1991 with a splendid stroke missed during the last minute of East
Grinstead-Rouen by a famous English player whose name we will not
mention…no, its not the sister of Mohammed Ali) and a victory for Flottbek in
1986.

With a total of 15 out of 20 possible victories, we no longer speak of
domination, but of genuine English hegemony over the Jacques Paloumé Cup.
What are the origins of this British supremacy over the last decades?
People of bad faith might cite umpiring, scheduling of matches, rain, wind
(which always blows in favour of the opponents as is well known), terrain, full
moon, etc.

• The simplest: Bribe the umpires.
• The most efficient: Make them eat frogs for breakfast.
• The easiest: Urge the boats to go on strike during Easter, stranding the
English on their island.

• The nastiest: Include beer on the list of forbidden drugs for anti-doping test.
• The stupidest: Give them badminton rackets instead of sticks and replace the
ball with a bowling ball.

•
•
•
•

The most classic: Make them play on the clay pitch.
The most indecent: Cancel tea time.
The most unsporting: Make them play all 7 matches on Monday.
The surest: Make sure that John MAJOR continues his policy of alienating the
UK from the EEC and therefore eliminates the English from any future
European Event.

If after all that the English win the Cup again, we can only bow ... until we can
devise other tips for next year.

With a bit of lucidity, we will admit that the English players seem to recover
from the side effects of beer much better than the average French or German
player.
Finally by objectively analysing the situation, we must conclude that the school
of English hockey, the sporting tradition that exists across the Channel, the
wealth of their players, their eternal solidarity, doused with a good dose of
“fighting spirit” constitute the main ingredients of their repeated success.
We can only be pleased to see that the Paloumé Cup returns most often to a
club whose sporting virtues no longer need to be proven…but to be overcome…
The English themselves would be the first to be satisfied, if Rouen and Hamburg
resisted more strongly. Therefore, we are allowing ourselves to suggest some
tips to these two teams in order to overcome the English…

The 1993 Festival program featured Shakespearean inscriptions and humorous
macabre cartoons.
Le programme du Festival de 1993 comportait des inscriptions shakespeariennes et
des dessins humoristiques macabres.
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Une vision prémonitoire du résultat de l'adhésion du Royaume Uni à l'Union Européenne
Le programme du Festival 1993, réalisé par François Bras et le Comité, nous offre une vue à la fois délicieuse et ironique de
l'hégémonie incontestable d'EG, en matière de hockey, au cours des dix dernières années du Tournoi Paloumé. Il nous propose
également une liste d'options rigolotes afin que Rouen et Flottbeck puissent mettre fin à cette suprématie. Qui aurait pu deviner que
les Britanniques se contenteraient, de leur plein gré, de la PLUS SÛRE des options suggérées?
Cher Amis,
A l’aube de la 40eme édition du Tournoi Jacques Paloumé; ce qui est different du
quarantenaire (Quarantenaire: Qui dure 40 ans. Ce sera donc pour 1994 à East
Grinstead), un coup d'oeil sur l’historique des dix dernières années du tournoi
nous enseigne que:

• East Grinstead est sorti vainqueur 7 fois chez les hommes pendant Flottbek

• Le Plus Simple: Soudoyer l’arbitre.
• Le Plus Efficace: Leur faire manger des grenouilles au petit déjeuner.
• Le Plus Facile: Inciter les cars-ferrys a se mettre en grève a Pâques,
bloquant les Anglais sue leur ile.

ramenait la coupe a Otto Ernst Strasse à 2 reprises et Rouen se contentait
d'une victoire en 1985.

• Le Plus Inique : Inscrire la bière sur la liste des produits interdits lors des

• Les Ladies d’East Grinstead faisaient encore mieux avec 8 victoires pour 1 à

• Le Plus Débile: Remplacer leurs cross de hockey par des raquettes de

Avec un total de 15 victoires sure 20 possibles, on ne parle plus de domination,
mais d’une authentique hégémonie anglaise sur la coupe Jacques Paloumé.

•
•
•
•

Rouen (en 1991 avec ce fameux stroke manqué à la dernière minute d’East
Grinstead-Rouen par une célèbre joueuse anglaise dont nous ne rappellerons
pas le nom - non il ne s’agit pas de la soeur de Mohammed Ali) et une
victoire a Flottbek en 1986.

Quells sont les origines de cette suprématie britannique pendant décennie
écoulée?
Les gens de mauvaise foi citeront pêle-mêle l’arbitrage, la programmation des
matches, la pluie, le vent (qui souffle toujours en faveur des adversaires c’est
bien connu), le terrain, la pleine lune, etc…

contrôles antidopage.

badminton et la balle par une boule de pétanque.

Le Plus Classique: Les faire jouer sur terre battue.
Le Plus Indecent: Supprimer l’heure du thé.
Le Plus Anti-Sportif: Leur faire jouer les 7 matches le Lundi.
Le Plus Sûr: Faire en sorte qu’à l’heure de Maastricht, John MAJOR
poursuivre sa politique éloignant l’Angleterre de la communauté européenne
et ansi éliminer les Anglais de toute competition européenne.

Si avec tout cela, les Anglais repartent une nouvelle fois avec la coupe, nous ne
pourrons que nous incliner…avant de trouver d’autres astuces pour l’an
prochain.

Avec un brin de lucidité, on admettra que les Anglais supportent largement
mieux les effets secondaires de la bière que le moyenne.
Enfin en analysant objectivement la situation, on conclura que l’école de
hockey anglaise, la tradition sportive existant outre manche, la richesse de leur
effectif, leur éternelle solidarité enter eux le tout arrosé d’une bonne dose de
«fighting spirit» constituent les ingrédients principaux de leurs succès répétés.
Nous ne pouvons du reste que nous féliciter de voir que la coupe Paloumé
revient le plus souvent a un club dont les vertus sportives ne sont plus a
démontrer. Mais à vaincre sans péril…
Les Anglais eux mêmes seraient les premier satisfaits, si on leur opposait une
résistance supérieure du côté de Rouen et Hamburg. Aussi, nous permettons
nous de suggérer quelques astuces à ces derniers afin de venir à bout des
Anglais:
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The 1993 festival rules included this stipulation
Le règlement du festival de 1993 incluait cette stipulation

Upon Arrival at Flottbek…Almost Completely Interred!

The Flottbek Clubhouse and Car Park

I do not speak German but the words « Saleté de Gulli » (a sort of a deep and
square sewer covered with a grate) will remain etched in my memory forever.
This “shocking surprise” I'm talking about lurks in the car park in Flottbeck,
behind the Clubhouse where the Tournament was being held that year.
After hours of driving from Rouen to Hamburg, Chantal, Christine and myself
eventually get to Elbchaussee. Stiff and knackered, we get out of the car,
opened the boot, grabbed our luggage, handbags and hockey sticks. Christine
starts locking the door of the BMW when we suddenly hear:

-

Oh, shit!
What’s the matter?
I’ve dropped the keys!
Well, pick them up!
I can’t! They’ve disappeared through some weird stuff and I can’t see
anything.
As a matter of fact, the weird stuff was the famous « Saleté de Gulli ». Panic
stricken, Christine drops everything on the ground, kneels down and shoves her
arm up to the elbow through the grate.

- I can’t reach. It’s too deep.
- Wait, I’ve got an idea.
We managed to lift up the grate. Christine lies down on the edge of the hole
and plunges head and arm into the «sewer». We suddenly realise that she’s
about to slip all the way down to the bottom of the hole. Chantal grabs her right
foot, I grab the left and there she hangs, her skirt over her head, desperately
trying to get hold of the f….g keys.
In stitches with laughter, we encourage her:

- Well, Cricri, lucky you’ve got your pants on!
- Just shut up and don’t let me go.
At that moment, a team coach turns up at the car park, headlights full on,
illuminating Christine’s exposed bottom! As the disembarking hockey players
cheer, whistle and clap, she emerges from the sewer with the keys in her hands!
And of course, according to the tradition of the Festival, the adventure ends up
with a general round of drinks at the bar…
Laurence Gambier
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Saleté De Gulli Ou Une Arrivée Remarquable Et Remarquée

Happy Hour

Happy Hour in The Clubhouse afterwards

Je ne parle pas allemand mais les mots «Saleté de Gulli» resteront gravés dans
ma mémoire pour toujours. Le «traître» dont je parle est tapi dans le parking de
Flottbeck près du Clubhouse où le Tournoi avait lieu cette année-là.
Après des heures de conduite entre Rouen et Hambourg, Chantal, Christine et
moi arrivons finalement à Elbchaussee. Ankylosées et crevées, on descend de
voiture; on ouvre le coffre, on attrape nos valises, sacs à main et crosse.
Christine ferme la portière de la BMW et on entend alors un gigantesque:

-

Oh merde!
Quoi?
J’ai laissé tomber LES CLEFS!
Ben, ramasse-les!
J’peux pas. Elle sont passées à travers la grille d’un espèce de truc et on
n’y voit rien du tout.

En fait, le «truc» c’était ce fameux «Gulli», sorte d’égout profond et carré
recouvert d’une grille. Paniquée, Christine lâche tout, se met à quatre pattes et
passe son bras à travers la grille.
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-

J’y arrive pas, c’est trop profond.
Attends, on va t’aider.

On enlève la grille. Elle s’allonge au bord du trou et plonge la tête et le bras
dans le « Gulli ». Soudain on comprend qu’elle glisse dans le fond. Chantal
attrape un pied, moi l’autre et sa jupe se rabat sur sa tête. Prises de fou-rire,
on l’encourage:

-

Ben, ma Cricri, heureusement que t’as mis une culotte!
Arrête tes conneries et me lâches pas surtout!

On atteint des sommets lorsqu’un autocar débarque sur le parking: plein phares
sur les fesses de Cricri! Sous les encouragements, sifflets et applaudissements
des hockeyeurs, elle ressort enfin la tête du trou, les clefs à la main. Et bien
sûr, comme il se doit en Tournoi, l’aventure s’est terminée au Bar par une
tournée générale…
Laurence Gambier

How Did You Feel The Day After?…Rouen 2005
hosting four English men in our
tiny apartment, well actually five
since one of them never found his
planned host (so he pretended).
We had just filled the fridge with
the essentials: bread, ham, cheese
and of course, a couple of beers!
We did not sleep much (neither did
the neighbours) but we had such a
ball. This small flat witnessed one
of our favorite tours!

I bet if we asked this question to all of you, we

would get a common answer. We all went
through this unspeakable terrible depressive
mood. Did you feel the same?
When you just look around you and nobody is
there anymore, no noise, no laughs, no
whistling. You are just alone with yourself with
a huge hangover. Does it ring a bell?
How can you go back to «normal» life after
such intense moments of competition,
friendship, parties, sleepless nights…It feels like
a dream, extreme sharing and emotions. Have
you ever felt this?
When you have to go back to work but you are
so tired that you just want to sleep for the next
twelve months until the next tournament. Has
this idea ever come to your mind?
Back to the office on Tuesday morning, nobody
around you can understand what you have just
experienced. These strong and amazing bonds
that make us a family. All these memories jostle
in your mind and you feel so empty. Do you see
what we mean?
«Empty» is exactly what we felt when we got
home on Tuesday, March the 29th 2005 after

We probably took some risks,
drank a little too much, laughed a
little too loud, danced a little too
late, practiced our hockey skills in
the middle of the living-room,
drove with a little too many people in the car
(8 in a Golf), sang a little too passionately! We
can’t remember exactly when we started
singing «Mercedes Benz» by Janis Joplin, our
2005 tour anthem. We guess it was probably on
the first evening when we listened to the Janis
CD out loud in the car. Then we kept playing
and singing this tune during the whole festival.

So, The Day After, when we walked into the
living-room full of empty mattresses and sand
from the pitch, we started singing this song
softly. Naively we assumed that, maybe, each
of our flatmates did the same, each of us in our
own depressive mood, in memory of this
incredible magic tour!
Please Janis, forgive us and enjoy the new
lyrics of your timeless a cappella song…
Oh Lord, won’t you take us back to JPT’s time,
When life was so easy for 3 days in the year,
Just having fun all the time and playing hockey,
Oh Lord, won’t you take us back to JPT’s time
Oh Lord, won’t you bring us our great hockey team,
Our crazy challenges and endless stupid games,
That we can only share with our true soul mates,
Oh Lord won’t you bring us our great hockey team,
Oh Lord, won’t you take us back to the final diner,
With Cameron, our sweet Johns, gorgeous Ben as well,
The best room mates ever! So sad to say farewell,
Oh Lord, won’t you take us back to the final diner,
Oh Lord, won’t you take us back to JPT’s time,
No matter where you’re from or language you can speak,
We all share the same faith…hockey family,
Oh Lord, we are grateful to Jacques Paloumé.

Laure Paloumé and Carole Hivet
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From Pierre Lozes’
Collection of
Photographs…
at the West Street
Ground
East Grinstead 1957

1

1. Mike Dickson and his father outside the West
Street pavilion. Grantland Rice’s famous
inscription,“FOR WHEN THE ONE GREAT
SCORER COMES TO WRITE AGAINST YOUR
NAME. HE MARKS - NOT THAT YOU WON OR
LOST - BUT HOW YOU PLAYED THE GAME” is
painted above the entranceway.
2. Mike Dickson and others during a festival
match on the West Street pitch. West Street
runs North-South, below pitch level, and
between the Goal and the houses. Players
cars are conveniently parked on the grass
beside the pitch.
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2

From Pierre Lozes’ Collection of Photographs…East Grinstead 1957

Max Engelbrecht, Christiane Lozes, Pierre Belliard and
Madame Engelbrecht beside the West Street pitch.

Christiane Lozes and Anne Marie Robinson in the garden
at the Dickson family residence.

Dickson senior with Christiane Lozes in the garden at the
Dickson family residence.
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From Pierre Lozes’ Collection of Photographs…Rouen 1958
A

A
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Dennis Leman (A), Jacques Paloumé (B),
Dick Fairbarn (D)

Hans Borkmann (B)

Jules Jousseaume(E), Michel Hiel (F),
Jacques-Michel Herbez (G)

Charlie Lanel (A), a Belgian (B), Jules Jousseaume (C),
Bernard Taurin (D), Michel Hiel (E)

Hamburg, 1983…One look that’s probably worth a thousand words

The Easter festivals were my absolute highlights of the
year, even though I did not put so much weight on the
tradition. For me it was always a fun meeting with good
friends, giving me also the opportunity to keep the
contact during some years. Especially with François,
who was visiting me in Hamburg and Berlin, while I
stayed with them in Rouen, Paris and Cavalaire
(together with Hans and Mike Leman). And I had also
the honour to play with EG once or twice in Ipswich, for
sure in 1984. Unbelievable night in the hotel, when the
barkeeper handed the bar and the keys over to us
because he needed to go to sleep! I learned a lot about
your drinking games!

And in 1989 Richard was with the national team in
Berlin, playing the Champions Trophy. I still have some
entrance tickets. For the last night and since they did
not have a match the next day, I could host the team in
the club I played for, Zehlendorfer Wespen, and took
Richard and some others through some more places
before I dropped him in front of the Hotel. I had an
extremely ugly, shabby car but waited until the Hotel
guy would open the door for Richard. I am not sure if he
found this as funny as I did!
Thomas Friedlaender

Photo by and note on the rear from
Christine Paloumé 1983
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Flottbek 1989…Photos from Thomas Friedlaender

Ingrid Laville, and Caroline Texier

Christine Paloumé

Phiphi Chomat

François Bras et Patrick Bia

David Payne
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Ingrid Laville and Loic Texier

Flottbek 1989…Photos from Thomas Friedlaender

Ingrid Laville and Caroline Texier

Eli Wolff, Karina Hesse (center w.sunglasses)
and Peter Gleue

A member of the Zwolle team

Laetitia Doutriaux and Valérie Berteau

The Zwolle team on the terrace

David Payne and James Leman

EG vs. Rouen…Neil Waddingham, Arnold
Puech d’Alissac (4) and Peter Head

Rouen in red…David Payne umpiring

Christine Paloumé quaffing a guileful
shot of Lemon Schnapps

James Leman…sunburnt, demonstrating the
considerable length of his tongue!

Henry Lacey, Phil Wallis, David Payne, James
Leman, Peter Head and Neil Waddingham

Charlie Nairne, Jim Evans and…

The 1989 Ladies Teams were:
East Grinstead, Rouen, Altona Bahrenfeld and Flottbek

The 1989 Mens Teams were:
East Grinstead, Rouen, Zwolle, Stichlinge, Flottbek and Turnier Mix
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Pierre Lozes’ Photos of Rouen Festival Teams
1960 in Rouen
Debout derrière:
Jacques Paloumé, Pierrot Delvaux, Gerard Lachaud,
Raymond Bras, Philippe Lemonnier
A genoux devant:
Patrice Hazard, Charlie Lanel,
Philippe Robinson, Dominique Tailleux

1958 in Rouen
Debout derrière:
Jacques Paloumé, Henry Prévost, Francis Human,
Bernard Taurin, Jean Danet,
Charlie Lanel, Pierre Lozes, Michel Cande.
A genoux devant:
Jacques Michel Herbez, Raymond Bras,
Yves Boussougant, Jean-Paul Hépineuse
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The Gift from East Grinstead Hockey Club to Hockey Club de Rouen in 1963 or 1966

About the Gift
I retrieved this picture at my parents’
home. My mother told me this was the gift
offered by East Grinstead Hockey Club to
Hockey Club de Rouen upon the tournament
in Rouen when my father [Raymond Bras]
was President.
I have some hesitation about the date: 1993
or, perhaps 1966. Not later, as I think in
1975 it was Pierre Lozes as a President, or
may be Pierre was still President in 1978
with his famous Franglais speech at Novotel
Rive gauche.
This picture is very interesting: it is a map
of Sussex showing the region of « Eaft
Gringfted » written in what I suppose is Old
English? It refers to the battle of Hastings.
François Bras
About the Map.
A very famous map by John Speed, engraved by Jodocus Hondius in 1610 and first
published the following year, in Speed's atlas 'The Theatre of the Empire of Great
Britain'. The decorations include an inset plan of Chichester, James I's Royal Arms,
a strapwork panel of the arms of local nobles and a title cartouche of an open
book. As well as the usual vignettes of galleons and sea-monsters, there is a Civil
War battle (probably a skirmish at Haywards Heath) and a representation of
William the Conqueror's fleet arriving at Pevensey.
John Speed first devoted himself to writing a history and preparing a series of
county maps of England and Wales. Between 1605 and 1610 he collected material

including manuscript maps, coats of arms, portraits, drawings of antiquaries and
rubbings of coins which he passed onto Jodocus Hondius in Amsterdam who
engraved most of the maps for the Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain. During
this time Speed must have travelled extensively in the British Isles acquiring
information for his unique series of town plans that appear on his maps, which
are the earliest recorded plans for many of the towns featured, Proofs of his
maps were issued between 1608 and 1610 and in 1611-12.
https://www.antiquemaps.com/information/mapguide/johnspeed/
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Rouen Ladies and Men in Action at EG in 1982 and Hamburg in 1983
Photos from Jérôme Berteau

François Bras, Patrick Bia and Marc Bérel, playing against Wien.

Pascale Bras, Dominique Bras, Fran Hopkins, Florence ‘Sosso’ Imbeaux, Isabelle
Herbelin, Liz Evans, Lydia Palau and Caroline Longstreet.
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Conni Heinicke and Christine Paloumé

Zouzou recalls «Philippe m’a passé un vrai savon»…1977 in Flottbek
I was just twenty when Philippe Feeny appointed me
as the guy responsible for the organisation of the
Flottbeck Tour, Easter 1977. I guess I looked reliable
enough to achieve this thankless task, compared with
« la bande d’énergumènes » (“the fanatical demons”)
who were part of the Tour. Let me explain. I was in
charge of renting the coach to get the Ladies’ and the
Men’s teams to Hamburg and getting in touch with the
players (no emails, no cell phones at the time!). I was
also responsible for collecting some money in advance.
I did manage to get us a coach, to write to all
participants and to get very nice replies regarding the
participation, but no money. Everybody would pay in
the coach. So the letters said. So, just before arriving
at the Club, I collected the payment we owed to
Flottbeck. I put it in an enveloppe. And, in my pocket,
the promises of some guys, I won’t name here, to pay
me back in Rouen.
Hans was waiting for us. After a warm welcome,
Philippe and myself were invited to follow Hans and
the treasurer into his office. There, I opened the
envelope and handed over loads of cheques to Hans
along with some French Francs. There was a long
silence before Philippe got into a rage against me… « Il
m’a passé un vrai savon » (“I got a serious
bollocking”)! I didn’t know what to do or what to say. I
was really embarrassed. Hans, very kindly, came to my
rescue. “Calm down, Philippe. You can make a bank
transfer when you get back to Rouen. I think we can
survive for three days. We’re loaded with beer,
sausages and…Schnapps!”. He then turned to me
“come on my boy, let’s have one right now. It’s good
medicine and you do look a bit pale!”
Zouzou Michaud-Larivière
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EG 1973…The Programme was Unacceptable, and the Grass Pitches were Unplayable!
The Rouen team assembled at Sackville’s all weather pitch
Red shirts from left to right: Edouard Loos, Alain Windsor, unknown, Zouzou
Michaud Larivière, Christophe Danet

Dennis Leman asked me to be a member of
his 1973 Festival Organising Committee. He
assigned me the job of producing the
Festival Programme. As Dennis concluded
the first meeting during which he’d handed
me that terrifying responsibility, he said,
"David, DON'T F… it up”! As I recall, there
was no money to spend!
I had recently been hired by Citibank and
had been introduced to the magic of the
bank’s photocopying machine. So, it seemed
apparent that there was an obvious solution
to the budget problem. I would assemble
the front page using Letraset...ask the
ladies in the typing pool to type up the
inside pages…and then head over to the
photocopying machine!

Alan King ‘Our Great Scorer’…wearing
his Wellington Boots

Letraset was a rub-down instant lettering
system. As you might note from the text's
arrangement on the programme cover (left),
the Letraset characters were devilishly challenging to space appropriately
and to align both level and square. It was sold in sheets of either letters or
numbers and punctuation marks; both were available in various fonts. The
sheets were expensive, and so I purchased only a few. I began experimenting
with the possible formats and prepared a few drafts. Soon, I'd used up all the
numbers…It was Sunday…the shop was closed…furthermore, the deadline for
photocopying would have passed before I'd have the opportunity to produce
another version. I realised that the only acceptable version of the numerals
for the year had been applied to an unacceptable rendition of the letters and
vice versa! In the meantime, the fast-approaching deadline required an
instant solution. The only way to meet the deadline was to cut out the
acceptable numerals '1973' and paste them onto the other version of the
programme. I could never have imagined that photocopying would expose the
quality of the cut and paste job! The document then underwent photocopying
and finally assembly with the assistance of a handheld stapler.
To my utter dismay and horror, the shadow cast by that pasted date appeared
around the date on every cover page! I'm pretty sure that Dennis was not
terribly impressed with the look, though he never mentioned it to me. I
learned many valuable lessons from that experience!
David Lloyd

A damp year, but a glorious clubhouse!
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Spectators at Hemmingway…Hamburg 1989

Jimmy Leman, Henry Lacey and Hans Borkmann…there’s something so special about this image!

Phiphi Chomat and Olivier Japy

Jonathan Rice-Lewis and Christophe Danet
Photos from Thomas Friedlaender’s collection
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In the bar at Flottbek…Easter 1962

200

Jacques Paloumé

Catherine Cande (standing left - blue dress), Raymond Bras and a
lovely German girl. Pierre Lozes says she was charming.

Bernadette Bras and Jeanine Taurin

Jacques Paloumé, Michel Cande, Coco Laumonier, Jacques Morin,
François Mange (in the background)
Photos from Pierre Lozes’ collection

Hamburg Easter 1962 in Flottbek…spectators by the pitch and on the terrace
Photos de la collection de Pierre Lozes

The match underway is EG vs. Flottbek. Mike Dickson (leaning on stick), Robert Watson (white shirt, light blue shorts)
Catherine Cande, Bernadette Bras (in green, behind
Catherine, Françoise Feeny, Jeanine Taurin, Christiane
Lozes

Christine Paloumé on the terrace

Debout: Pierre Lozes, Raymond Bras, Philippe Feeny, François Mange (GK), Michel Cande, Jacques Paloumé,
Jean-Claude Windsor
Accroupi: Jean-François Lagarde, Didier Thillard, Bernard Taurin

c
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Flottbek 1989…(L to R) Jimmy Leman, Henry Lacey, Paul Grenet, Phil Wallis, François Bras
Jonathan Rice-Lewis (behind) and Chris John

Zouzou Michaud-Larivière warming his hand
(or looking for something lost?)…EG 1982

Phiphi trying to steal someone’s plate…
EG 1982

François Bras’ Top 10 Festival Moments
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François Bras and Phiphi Chomat. We
refurbished the club house, including the WC
covers. Appears we had some extra samples.

Laurence Bras, John Heywood (behind), Barry
Male (taking free hit)…EG 1982

Rouen players enjoying the new swimming
pool…EG 1994

Final dinner show…the Rouen team singing,
Renaud Cande playing guitar…EG 1994

Dennis and James Leman in discussion in the
clubhouse…EG 1994

Andrew Lloyd talking with, umpire, Frank
Farrell…EG 1994

Alfred Nathan’s first steps on The new EG
astroturf…EG 1994

L'équipe de Rouen à Hambourg…Pâques 1989

Zouzou Michaud-Larivière, Nicolas Bailleul and Antoine Francin (GK) defend a short corner

Back row: Alain Windsor, Renaud Cande, Patrick Bia, Loïc Texier, inconnu, Nicolas Bailleul, Antoine
Francin, Ingrid Laville, Isabelle Bailleul...Middle row: Paul Grenet, Rémy Vaudour, Phiphi Chomat, Arnold
Puech, Charles Vaudour, Céline Hivet, Laetitia Doutriaux, Hélène Bailleul…Front row: Caroline Texier,
François Bras, Valérie Berteau, Dujonchay, Carole Hivet…Very front: Zouzou Michaud-Larivière

François Bras successfully evades three Zwolle tacklers

François Bras (#6) performs, Arnold Puech watches in awe, while running the wrong way.

Photos de la collection de Christine Paloumé
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Pierre Lozes raconte...Le voyage à Hambourg...Pâques 1962

Françoise et Philippe Feeny avec Olivier Moreau.

On charge la voiture. Christiane Lozes avec Michel et
Catherine Cande (tenant le pommier)

Didier Thillard, Catherine Cande, Michel Cande et
Christiane Lozes au Zuiderzee

Catherine Cande, Michel Cande, Didier Thillard et
Pierre Lozes.

En voiture avec Catherine et Michel Cande, et Didier Thillard.

On the road with Catherine and Michel Cande and Didier Thillard.

Christiane enceinte de 4 ou 5 mois, à l’arrière de la voiture d’un côté, Didier
Thillard au milieu et Catherine Cande de l’autre côté.

In the back of the car, on one side was sitting Christiane, 4 or 5 months pregnant
and Catherine Cande was sitting on the other side. Didier Thillard was in the
middle.

Didier, endormi volontairement ou non, oscillait tantôt d’un coté, tantôt de
l’autre, la tête sur les seins de l’une ou l’autre.
Dans le coffre de la voiture, un «pommier», cadeau destiné à nos amis de
Flottbek, qui sera planté devant la terrasse de leur Club-House. Y est-il encore?
A Anvers nous retrouvons les BRAS, les FEENY, et les TAURIN.
Souvenir d’une tentative de match de rugby, dans les rues (pavées) d’Anvers, et
chute malencontreuse de Bernadette Bras qui se blesse douloureusement au
poignet.
Passage au PAYS-BAS via le Zuiderzee.
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Didier Thillard et Catherine Cande.

Didier who, I suppose was pretending to sleep, had his head swinging sometimes
on Christiane’s breast and sometimes on Catherine’s!
In the boot of the car there was an apple tree, a gift for our friends from Flottbek
which was meant to be planted on the terrace of the Clubhouse. Is it still there?
In Anvers, we met the Bras, the Feenys and the Taurins.
I remember our attempt to play rugby in the cobbled streets of Antwerp. As a
result, Bernadette fell down, twisted her wrist and was in pain for three days.
A trip through the Netherlands via the Zuiderzee.

Photos et texte de Pierre Lozes

Rouen Pâques 1972…Photos de Pierre Lozes

Spectators outside the Rouen Clubhouse…Pierre’s discrete skill with the camera perfectly
capture the era, joy and beauty

Jacques Livain, our umpire, (standing) and Didier Phalippou (sitting holding foot) by the
Rouen Clubhouse

Josiane Lefrançois, Roland Lefrançois, Christophe Danet (little boy), Francis Human.
Another splendid example of Pierre’s skills with the camera
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Rouen Pâques 1972…Échange de Fanions entre Flottbek et ‘Entente Normandie’

Before the match…For Flottbek, we recognise Jens Appelt, Peter Sump, Rolf Knaack, Egbert
Vissing and Klaus Elstermann.

Klaus Friedlaender, Rolf Breckwoldt, Klaus
Elstermann and Rolf Knaack.
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Olivier Lanos of Entente Normandie shakes
hands with a Flottbek player

Before the match…we recognise Olivier Lanos, Jens Appelt, Hans Borkmann, Rolf Knaack,
Klaus Friedlaender, Peter Sump, Michael Tihl and Rolf Breckwoldt.

Olivier Lanos, Jean-Claude Bourry, Armand Doublet (GK in black), Jean-Paul Boiteux of
Entente Normandie and Michael Tihl, Klaus Friedlaender of Flottbek.

Photos de la collection de Pierre Lozes

Scènes du Flottbek Clubhouse, alentours et le Voyage à Hambourg… Pâques 1962

François Mange is ‘dansant déchainé’. Love the bow tie! Didier Thillard (right) is smoking and
looking at the woman ’béatement’… but is he also dancing, sitting or perhaps waiting for her
to invite him?

Christiane Lozes, with a charming Flottbek lady and Bernadette Bras (en rouge, BRAS en
écharpe), recovering from an injury sustained during a game of street rugby in Antwerp on
the way to Flottbek. Bernadette n'a jamais joué une autre fois au rugby dans sa vie!

Bernadette Bras’ Memory of a painful night in Antwerp
Bernadette recalls spending a horrible night in so much pain that they had to go
to the emergency department of the hospital in Antwerp before continuing to
Hamburg. Her hand had swollen so much that the doctor had to cut her
engagement ring from her finger.
This ring had a very valuable diamond on it. In Hamburg, they stayed with Hans,
and when they left, she forgot the diamond ring in her room. Hans returned it to
her by mail… in a basic enveloppe as if it had been a simple letter! Bernadette
still has that ring in a drawer!
Souvenir de Bernadette Bras d’une nuit douloureuse à Anvers
Bernadette se souvient d'avoir passé une nuit horrible dans une telle douleur
qu'ils ont dû se rendre aux urgences de l'hôpital d'Anvers avant de continuer vers
Hambourg. Sa main avait tellement enflé que le médecin a dû couper sa bague
de fiançailles de son doigt.

Catherine Cande and Françoise Feeny…Robert Watson (over Catherine’s right shoulder) is
holding a glass of beer. Claude Morice (at the back) is chatting at the table with a lady.

Cette bague avait un diamant très précieux dessus. À Hambourg, ils sont restés
avec Hans, et quand ils sont partis, elle a oublié la bague en diamant dans sa
chambre. Hans le lui a retourné par la poste… dans une enveloppe simple comme
s'il s'agissait d'une simple lettre! Bernadette a encore cette bague dans un tiroir!

Photos de la collection de Pierre Lozes and text from François Bras
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Scènes du Clubhouse de Rouen et de ses Environs…Pâques 1960

Dennis’ Sussex Colours

Jules Jousseaume (in red pullover). See how the Club looks so
beautiful…Just been painted, for the Festival.

This wonderful picture is of Tom Buckley and Dennis Leman on the blue bench. They are so
elegant! Dennis’ blazer features the Sussex Martlets Badge (see right). It is worn by players who
have played for Sussex County.
Francis Vannier (dark blue pullover), Alain Gogny, Pierre Vinter, Françoise Feeny's mother,
[inconnu], Nicole Francin

Hans Borkmann and the other Flottbek members wearing suits and
ties! Peter Jägersberg wearing a chic white pullover with Flottbeck
stripes. On top of the stairs, left is Pierre Lozes' father - Denis
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Photos de la collection de Pierre Lozes

Martin Hesselmann recalls Easter Festivals with Christophe Danet
My dear friend Christophe Danet
who played with Flottbek during the
80s and 90s

I have been several times to Rouen and EG. After my friend Christophe Danet died I
have been once again to Rouen for his funeral and never again. Ten years ago I
stopped my active hockey career. But I'm still active in the Sebastian Wolff
Foundation, so there is still contact with the hockey. My memories of the Easter
tournament are very positive and I met so many lovely People in Rouen and EG.
I can remember my first stay in Rouen when I was hosted by the Family Andrieux. I
stayed there with Klaus Friedländer. We had mussels for dinner. I don't like mussels,
but I had to eat them…horrible. Klaus was a good friend of the Andrieux family and
talked the whole evening about old times. I wanted to go back to the clubhouse
where the party was going on but without a car I had to stay and so I missed the
party that night.

Rouen clubhouse. Jean Danet (Christophe's
dad) is giving the cup to Martin Hesselmann.
Behind is Antoine Francin (white cap)

We stayed a lot of nights at the pub of Guillaume Danet at the Big Ben Pub in the
middle of Rouen. I am very happy that the SWS foundation is able to get the youth
of the three clubs together almost every year… and I wish to come back once to
Rouen and EG for a reunion.
This would be the only and last time for me to put on my goalkeeper Equipment
again.
Martin Hesselmann

Martin Hesselmann with a new
hairstyle (by Birgit Kußmaull)

Peter Sump (note… much shorter
hair and very cool sunglasses)

The Flottbek team at rest in EG. Hans
Borkmann, as usual, is supervising

Christophe Danet and Martin driving to Hoek
van Holland to get the ferry to England. Of
course with an English car (MG)

The Flottbek team is in Rouen.
Martin Hesselmann (GK)
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The Flottbek Mens Veterans and Ladies teams in Rouen…Easter 1987
1987 was a banner year for
the Festival. The Programme
Records that:
The 33rd Festival brings us 40
members of the EGHC and 50
members of the GTHC. This is
definitely a record number of
which our past friends would be
proud. Friendship has stemmed
from this tournament and has
forged many strong links between
members. May it continue in the
same way for future years. Let us
appreciate and honour this value.
François Bras

Photo from Martin Hesselmann’s collection

1. Felix Hosie, 2. Martin Hesselmann, 3. Oleg Ziaja, 4. Christophe
Danet, 5. Hans Borkmann, 6. Birgit Kußmaul, 7. Moritz Riess,
8. Christian Schetelig, 9. Claus Herfurth, 10. Ranbir Bal,
11. Unknown, 12. Unknown, 13. Tom Kriwet, 14. Withold Ziaja,
15. Gabi Held, 16. Peer Hosie, 17. Kirsten (‘Kicken’) Vorbeck,
18. Christian Lipsky, 19. Lutz Harder, 20. Unknown, 21. Peter Gleue,
22. Doris Beyer, 23. Annette Thormann, 24. Kati Ahsbahs, 25. Kay
Wortmann, 26. Unknown, 27. Conny Bellstedt, 28. Hinrich Wolff,
29. Anke Tessmer, 30. Frank Kuhlmann, 31. Cornelia (‘Conni’)
Heinicke, 32. Eli Wolff, 33. Peter Sump.
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Sans Les Filles, We Would Be Nothing…
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Sans Les Filles, We Would Be Nothing…
Well, yes, there was a time, not so long ago, when girls were not
allowed to play hockey at Easter whichever country the Festivals
took place. More noble tasks were reserved for them! Serving tea,
getting lemon slices ready for half time, healing wounded heroes’
little cuts, consoling warriors after the defeat.
And the duty would carry on in the evening: smile when they had
their feet squashed while dancing and eventually tuck their gods in
bed after watching them vomit in the glove compartment of the car.
Idols can sometimes be disappointing but never dethroned!
Then came May 1968. The wind of Revolution blew over the
Festival. In 1969, the girls won the right to participate. Extract from
the Rouen 1969 Easter programme: “Further to the request of our
good friends from the F.C.R., we have accepted, on the occasion of
the Festival, to grant the teams of the so-called ‘The weaker’ sex
the possibility of taking part, in parallel, to our Tournament. East
Grinstead, Hamburg, Dieppe and Le Havre Ladies teams have been
invited to join the Festival.”
We all know what happened next. The girls made the most of it in
all areas…including the third half time. They turned from mere
companions and onlookers to the status of fully qualified members.
Some got married to other players. Babies were born. Honestly,
would the Festival be the same without the presence of the Ladies
teams who widely participated in perpetuating the traditions?
So…THANK YOU TO ALL OF YOU. And as the famous song says “This is
a man’s world, but it would be nothing, nothing without a WOMAN
or a GIRL”
From an anonymous resident in an old people’s home

Eh oui! Il fut un temps, bien long mais pas si lointain où les filles
n’avaient pas le droit de jouer au Hockey à Pâques pour le Tournoi
quelque soit le pays d’accueil. De bien plus nobles tâches leur étant
réservées! Servir le thé, couper les citrons à la mi-temps, soigner
les petits bobos des héros blessés, consoler les guerriers après la
défaite.
Et le service continuait le soir: sourire pendant qu’ils leur
écrasaient les pieds en dansant et pour finir, les border avec amour
après les avoir vus vomir dans la boîte à gants de la voiture. Parfois
déçu, mais jamais déchu, lui, l’homme!
Et puis, mai 1968 est passé par là. Le vent de la révolution a fini par
atteindre le Tournoi. En 1969, les filles obtinrent enfin et de haute
lutte le droit de jouer. Extrait d’une page du programme de Pâques
1969 à Rouen intitulée Tournoi Féminin: «A la demande de nos bons
amis du F.C.R, nous avons accepté, à l’occasion de notre Tournoi,
d’accorder aux équipes du sexe dit ‘faible’, de participer en
parallèle à notre manifestation. Sont invitées East Grinstead,
Hambourg, Dieppe, Le Havre ».
La suite, nous la connaissons tous: elles en ont bien profité sur tous
les terrains et… pendant la troisième mi-temps. Elles sont passées
du rôle de simples accompagnatrices et spectatrices au statut de
participantes à part entière. Des couples se sont formés. Des bébés
sont nés. Franchement, le tournoi ne serait pas ce qu’il est
aujourd’hui sans la présence des joueuses qui ont largement
participé à la pérennisation de l’évènement.
Alors … MERCI A TOUTES. Et comme dit la célèbre chanson: « This is
a man’s world but it would be nothing, nothing without a WOMAN or
a GIRL ».
Une joueuse anonyme en EPADH

Anonyme
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Collection de scènes de Jean Danet… East Grinstead à Pâques 1964
1

2

5

Bernard Taurin
1

Patrice Bras (between 2 ladies),Eric
Leprince, Jacques Codet, Robert Watson
2

An East Grinstead Festival XI at Saint Hill…(from L to R)
Behind: Tony Blunt, John Bartlett, George Pitcher, Mark Heasman, Dick Fairbarn
In Front: Mike Eaton, Dennis Leman, Roger Lintott, Mike Dickson, John Cantrell,
Stephen White
5

3

4

6

7

8

9

Nicole Paloumé, in the clubhouse at EG
3

4

Francis Cordier, Michel Cande on the
Newhaven-Dieppe Ferry

Catherine Cande in cold, foggy and
damp conditions at EG

Yves Bicheray Patrice Bras, Philippe Robinson,
Christine Paloumé, Lyse Houet, Nicole Windsor and
Alain Gellusseau at Dieppe Port Railway Station
7

Bernadette Danet, Micheline Bicheray,
Nicole Paloumé having a warming cup of
tea in the clubhouse at EG
8

Claude Morice and Bernard Taurin in the
EGHC changing room

6

9
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Collection de scènes de Jean Danet… East Grinstead à Pâques 1964
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

Walking behind Philippe Robinson, his
brother Joël Robinson, Francis Cordier
(glasses)

5

9

3

Jean François Lagarde. Philippe
Robinson (smoking) and P. Potel.
6

Michel Cande, Alain Gogny

Robert Watson (pouring), Mike Dickson,
Bernadette Danet on the right (blond
lady facing Robert)

10

Charles Veber
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2

Claude Morice, Madame Robinson,
Bernadette Danet, Madame Gogny,
Catherine Cande, Yves Bicheray

4

Michel Cande, Philippe Robinson, Alain
Gogny, Mme Robinson
7

Bernadette Danet, Jacques Codet,
Patrice Hazard, all facing Mike Dickson
and Robert Watson

11

Philippe Feeny
8

Bernard Taurin, Jean-Claude Windsor,
Jacques Paloumé Jr.,Jacques Paloumé
Sr. (back), Jean-François Lagarde

12

Joël Robinson, Michel Cande, unknown,
Philippe Feeny

Jean Danet

Logos Tenues Tournoi Jacques Paloumé...collection François Bras

La thésaurisation compulsive peut-elle être guérie?
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East Grinstead Hockey Club Ladies Festival Team in EG…Easter 2000

Daz Brown, Lucy Grange, Caroline Longstreet, Ann Needle, Amanda Hibbett, Charlotte Gregory, Claire Piggott
Ali Creelman, Nicky Tracy, Fran Francis, Linda Parkin, Erica Rogers, Ellie Farrow
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Collection de scènes de Jean Danet…On The Ferry From Dieppe to Newhaven
1

6

7

2

3

4

5

8

9

1. Yves Bicheray, André Godin, Jacques-Michel Herbez (behind André), Nicole Godin, Denis Robinson, Anne-Marie Robinson. 2. André Godin
(sunglasses), Annie Hazard (scarf), Patrice Hazard (cap), Pierrot Delvaux (front). 3. (Left) Denis Robinson, Anne-Marie Robinson (sitting on the
floor left), Philippe Robinson, Michel et Catherine Cande. 4. Anne-Marie Robinson, Denis Robinson, Charlie Lanel, Philippe Robinson. 5.
Pierrot Delvaux, Yves Bicheray, Jacques-Michel Herbez, André Godin, Nicole Godin, Denis Robinson. 6. Denis Robinson, Anne-Marie
Robinson, Charlie Lanel. 7. Denis Robinson. 8. Michel Cande et Jean-Paul Hépineuse. 9. Ancienne arrivée du Ferry Dieppe Newhaven en plein
centre de Dieppe.
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Collection de scènes de Jean Danet…West Street and Radio Centre… Pâques 1959
10

11

12

14

15

13

16

The Radio Centre
10

11

A suave Hans Borkmann waits with his
camera outside the Radio Centre Cinema.
The Inn of the Sixth Happiness (Released
1958) is featured
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Arthur Ormsby waits outside the
Radio Centre Cinema

14
Catherine Cande (sunglasses), André Godin, Philippe
Robinson, Jacques-Michel Herbez, Peter Jägersberg,
Hans Borkmann
16

Didier Phalippou and Geoff Place
at West Street

13

12

André et Nicole Godin, Philippe Robinson,
Patrice et Annie Hazard, Jean-Paul Hépineuse

Patrice Hazard…West Street
Ground

15

(Foreground): Annie Hazard, Anne-Marie Robinson, Michel Cande,
(Background): Denis Robinson…at the West Street Ground

Collection de scènes de Jean Danet…EGHC Pâques 1967

Bernadette Danet

Alain Gogny and Hans Borkmann

Roger Dakin (GK), John Willson (Bobble hat) and Jean Danet

Didier Phalippou, Alain Gogny et Philippe
Feeny

Didier Phalippou and Dennis Leman
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Décision tardive de Raymond Bras de participer au Festival…EG, Pâques 1979

Dennis Leman with Raymond Bras

Joy Leman, Alan Berry, Roy Wedlake, Tommy Farr, Owen Hill, Morland Clinton, Raymond Bras, Michael Ross
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April 1979, my mother Bernadette decided to go to Marbella for a dietetic cure as many women today. So she left for a week, abandoning her husband with my brother
Jean-Philippe and my two sisters, Dominique and Pascale…We were going to East Grinstead for the Easter tournament and tried to persuade our father, Raymond, to
come with us, but he was reluctant. A day or two before leaving, we said to him, “You should come with us, you even don’t know how to cook an egg and you will be on
your own for the whole week-end”. I believe this was the right reason disclosed at the right time, and there was Raymond, at the very last minute, 54 years old, packing
his suitcase for the week-end and on the way to Newhaven by ferry.
François Bras

L'équipe de Rouen sur le terrain de West Street, EG…1950s

Photo de Jean Danet
Debout (de gauche à droite): L'arbitre (inconnu), Bernard Taurin, Jacques Paloumé, Michel Cande, Jacques-Michel Herbez, Pierre Lozes, Yves Boussougant, Jean Danet
Accroupis: Charlie Lanel, Raymond Bras, Francis Human, Jean-Paul Hépineuze
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Early EGHC and DHCR Team Photos…in EG and Rouen

1954… Rouen
1973… Saint Hill

Debout: Claude Morice, Yves Boussougant(?), Pierre Belliard, Jacques Paloumé Bernard
Taurin, Charlie Lanel. Accroupis: Jean Danet, Claude Dekhéror, Arthur Ormsby, Henry
Prévost, Raymond Bras, Jacques Charriot

12

EGHC: John Bartlett, Andrew Lloyd, Tim Elliott
DHCR: Hugues Alexandre, Patrick Potel, Didier Phalippou, Jean-Claude Windsor, Jean-Luc
Pellerin, Gilles Lemarchand (with glasses)

1959… West Street
Debout: Richard Jellard, Alex Leggat, Charlie Lanel, Mark Heasman, Dennis Leman, Mike
Dickson, Yves Boussougant, Michel Cande, John Bartlett, Philippe Robinson, Dick Fairbarns,
12 Unknown, Denis Robinson, Patrice Hazard, John Smith, André Godin. Accroupis: Tim
Brooking, Tony Blunt, Pierrot Delvaux, Yves Bicheray.
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“If you remember anything, you weren't really there…”

«Mademoiselle from Armentières»…their source of energy

A few Festival Quotes
and Anecdotes…
Mary Lecocq surrounded by Dennis Leman, John Malkin, Alfred
Nathan and Jean-Luc Darfeuille in the background

Que penses-tu de cette
ligne blanche Charlie?

Philippe, pour moi, les lignes sont beaucoup trop épaisses, t'es
d'accord Alfred?

Jean Danet seeking Charlie Lanel’s opinion?

Pierre Belliard (raincoat) Alfred Nathan, Philippe Feeny,
behind is Armand Doublet

Suite à la découverte de
Jean Danet que les roues
rondes sont très efficaces,
il dévoile fièrement sa
nouvelle machine pour le
marquage des lignes.

Joy…
please check the
engine
Merci du
cadeau, John.
Mais, je le
mets où
exactement?

John Howeson et Jean Danet

Jim… shut
up, it’s still
there

Joy Leman, Jim Beale, Tom Buckley, Dennis’ Jag

Tom, the sooner we
get the ladies to join the JPF,
the better

Tom Buckley, Mike Dickson and two lady hockey players
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On the Terrace in Flottbek…Ostern 1962

Philippe Lagarde, Hans Borkmann, Jean-Luc Darfeuille, Bernadette Danet
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The 24th September 1960…Opening Day…EGHC’s New Ground at Saint Hill

1

6

3
2
4

8

7
5

Photo from The Buckley Family

EGHC’s 1st XI played against Vans Agnew’s XI, and the children of the Saint Hill founding families were gathered.
1. David Buckley, 2. Clare Bartlett, 3. Susie Bartlett, 4. & 5. Susan and Sarah Fairbarn, 6. Jane Buckley, 7. Either Bill Bartlett or William Buckley,
8. ‘Tilly’ - The Bartlett’s Welsh Corgi
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EGHC visits Flottbek for the first time…Whitsun 1959…Pitch 1, Otto-Ernst-Strasse
6
1

2

3

4

8

5

15

11

9

7

Recent photo of the Flottbek pitch…
the same house in the background

14

10

17
16

12

13

18
19

20

21

1.Flottbek, 2.Flottbek, 3.John Bartlett, 4.Tom Buckley, 5.Dennis Leman, 6.Mike Best, 7.Tim Brooking, 8.Flottbek, 9.Alex Leggat, 10.Flottbek,
11.Flottbek, 12.Flottbek, 13.Flottbek, 14.Mike Dickson, 15.Charles Veber, 16.Flottbek, 17.Tony Blunt, 18.Robert Newall, 19.Flottbek,
20.Flottbek, 21.John Smith. The Flottbek team comprised, W. Neuendorf, H. Vorbek,
H. Kuhn, P. Wulff, J. Pfafferott, H. v.Heyden, J. Hasse, H. Nedelmann, E. Rollin, G. Krage and C. Warnholz.
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Scenes from Rouen… Pâques 1960

Michel Houet is wearing the top hat. The opponents are from Le Havre

Roland Lefrançois with a cap on

Raymond Bras, Michel Cande and Bernard Taurin ready to exchange pennants with
the Belgian team. ADMIRE the beautiful grass on the DHCR pitch!
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Photo de Jacques-Michel Herbez…West Street, East Grinstead, Pâques 1959

4

1

6
5
2
3

7

1. Philippe Robinson, 2. Patrice Hazard, 3. Annie Hazard, 4. Charlie Lanel, 5. Yves Boussougant, 6. Jean-Paul Hépineuse, 7. Catherine Cande
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Club ties are mostly just about ancient history

2nd Gen Flottbek

JPF 70th

P. Coote, 3rd Gen EG

Richard Payne, tie?

Tom B. Short Flottbek!

Hans, Flottbek 1962

Dennis, Flottbek 1962

Hugh B. Long Flottbek

Club Ties
3rd Gen EG

EG, Flottbek & JPF

Flottbek 1962

Tom B. Flottbek 1962

Flottbek 1962

Crooked Flottbek

1962 Mixed Bag

Jim Beale, Original EG

Flottbek Centenary

Jim B. Short Flottbek!

AW Lloyd, 2nd Gen EG

Original EG

Flottbek 1962

Elegant J Howeson

2nd Gen Flottbek

Short Original EG
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«L’Affaire du Japanese Speech»…Discours de Renaud Cande à Pâques…EG 1982
Je profite opportunément de ce lundi de
Pâques pour revenir vers toi à propos du
fameux discours en Japonais que nous
avons évoqué dernièrement.
J'ai bien eu Renaud au téléphone (il va
fort bien) il y a deux ou trois semaines
mais j'avoue avoir quelque peu
procrastiné depuis notre entretien.
Je lui laisse la parole pour retracer la
genèse de ce que l'on pourrait appeler
pour les initiés « L’Affaire du Japanese
Speech ».
« Cette année-là aucun des dirigeants du
club n'avaient fait le déplacement et il
fallait bien trouver quelqu'un pour
prononcer le traditionnel speech lors du
dîner de clôture du tournoi. Ce n'est que
dans l'après-midi même que je fus désigné
pour en être l'auteur suite à un rapide
conciliabule entre deux matches
réunissant les joueurs de notre équipe.

tantôt martiale tantôt très affable
accompagnée du légendaire sourire crispé, je
ponctuais mes yamamoto ou autre kivala de
références bien connues pour notre auditoire
telles que Grossflottbeker, James Leman,
Hans Borkmann, East Grinstead, David
Lloyd... histoire d'entretenir l'illusion d'un
contenu.
Tout à mon affaire, je fus aussitôt soulagé de
constater que cet original détournement du
discours conventionnel provoqua une grande
hilarité parmi l'assemblée. Je continuai ainsi
pendant quelques minutes (les plus courtes
étant toujours les meilleures) et terminai ma
pitrerie à la sauce japonaise dans une
immense cacophonie de rires et sous des
applaudissements nourris. »
Voilà, chère Christine, retranscrit le plus
fidèlement possible le récit de Renaud à
propos de cet événement resté inoubliable,
je crois, pour tous ceux qui eurent le
bonheur d'y assister.

Je n'avais rien préparé et, arrivé à la
5 Avril 2021
soirée, je n'avais toujours pas la moindre
Xavier ('Zouzou') Michaud-Larivière
Renaud Cande en pleine réflection...
idée de ce que j'allais dire. La seule chose
présente à mon esprit était d'éviter de me
livrer à la sempiternelle litanie de
remerciements en tout genre, sans oublier l'incontournable sujet évoqué par
chaque intervenant à savoir le temps qu'il avait fait. Fort heureusement, juste
avant de devoir entrer en lice, l'inspiration me vint grâce à une joueuse
étrangère lors de sa prise de parole. Pour débuter son propos elle fit part de la
François Bras rappelle ainsi l’introduction de Renaud:
difficulté et du stress qu'elle ressentait à devoir s'exprimer le plus correctement
««Chers amis, assis dans le vestiaire après le dernier match de cet après-midi,
possible dans une autre langue que la sienne. Partageant totalement son point
j'ai revu mon discours pour la nième fois; Je pensais l'avoir mis ce soir dans la
de vue, l'idée me vint alors d'effectuer mon discours dans une langue que
poche de ma veste, mais je me rends compte maintenant que je l'ai laissé
probablement personne dans l'assemblée ne comprendrait; ainsi plus de
dans le vestiaire. Par conséquent, je dois improviser, et la meilleure langue
problème ni de linguistique ni de texte.
pour improviser est… le Japonais. »
J'aurais pu choisir le zoulou du Botswana ou autre dialecte exotique mais pour
Et Renaud a conclu:
je ne sais quelle raison mon choix se porta rapidement sur le japonais.
« Pour ceux qui sont intéressés, la traduction est dans les toilettes ! »
Me voilà donc parti - suite à une courte introduction en anglais afin d'expliquer
fallacieusement qu'il convenait de ne pas oublier nos amis du soleil levant - à
débiter sur un rythme très rapide et saccadé un galimatias de termes et
d'onomatopées à consonnance plus ou moins nippone. Adoptant une posture
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“The Case of the Japanese Speech”…After Dinner, Renaud Cande, Easter…EG 1982
overcome any linguistic or text content obstacles! I could have
chosen Botswana Zulu or any other exotic dialect but I confess I
still don’t know why I opted for Japanese.
So, here I was - further to a short and fallacious introduction in
English reminding the audience that we shouldn’t forget about our
Rising Sun friends - delivering faster and faster a jerky gibberish of
terms and onomatopoeias sounding more or less Japanese.
Adopting a sometimes martial sometimes gracious attitude,
enhanced by the legendary forced grin, I punctuated the
‘yamamotos’ and ‘kivalas’ with well known references such as
’Grossflottbeker’, ‘James Leman’, ‘Hans Borkmann’, ‘David
Lloyd’… in order that the audience should have the illusion I was
telling a real story.
Bustling around the place doing my best, I was instantly relieved
to realise that the original denaturing of a conventional speech
caused general hilarity among the audience. I went on for a few
minutes (brevity is the soul of wit!) and, my clowning
performance, dipped in Japanese sauce, ended among roars of
laughters and sustained clapping.”

Renaud Cande, never less than 100% commitment
Easter Monday seems to be the perfect time to let you know about Renaud’s
famous speech in Japanese. I called him, he’s fine, by the way, two or three weeks
ago but I confess I have procrastinated a little since our conversation.

This, my dear, is a faithful retranscription of Renaud’s story about
the event that has remained unforgettable and will remain so
forever for those who had the chance to be present in East
Grinstead on that Easter Monday.
5th April 2021

Here is what he told me about the genesis of what the ‘initiates’ would call “The
case of the Japanese Speech”.
“That year, no Presidents, no officials from Rouen Hockey Club were present in
East Grinstead. We had to find someone willing to deliver the speech at the Final
Dinner. On Monday afternoon, after a quick consultation in between two games,
the players of our team, though I was not a candidate, appointed me as a
volunteer.
I had not prepared anything and during the Final Dinner I still didn’t have a clue
about what I was going to say. I knew but one thing. I definitely wanted to avoid
engaging in the sempiternal litany of thanks and I refused to mention the
unavoidable topic of the weather as usually raised by each speaker. Luckily, just
before entering the fray, I was inspired by the speech of a foreign player. She
started by insisting on the challenge and stress she had to face when having to
speak most accurately in a language that was not her mother tongue. Completely
and utterly sharing her point of view, I then had the idea to deliver the speech in a
language that probably no one would understand. I would, therefore, be able to

Xavier ('Zouzou') Michaud-Larivière
Translation…Christine Paloumé

François Bras recalls Renaud’s introduction thus:

« Dear friends, as I sat in the changing
afternoon, I revised my speech for the nth
jacket pocket, but realise now that I’d
Therefore, I must improvise, and the best
is …Japanese. »

room after the last game this
time; I thought I’d put it in my
left it in the changing room.
language in which to improvise

And Renaud concluded:

« For those who are interested, the translation is in the toilet! »
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Tournoi Jacques Paloumé… pour François Bras, une Expérience Éternelle
Quand bien même mon père participa aux tout
premiers tournois dans les années 50, n’étant pas
né à l’époque, mes premiers souvenirs de tournoi
remontent à l’édition de Rouen en 1969 (j’avais
donc 10 ans), mes parents recevant à la maison un
joueur de Flottbeck du nom de Ecart Rollin, qui
séduisit toute la famille tant par son élégance
naturelle que sa pratique d’un français raffiné.
Dans la pure tradition du tournoi, il apporta en
guise de petit cadeau de remerciements à ses
hôtes, un tire-bouchon à air comprimé, le premier
que nous ayons pu voir en France, prouvant encore
une fois la supériorité de l’industrie allemande sur
la nôtre. Heureusement en France, il nous reste le
vin (et à quoi peut bien servir un tire-bouchon
sans vin, on se le demande…)
C’est en 1972 au tournoi de Rouen que je compris
que durant ce tournoi, il ne s’agissait pas que de
hockey…
Cette fois-ci, c’est une anglaise que mes parents
recevaient à la maison dans le cadre de ce
tournoi. Une belle grande plante, maquillée
comme seules les anglaises en ont le secret.
J’étais encore bien trop jeune à l’époque pour
m’intéresser à ce genre de choses, malgré l’ample
décolleté des robes de soirée que notre anglaise
arborait, mais mon frère, de 8 ans mon aîné, avait
atteint la majorité de l’époque, et pouvait donc
légitimement s’attarder sur le sujet. Du reste,
jamais je ne l’avais vu dans un tel état de
fébrilité, jusqu’à se prendre pour Guillaume le
Conquérant.
L’histoire ne dira jamais ce qu’il
advint de cette affaire au fond de
l’impasse du 111 rue verte car une
règle d’or du tournoi est « what
goes on tour stays on tour » (in
English in the text).
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1974 fut ma première expérience
de tournoi à l’étranger à l’âge de
15 ans à Flottbeck où nous nous
étions rendus…en bus de nuit : 16
heures de voyage! Cela laissait le
temps d’observer le paysage mais
donna aussi l’occasion à l’un de

nos camarades de poser la plus fameuse question
au bout de 300 km d’autoroute allemande: « c’est
incroyable cette ville Ausgang, elle doit être très
grande, elle est indiquée partout… » n’ayant pas
réalisé le sens du mot Ausgang…
Ma mère qui me trouvait encore un peu tendre,
avait donné des instructions très strictes à mes
sœurs ainées (Dominique et Pascale, enfin surtout
Dominique car Pascale en tournoi ne dispose pas
toujours de toute sa lucidité à compter du premier
soir) pour que je ne joue pas mais accompagne
seulement une équipe qui ne comptait que 8
joueurs cette année-là, ayant perdu la veille Alain
Windsor dont le père Georges, figure du hockey
rouennais, était décédé 24h auparavant. Est-il
utile de préciser que ces instructions maternelles
volèrent en éclat dès le premier jour?
Au milieu des années 70, il était coutume pour les
enfants de bonne famille d’envoyer leurs rejetons
de l’autre côté de la Manche en été pour
apprendre la langue de Shakespeare.
Après une première expérience insignifiante en
1973 au travers d’une organisation internationale
AIJ (Association Internationale des Jeunes) où nous
nous retrouvions dans une famille au hasard, avec
pour seul espoir que notre correspondant ait une
sœur, mes parents se tournèrent naturellement
vers nos relations d’East Grinstead pour me faire
progresser en anglais. C’est ainsi que grâce au
tournoi Jacques Paloumé, je pus passer deux étés
formidables à Dormans Park avec la famille Leman
(signes précurseurs de la fondation Wolf). Avec en
prime des sorties en
voiture avec Dennis qui
ne se privait pas de nous
montrer toutes les
facultés d’accélération
de sa Jaguar E-Type.
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Le principe de ces
séjours étant basé sur la
réciprocité, après trois
semaines à Dormans
Park, je repartais en
France par le fameux
ferry-boat avec mon

« correspondant » en l’occurrence Mike Leman qui
était supposé apprendre la langue de Molière. Je
me suis toujours interrogé sur les raisons qui
poussaient Dennis & Joy à faire apprendre le
français à Mike, car à quoi cela pouvait-il être
utile à un garçon qui se prédestinait à une grande
carrière de journaliste sportif dans une île coupée

Summer…1978

Hans Borkmann, Mike Leman, Ellen Thormann and Thomas
Friedlaender spent several summers with the Bras family at
their villa in Cavalaire…South of France

du reste du monde occidental en dehors de
l’invasion annuelle des cohortes de hockeyeurs
d’East Grinstead en Normandie et Hambourg?
Du reste, les progrès inexistants de Mike en
français vinrent confirmer ce constat. En

Tournoi Jacques Paloumé… pour François Bras, une Expérience Éternelle
revanche, ses progrès avec ma sœur furent bien
plus probants au cours des trois étés passés à
Cavalaire (notre lieu de villégiature sur la Côte
d’Azur).
La quintessence de cet esprit tournoi de Pâques
Jacques Paloumé émergea au cours de ces étés sur
la Côte d’Azur où nos parents nous offrirent le
privilège de la porte éternellement ouverte à nos
amis de Hambourg et East Grinstead avec Hans,
Ellen, Thomas, Mike et quelques autres. Parties de
pétanques enflammées, discussions éternelles sur
l’Europe menées par ma mère dont l’anglais était
à peu près du même niveau que le français de
Mike. Mais on se comprenait et cela finissait
toujours par une dernière tournée de rosé de
Provence, venant renforcer s’il en était besoin,
l’amitié indéfectible née du tournoi.
En 1975, le tournoi se déroulant à Rouen, mon
père Raymond, alors âgé de 50 ans, jouait encore
régulièrement en équipe vétéran, et lors de son
premier match le samedi après-midi, il marqua un
but magnifique sur une reprise de volée après un
contrôle orienté. Son bonheur fut tel qu’il en
oublia son âge, et lors de l’offensive suivante,
s’envolant sur l’aile droite (le long de la fameuse
haie de troen où on perdait tant de balles),
probablement sur une ouverture de son vieux
complice Pierre Lozes il fut stoppé net en pleine
course par un lumbago qui mit un terme définitif à
sa carrière de hockey (et marqua ses débuts de
carrière golfique).

•

Un gazon anglais moelleux à souhait qui avait
des allures de fairway du mois de juin, où il
faisait bon de tomber de tout son corps, et qui
e x p li q u a i t p ou rq u oi n os a m i s a n gla i s
détestaient tant « the f…..g clay pitch in
Rouen ».

•

Une balle de hockey composé de cuir plastifié
introuvable en France, et aussi douce et
charnelle au toucher que pouvaient l’être les
premières balles de golf en balata de
l’époque. Tels des enfants qui se précipitaient
dans la mer pour se baigner lors de leurs
vacances annuelles d’été, la toute première
chose que nous faisions en arrivant au club
avant même de saluer nos hôtes ou repérer
nos futures conquêtes nocturnes des soirées à
venir, était de sortir la crosse, dénicher une de
ces fameuses balles anglaises et commencer
un match à deux, trois, six, peu importe le
nombre pourvu qu’on puisse retrouver ces
sensations uniques.

•

Les fameux « home made cakes » servis à
l’heure du thé qui nous ravissaient les papilles
et surtout les bouts de tomate dans les
sandwichs (spécialité locale – la tomate dans
le sandwich à EG est l’équivalent de la
saucisse à Francfort ou le cassoulet à
Castelnaudary). En revanche, je ne me
souviens pas que nous ayons été victimes des
« Bangers & Mash » délicieusement décrites
par David about lunch in the 60’s.

C’était l’heure de reprendre le flambeau.

à Flottbeck:

A partir de 1976, le tournoi devint donc pour moi
« THE WEEK-END OF THE YEAR” et cela dura
presque 20 ans jusqu’au jour de mon départ outreatlantique.

•

S’enivrer de lemon schnaps au point de croire
au bout de deux jours qu’il pouvait également
servir de dentifrice le matin

•

Ro u l e r à 2 0 0 k m / h s u r l ’ a u t o r o u t e
(l’Allemagne étant un des rares pays, si ce
n’est le seul à l’époque, à ne pas avoir de
limitation de vitesse sur autoroute)

Chaque saison de hockey se conjuguait donc au
rythme du sommet annuel que représentait le
tournoi, et nous devions patienter 3 ans pour
goûter à nouveau aux délices du tournoi et
notamment.
à East Grinstead:

•

Et surtout apprécier la seule touche culturelle
du tournoi de Pâques parmi les trois villes
réunies (il en faut un peu tout de même) en
effectuant la visite initiatique de Repperbahn
Strasse qui nous en apprenait autant sur les

mœurs de nos amis allemands que les poèmes
de Berthold Brecht pour ceux qui ont fait
allemand à l’école (les bons élèves en d’autres
termes, puisque c’était comme çà à l’époque :
les bons faisaient allemand et les moins bons
faisaient espagnol, les mauvais ayant déjà
quitté l’école…)
Et enfin tous les 3 ans, nous avions l’immense
plaisir de recevoir nos amis anglais et allemands à
Rouen, occasionnant les semaines précédentes
d’inoubliables soirées consacrées à l’organisation
du tournoi, et je dis bien « Le Tournoi » de par son
caractère unique et incomparable ! On dit « Le
Tournoi » comme les Anglais disent « The Open »
pour ce qui est considéré comme le plus grand
tournoi de golf au monde le British Open.
L’une des spécificités de ce tournoi est
l’hospitalité offerte par les membres du club
recevant aux visiteurs, et c’est ce qui le rend si
unique (avec aussi le dîner de clôture en tenue de
soirée). De nombreuses amitiés sont nées de ces
« dîners chez les hôtes ».
Ainsi, ayant quitté le monde du hockey en 1993 du
fait d’une émigration dans la lointaine Amérique,
j’effectuai 11 ans plus tard mon premier voyage à
Hong Kong en 2004 pour des motifs professionnels,
et devinez qui m’accueillit à ‘aéroport? David
Lloyd!
Et enfin, c’est aussi lors du « tournoi » que je
rencontrai celle qui allait devenir la femme de ma
vie, Florence, avec qui nous eûmes deux
hockeyeuses, Marine & Manon, toujours prêtes à
préparer leur sac de hockey dès qu’on leur parle
du « tournoi ». Signe que nous n’avons pas
complètement manqué leur éducation…
As I said, an everlasting experience!
Longue vie à JPT!
François Bras
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Tournoi Jacques Paloumé…for François Bras, an Everlasting Experience
Even though my father participated in the very
first tournaments in the 1950s, (I was not born at
the time), my first memories of the tournament go
back to the Rouen edition in 1969 (I was therefore
10 years old); my parents hosted a Flottbeck
player by the name of Ecart Rollin, who seduced
the whole family both with his natural elegance
and his practice of refined French. In the pure
tradition of the tournament, he brought as a small
gift of thanks to his hosts, a corkscrew with
compressed air, the first that we could see in
France, proving once again the superiority of the
German industry over ours. Fortunately in France,
we still have the wine (and what good use a
corkscrew without wine, one wonders...)
It was in 1972 at the Rouen tournament that I
realised that during this tournament, it was not
just about hockey...
That time, it was an English girl that my parents
hosted at home for the tournament. A beautiful
and large specimen, made up as only the English
have the secret.
I was still far too young at the time to be
interested in this sort of thing, despite the ample
neckline of the evening dresses our Englishwoman
wore, but my brother, 8 years older than me, had
reached the age of majority. At that age, he could
therefore legitimately dwell on the subject.
Moreover, I had never seen him in such a state of
excitement, until he took himself for William the
Conqueror.
History will never tell what
happened in this case at the
bottom of the dead end of 111
rue verte, because a golden rule
of the tournament is "what goes
on tour stays on tour”.
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1974 was my first experience of
a tournament abroad at the age
of 15 in Flottbeck where we had
traveled… by night bus: 16 hours
of travel! This left time to
observe the landscape but also
gave the opportunity to one of
our comrades to ask the most

famous question at the end of 300 km of German
motorway: “it is incredible this city Ausgang, it
must be very big, it is indicated everywhere…”not
having realised the meaning of the word
Ausgang….
My mother, who still found me a little tender, had
given very strict instructions to my older sisters
(Dominique and Pascale, well especially
Dominique because Pascale in tournament does
not always have all her lucidity from the first
evening) so that I should not play but only
accompany a team which had only 8 players that
year, having lost the day before Alain Windsor
whose father Georges, a hockey figure from
Rouen, had died 24 hours previously. Is it useful to
specify that these maternal instructions were
shattered and disobeyed, from the first day!

supposed to learn the language of Molière. I have
always wondered about the reasons which pushed
Dennis and Joy to make Mike learn French;
because what possible use could it be for a boy
who was predestined for a great career as a sports
journalist in an island cut off from the rest of the
western world… that is, apart from the annual
invasion of East Grinstead hockey cohorts in
Normandy and Hamburg?
Moreover, Mike's nonexistent progress in French
confirmed this observation. On the other hand, his
progress with my sister was much more convincing
during the three summers spent in Cavalaire (a
resort on the French Riviera).
Summer…1978

In the mid-1970s, it was customary for children of
good families to send their offspring across the
Channel in the summer to learn Shakespeare's
language.
After a first insignificant experience in 1973
through an international organisation AIY
(International Association of Youth) where we
found ourselves in a random family, with the only
hope that our correspondent would have a sister,
my parents naturally turned to our friends in East
Grinstead to help me improve my English. This is
how, thanks to the Jacques Paloumé tournament, I
was able to spend two wonderful summers at
Dormans Park with the Leman family (precursors
of the Wolf Foundation). With the added bonus of
outings in the car with
Dennis who did not
hesitate to show us all the
acceleration capacities of
his Jaguar E-Type.
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The principle of these stays
being based on reciprocity,
after three weeks at
Dormans Park, I left for
France by the famous
ferry-boat with my
"correspondent" in this
case Mike Leman who was

Hans Borkmann, Mike Leman, Ellen Thormann and Thomas
Friedlaender spent several summers with the Bras family at
their villa in Cavalaire…South of France

The quintessence of this Jacques Paloumé Easter
tournament spirit emerged during these summers
on the French Riviera where our parents offered

Tournoi Jacques Paloumé…for François Bras, an Everlasting Experience
us the privilege of the eternally open door to our
friends from Hamburg and East Grinstead with
Hans, Ellen, Thomas, Mike and a few others. Fiery
pétanque games, endless discussions about Europe
led by my mother, whose English was about the
same as Mike's French. But we understood each
other and it always ended with a last round of rosé
de Provence, reinforcing, if needed, the
unwavering friendship born of the tournament.
In 1975, the tournament being held in Rouen, my
father Raymond, then aged 50, still played
regularly in a veteran team, and in his first match
on Saturday afternoon, he scored a magnificent
goal on a volley from an acute angle. His
happiness was such that he forgot his age, and
during the next offensive, flying on the right wing
(along the famous hedge where we lost so many
balls), probably on an opening of his old
accomplice Pierre Lozes he was stopped dead in
the middle of the race by a lumbago which put a
definitive end to his hockey career (and
marked his beginnings of golfing career).

could be. Like kids rushing into the sea for a
swim on their annual summer vacation, the
very first thing we did upon arriving at the
club before we even greet our hosts or spot
our future nighttime conquests on the
evenings to come, was to take out the stick,
find one of those famous English balls and
start a match with two, three, six, whatever
the number as long as we could sample these
unique sensations.
•

The famous "home made cakes" served at tea
time which delighted our taste buds and
especially the tomato bits in the sandwiches
(local specialty : the tomato in the EG
sandwich is the equivalent of the sausage in
Frankfurt or cassoulet in Castelnaudary). On
the other hand, I don't remember that we
were victims of the "Bangers & Mash"
deliciously described by David about lunch in
the 60’s.

It was time to take up the torch.
From 1976, the tournament therefore
became for me "THE WEEK-END OF THE
YEAR" and it lasted almost 20 years until
the day I left to cross the Atlantic.
Each hockey season was therefore
combined with the rhythm of the annual
summit represented by the tournament,
and we had to wait 3 years to taste again the
delights of the tournament and in particular:

In Flottbeck:
•

Get drunk on lemon schnapps to the point of
believing after two days that it could also be
used as toothpaste in the morning.

•

Drive at 200 km / h on the motorway
(Germany being one of the few countries, if
not the only one at the time, not to have a
speed limit on the motorway).

•

And above all to appreciate the only cultural
touch of the Easter tournament among the
three cities combined (it takes a little bit all

In East Grinstead:
•

A perfectly soft English lawn that looked like a
fairway from the month of June, where it was
good to fall with your whole body, and which
explained why our English friends hated so
much "the f……g clay pitch in Rouen”.

•

A hockey ball made of plasticised leather not
found in France, and as soft and carnal to the
touch as the first balata golf balls of the time

the same) by making the initiatory visit of
Reeperbahn Strasse which taught us as much
about the customs of our German friends as
the poems by Berthold Brecht for those who
did German at school (good students in other
words, since it was like that at the time: the
good guys were doing German and the less
good were doing Spanish, the bad having
already left school …).
And finally every 3 years, we had the immense
pleasure of receiving our English and German
friends in Rouen, causing the previous weeks of
unforgettable evenings devoted to the
organisation of the tournament, and I do say "The
Tournament" by its unique and incomparable
character! We say "The Tournament" as the English
say "The Open" for what is considered the biggest
golf tournament in the world, the British Open.
One of the specifics of this tournament is the
hospitality offered by the members of the
hosting club to the visitors, and that is
what makes it so unique (with the closing
dinner in the evening as well). Many
friendships were born from these “dinners
at the hosts”.
So, having left the hockey world in 1993
due to an emigration to distant America, I
made 11 years later my first trip to Hong
Kong in 2004 for professional reasons, and
guess who welcomed me at the airport?
David Lloyd!
Last but not least, it was also during the
"tournament" that I met the one who was to
become the woman of my life, Florence, with
whom we had two hockey players, Marine &
Manon, always ready to prepare their hockey bag
as soon as we spoke about the “tournament”. A
sign that we have not completely missed their
education… As I said, an everlasting experience!
Long live the JPT!
François Bras
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The Families… whose Hands, Spirits, and Pockets Built Saint Hill
After WW2 and until EGHC moved to Saint Hill, the club
had access to two hockey pitches. One at the Cricket Club
on West Street and another, at King George’s, which was
owned and operated by EG’s Local Council.

1

3

Both pitches lacked drainage, which resulted in the
cancellation of countless ‘home’ matches (6 cancelled
during February 1958). King George’s heavily sloped pitch
was an embarrassment, especially for games against
quality opposition.
EGHC visited Rouen in 1951, 1954, 1956 and 1958…the
benefits of Rouen’s exclusive pitch and clubhouse were
obvious. EGHC realised that they too needed control over
their playing and clubhouse facilities.
To cut a long story short, in 1959, EGHC bought their own
ground, despite, at that time, having a bank balance of
only £27.

4

2

Laying the Floor: 1. David Lloyd, 2. Mike Dickson, 3. Brian
Poole, 4. Andrew Lloyd

Dennis Leman contributed the £1,750 that was needed to
pay for the land. The image (left) is of an original loan
stock certificate that EGHC issued. The loan remains on
EGHC’s books to this day.
The ‘Saint Hill Founding Families’ also include Bartlett,
Buckley, Lloyd, Kennard, Blunt, Howeson, Dickson, Beale,
Poole, Veber, Leggat, Fairbarn, King, Nathan and Place. All
contributed time, energy, effort and ideas. The images
(right) evidence the value of those contributions…they
epitomise the words of an ancient DHCR member:
« Si tous les gars du monde voulaient s’donner la main… »

Andrew Lloyd, examines progress of the erection of the
Clubhouse, whilst leaning out of the window of his Fiat 1100

3

1
2

4

Loan Stock Issued by EGHC to D. Leman, signed on behalf of
EGHC by, W.R. Kennard, Treasurer and C. Veber, Secretary
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The glorious ‘Upturned Boat’

1. Brian Poole, 2. Charles Veber, 3. Alan King, 4. Jim Beale
installing the concrete foundations

Giles Horner’s Memories of the Junior and Easter Festivals
The Jacques Paloumé Festival has always
been about long lasting friendships, with a
love of hockey at the centre.

My memories are many: incredible hospitality,
hilarity, some tough hockey, great parties,
drinking competitions and penalties!

Festivals, and crystallised forever, of people
who are no longer with us. Great mates,
school friends, drinking pals and hockey
teammates.
I remember Easter 1990 when Paul Foster and
I decided that we would wear straw hats for
the tour; age clouds my memory on why we
would consider such a fashion statement, but
we had a lot of fun. I am so thankful for the
time and the experiences we had.

Paul Foster, Giles Horner, Peter Foster

We all found joy in the competitive edge to
win those key games no matter how much fun
you had been having in the bar with
teammates and friends from Rouen and
Flottbek.

Céline Hivet, Giles Horner, Laure Paloumé,
‘Papy’ Charles Puech, Giles Dakin…Final Dinner

The friendships we built on tour have
extended beyond hockey, enduring over many
decades. Highlights for me in the more recent
past have been a new year spent in Rouen,
and attending Christine’s surprise 60th
birthday party.

Paul Foster and Giles Horner. Rouen 1990

The tour is a precious gift to all those who are
lucky enough to enjoy the experience, long
may it last and continue.
Giles Horner

New Years Eve in Rouen…
Giles Horner and the Paloumé girls

I was incredibly fortunate to be involved in
the first junior tournament in 1985 and then
continued to tour for another three decades.

At Mary Foster’s with members of teams from
Flottbek, Zwolle and Rouen

There are also treasured memories, true for
everyone who has ever experienced the
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East Grinstead Ladies’ Gift to Rouen Ladies

“THE MEMBERS OF A LADIES HOCKEY CLUB AT PLAY”, by Lucien Davis (1860 - 1941)
Artist and illustrator born 1860 in Liverpool. Educated at St. Francis Xavier's College, Liverpool and entered the RA Schools in 1877. He began his career with
Cassells in 1878. He joined The Illustrated London News in 1885 and remained for the next twenty years as one of their chief artists.
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Malte Zeller erinnert sich an seine Erfahrungen mit dem Jacques Paloumé Festival

Rouen 2014
Ich war damals 16 und Wulle traf meinen Vater im Club. Wulle hat meinen Vater
gefragt, da ich ja schon beim SWS bereits mitgemacht habe, ob ich nicht lust
habe, an Ostern bei den Erwachsenen mitzuspielen.

ich am nächsten Morgen zwischen zwei Franzosen auf, Halb ausgezogen und einer
leeren Wiskeyflasche in Arm (danke Julien für die getürkten fotos) – ich wollte
einfach nur noch sterben.

Kurzerhand haben mich die alten eingekauft für meine erste Tour, ich glaube das
war 2005 oder 2006. Wir trafen uns Karfreitag morgens um 5:30 Uhr am Club, wo
unser Bus für uns bereit stand. Wulle kam angeheitert auf seinem Scooter daher,
während Nils Felski (auch 16/17 Jahre) sich direkt vom Kiez zum Treffen begab.

Somit war die erste Nacht alkoholische Grenzerfahrung geschehen. Viele
spannende, aber nicht so schlimme Nächte – mit Freunden und
Völkerverständigung – sollten folgen. Ich spiele die Tour jetzt fast 15 Jahre mit
vielen Highlights und tollene Erinnerungen wie zum Beispiel der Gin und WhiskeyTag von Tommy Thiel, Marcs Slatter in pinkem Tanktop und Minirock auf dem
Fischmarkt. Ich (der Reiseführer) als 17 jähriger alleine mit 25 Engländern ab
morgens um 12 Uhr auf der Reeperbahn.

Wir stiegen in den Bus ein und zum Frühstück gab es auch direkt die erste Kiste
Bier und die große Fahrt begann. Während jeder seine Toilettenpause weise
nutzte, blieb Felski liegen und schlief fest die 14 Stunden-Fahrt durch. Natürlich
checkten wir nach gutem Gewissen regelmäßig Puls und Atmung.
Wir kamen in Frankreich an, und der erste Abend im französischen Nachtclub
leutete das Wochenende ein. Fast ausgeschlafen ging es Samstag auf den
Hockeyplatz und ich verdiente mir den Spitznamen “The Bonebreaker”. Samstag
Abend war dann mein großer auftritt und Einführung in die französische und
englische Trinkkultur. Nach einigen Kaltgetränken und Passies mussten mich Hebe
und Co festhalten und Wasser einflößen. Etwas wackelig auf den Beinen wachte

Malte Zeller
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Malte Zeller recalls his Jacques Paloumé Festival Experiences
I was 16 at the time and Wulle met my
father at the club. Wulle asked my father,
since I had already participated in the SWS,
whether I would like to play with the adults
at Easter.
Without further ado, the old ones brought
me for my first tour, I think it was 2005 or
2006. We met on Good Friday morning at
5:30 am at the club, where our bus was
waiting for us. Wulle came on his scooter,
while Nils Felski (also 16/17 years old) went
straight from the neighborhood to the
meeting.
We got on the bus and for breakfast there
was the first case of beer and the long
journey began. While everyone used their
toilet break wisely, Felski stayed where he
was and slept soundly for the 14-hour drive.
Of course, we checked our pulse and
breathing regularly with a clear conscience.
We arrived in France, and the first night at
the French night club ushered in the
weekend. On Saturday I went to the hockey
pitch almost well rested and earned the
nickname “The Bonebreaker”. Saturday
evening was my big performance and
introduction to the French and English
drinking culture. After a few cold drinks
and Pastis, Hebe and Co had to hold me and
pour water. The next morning I woke up a
little wobbly on my feet between two
French people, half undressed and an
empty whiskey bottle in my arms (thanks
Julien for the faked photos) - I just wanted
to die.

Cedric Potel…Rouen 2014

Mathilde & Florent Homo, Laure Paloumé, Tony Augis…Rouen 2014

Florent Homo & Marc Rose…Rouen 2014

Guillaume Cardine, Jan Heberstreit & Marc Rose…Rouen 2014

Thus the first night of the borderline alcoholic experience happened. Many exciting, but not so bad nights - with friends and international understanding followed. I've
been playing the tour for almost 15 years with many highlights and great memories such as Tommy Thiel's gin and whiskey day, Marcs Slatter in a pink tank top and mini
skirt at the fish market. I (the travel guide) as a 17 year old alone with 25 English people from 12 o'clock in the morning on the Reeperbahn.
Malte Zeller
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Simca Schön spricht über ihre Erfahrungen mit dem Jacques Paloumé Festival
Mein erstes JPT war 2014 kurz vor meinen
Abiturprüfungen. Die Busreise begann noch mit
pflichtbewussten Lernen. Zu meinem Glück war Hebe
Lehrer und konnte mir trotz Einfluss von Alkohol
fundiertes Wissen vermitteln. Nach einigen Stunden
war die Motivation mit Öffnen des Bierkasten dann
auch hin.
Ich war in diesem Jahr mit Abstand die Jüngste
u n s e r e r Tr u p p e , d o c h i c h w u r d e h e r z l i c h s t
aufgenommen. Ich kannte auch einige Gesichter
bereits vom SWS-Turnier und die familiäre Stimmung
des Turniers heißt alle Willkommen. Auch wenn man
sich meistens nur einmal im Jahr sieht, entstehen hier
tiefe Freundschaften und genau das, macht das
Turnier aus.

My first JPT was in 2014 just before my high school exams.
The bus trip started with dutiful study. Fortunately, Hebe
was a teacher and was able to impart sound knowledge to
me despite the influence of alcohol. After a few hours,
the motivation to open the beer crate was gone.
This year I was by far the youngest in our group, but I was
warmly welcomed. I already knew some of the faces from
the SWS tournament and the familiar atmosphere of the
tournament welcomes everyone. Even if you usually only
see each other once a year, deep friendships develop here
and that's exactly what makes the tournament so special.
Final dinner gift…A clock, hockey sticks as hands…
the three club crests in the background. The clock
symbolises the time until the next tournament

Ich erinner mich noch an die Französinnen, die mir vor
den Spielen immer Martini aus der Flasche reichten, damit ich nicht so schnell laufe
und den Ball nicht mehr treffe. Nach dem dritten Spiel hatten Sie auch durchaus
Erfolg mit ihrer Strategie.
Ich erinnere mich auch an Gruppenkostüme als Nonnen und Pandabären, an
spektakuläre Tanzskills von Wulle, an Stromschockspiele von Rose, an das rohe
Eierspiel, an einige Staffettenläufe – auch nackt – aber das nur bei den Franzosen.
Es sind so viele Traditionen in diesem Turnier, die ich allesamt kennenlernen durfte/
musste/wollte. Ich weiß noch, wie Hoppie das Gastgeschenk beim Final Dinner
übergab. Es war eine Uhr mit Hockeyschlägern als Zeiger und den drei Club-Wappen
im Hintergrund. Als Symbol dafür, dass sie die Zeit zählt, bis zum nächsten Turnier,
weil wir es nicht erwarten können.
Genau dieses Gefühl lernte ich über die Jahre kennen. Und momentan ist es
während der Pandemie stärker als nie zuvor. Ich freue mich auf die nächste Tour. Ich
freue mich auf die Anreise mit Rose (auch das Abwürgen), die Kamu und Kippe mit
Tina, das Zähneputzen mit Malte, Anna und Sophie – und das sind nur ein Paar
Beispiele von Vielen. Ich freue mich auf das Wiedersehen mit allen Bekannten aus
England und Frankreich und genauso, Neue Gesichter kennenzulernen und die
Traditionen weiterzureichen. Es wird wieder Zeit für One, Two, three, four, five,
six, seven, eight…
Heeeeeeeeeeeeey, hey baby
OHHH AHHHH
I wanna knooooooooow
If you'll be my girl.

I still remember the French women who always handed me
Martini from the bottle before the games so that I don't
run so fast and don't hit the ball. After the third game,
you also had success with your strategy.

I also remember group costumes as nuns and pandas,
Wulle's spectacular dance skills, Rose's electric shock games, the raw egg game,
some relay runs - even naked - but only with the French!
There are so many traditions in this tournament that I was allowed / had / wanted
to get to know all of them. I still remember Hoppie handing over the gift at the
final dinner. It was a clock with hockey sticks as hands and the three club crests in
the background. Symbolically the clock tells the
time until the next tournament… but we can't wait.
I got to know exactly this feeling over the years.
And right now it's stronger than ever during the
pandemic. I'm looking forward to the next tour. I'm
looking forward to the journey with Rose (also the
stalling), the Kamu and Kippe with Tina, brushing
my teeth with Malte, Anna and Sophie - and these
are just a few examples of many. I look forward to
seeing everyone I know from England and France
again, and also to meeting new faces and passing on
the traditions. It's time for one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight again…

Simca and Malte

Heeeeeeeeeeeeey, hey baby,
OHHH AHHHH
I wanna knooooooooow
If you'll be my girl.
Simca Schön
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De La Veritable Origine Du Tournoi De Pâques

Le Tournoi avait bien commencé le vendredi pour Andrew Lloyd.
Quelques bières de bienvenue et dîner arrosé en famille.
Malheureusement, au moment de quitter le Club du Drakkar, le
samedi soir après les matchs, il découvrit le pneu arrière de sa
voiture crevé. Or, à Pâques tout est fermé en Normandie et il
fallut toute l’énergie des joueurs de Rouen pour trouver un garage
qui accepte de changer la roue. Lorsqu’on récupéra le véhicule le
lendemain, le garagiste présenta la facture à Bibiche qui, ayant
déjà goûté quelques bières, était en pleine forme. Il sourit
discrètement et fit circuler la dite facture. Hilarité générale! Le
garagiste n’était pas trop content:

- Ben quoi? Y’a un problème? J’l’ai bien mise comme vous m’avez
dit.
La facture était adressée à Monsieur Androue.

- Non, c’est parfait. Sauf que Androue, c’est seulement son
prénom. Son nom complet est Sir Androue de Secours. Il est
noble…
Et voila! C’était parti pour le week-end et bien sûr nous avons tout
expliqué à Andrew. La plaisanterie connut son apogée le soir du
diner final. Christine avait fait confectionner un gâteau pour 14
personnes en forme de roue de voiture ornée de la mention
« ANDROUE DE SECOURS ». Il fut apporté à la table d’honneur.
Andrew fut le premier à en rire et tout le monde suivit. A ma
connaissance, jamais plus depuis ce jour, aucune roue de secours
n’a été aussi fêtée ni aussi copieusement arrosée.
Laurence, La Gazette Du Drakkar, 1981
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A perfect start of the Festival for Andrew Lloyd. Easter Friday:
some nice welcoming pints of beer and a delicious family dinner.
Unfortunately, when leaving the Drakkar Hockey Club on Saturday
evening after the games, he realised he had a flat tire. As you
know, everything is closed at Easter in Normandy. It took all the
energy of Rouen players to find a garage that was opened to have
the tire fixed. When we went to pick up the car, the garage owner
handed the bill to Bibiche who had had a few drinks and was in
great shape. He smiled and passed it on. Everyone burst out
laughing! The garage owner looked surprised:

- So what? Something wrong? I did as you said!
The bill was in the name of “Monsieur Androue”.

- No, it’s perfect, except that Androue is his first name. His
family name is Sir Androue de Secours. He is a nobleman…
And that was it! The story spread throughout the Hockey Club like
wild fire and of course we explained the pun to Andrew. The joke
reached its climax at the farewell dinner. Christine had had a huge
wheel-shaped cake made and adorned with large chocolate letters
saying “Androue de Secours”. When the cake got to the top table,
Andrew burst out laughing and so did everybody. As far as I know,
no spare wheel has ever been so happily celebrated nor so
generously accompanied by so many drinks.
Laurence, La Gazette Du Drakkar, 1981

Lancelot, His Majesty’s Letter-Writer, 1449…Un Week-End Memorable
To u t e r e s s e m b l a n c e a v e c d e s
personnages ayant existé n’est
absolument pas fortuite car ceci est
une histoire vraie, à peine romancée.

Any resemblance to existing people is
purely intentional since it is a true,
slightly fictionalised story.

Il était une fois Andrew 1er, Roy du
Sussex, qui embarqua à Newhaven
avec ses chevaliers pour aller
« tournoyer » au beau pays de
France. La noble dame, Météo de la
Belle Balade en Canot, leur promit
une agréable traversée s’ils partaient
avant la Pâque. Promesse tenue. Ils
débarquèrent donc sans encombre et
la charrette royale ainsi que la cour firent route vers le Duché de Normandie.
Làs! La charrette royale versa devant les remparts de Rouen et une des roues
arrière se brisa. Fort heureusement, sa majesté avait aussi amené son mécano
préféré, le brave ROLLS. Ce dernier put squatter la forge de Marcel ROHISSE, un
condisciple François. La réparation prit plusieurs jours et tous deux devinrent
inséparables.
Pendant ce temps, Andrew 1er et ses troupes joutaient et festoyaient. Le festin
final approchant, le bouffon du Roy Bibiche 1er, qui maniait l’art du jeu de mots à
la perfection, somma Maître Taillevent, cuisinier du Roy de préparer une énorme
tourte en forme de roue de charrette. Ce soir-là, lorsque les écuyers apportèrent
la tourte sur la table d’honneur, le silence se fit. Cyril, l’échanson qui assurait
généreusement le service du vin en renversa l’aiguière de Lemon Schnapps sur
Dame Bernadette, qui très chouette, ne fit pas écarteler le jouvenceau maladroit.
Bibiche 1er lut l’énorme inscription en pâte à pain qui ornait la tourte:
« ANDROUE DE SECOURS ».
Il faillit s’étouffer devant ce manque de respect. Craignant le courroux du Roy
Andrew ainsi qu’une possible reprise de la guerre de 100 ans, Bibiche 1er sortit
son épée pour trucider le bouffon. Mais Andrew, parfaitement bilingue et nanti
d’un fabuleux sens de l’humour « SO British », partit d’un énorme éclat de rire et
fit un high five avec le bouffon. Des éclats de rire fusèrent alors dans toute
l’assemblée. Le banquet se termina en tournée générale qui marqua l’origine de
cette célèbre tradition du « Tournoi Pascal » entre les Anglois et les
François, « tournoi » auquel se joindraient leurs amis Germains quelques années
plus tard.
Lancelot, Epistolier Du Roy, 1449

Once upon a time, Andrew 1st, King
of Sussex embarked from Newhaven
in the company of his knights to cross
the sea and attend “Tournaments” in
the beautiful country of France. The
noble Dame, Météo de la Belle
Balade en Canot, had forecast a
pleasant crossing should they leave
just before Easter. The promise was
kept. They all landed safe and sound.
Then, the royal cart, the horses and the King’s Court headed towards the
Dukedom of Normandy.
Alas! The royal cart, which had already suffered from the Dieppe paving stones,
overturned in front of the Rouen ramparts. One of the wheels got smashed to
pieces. Luckily His Majesty had brought with him his good old private mechanic
Charles Rolls. The latter was allowed to squat the forge of Marcel Rohisse, a
Norman colleague. It took them three days to repair the wheel and then both
men became inseparable.
In the meantime, Andrew 1st and his troops were jousting and feasting. As the
farewell feast was approaching, the Norman king Bibiche’s 1st jester, who wittily
mastered the art of puns, had a great idea. He ordered Master Taillevent, the
King’s cook to prepare a huge wheel-shaped pie. That night, when the squires
brought the pie to the top table, there was silence. Cyril, the cup-bearer, who
was serving generous amounts of drinks even spilled the silver ewer filled with
Lemon Schnapps all over Lady Bernadette who, « très chouette », did not have
the noble stripling drawn and quartered at once.
Bibiche 1st read the enormous inscription that adorned the pie :
“ANDROUE DE SECOURS1”.
He nearly suffocated. Such a lack of respect! As he was afraid of Andrew’s
probable wrath and of a possible resumption of the Hundred Years’ War, Bibiche
1st held out his sword to kill the jester. But Andrew, who was totally bilingual
and who had a marvellous “so British” sense of humour, burst out laughing and
high-fived the jester. The banquet ended with a general round of drinks which
marked the origin of the famous “Easter Tournament” tradition between the
English and the French. A “Tournament” that German friends would join a few
years later.
Lancelot, Epistolier Du Roy, 1449
1. FR: Androue de secours = ENG: And a spare wheel
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East Grinstead Hockey Club’s Logos

1949 Shirt Badge

1959 Pennant

1950s Blazer

1985 Pennant

1993 Pennant

2000s Programme

Today’s Usage

Usage of the Club’s Logo
On the early versions of EGHC pennants the initials D, L, T, C appear around the five feathers (see photo) These feathers are often confused with the three
feathers on the Coat of Arms of the Prince of Wales.
Whilst many suggestions have been proposed for the meaning of these initials…some printable (most are not!), it transpires that, Thomas Cure (‘TC’), Member of
Parliament for the Borough of East Grinstead from 1572 to 1584, presented a seal of five blue ostrich feathers with gold tips, his initials and those of the Duchy
of Lancaster (‘DL’), of which the Borough of East Grinstead was then a part. The Borough was disenfranchised in 1832 and the seal continued to be used by the
Urban District Council until the current arms were granted. To this day the arms continued to be used by the East Grinstead Town Council.

EGHC’s Logo as Conceived

EG’s Town Council Arms

Origins of the Club’s Logo
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Rouen’s Logo has evolved somewhat over the course of the Festivals

At origin, Rouen Hockey, was formed from two clubs, which were HCR (Hockey Club de Rouen) and FCR (Football Club de
Rouen; there were many players in this new club who stopped the hockey ball with their feet, like Loïc Texier whose shoe
size was over 48 - size 14 in US). Then they tried to merge and gave birth to DOHC Drakkar Olympique Hockey Club (but we
never qualified to the Olympic Games!) and a subsidiary which was named « Les Bruyères » with a green jersey. This was in
1972 and then 1 or 2 years later it was decided to have a one and unique name DHCR Drakkar Hockey Club de Rouen.
Rouen’s Grey Sweatshirt logo…was used before the 70s when the Club was still located on the left bank of Rouen. The coat
of arms on the grey HCR sweatshirt sports two lions, the symbol of the province of Normandy. This was the coat of arms of
Richard the first, Duke of Normandy and King of England. Richard is known as « Richard Coeur de Lion » or “Richard the
Lionheart” because of his reputation as a warrior. He was also a Duke of Aquitaine and Gascony, and Count of Poitiers,
Anjou, Maine, and Nantes, and was overlord of Brittany. The lions or leopards (as they are often called) symbolise…power,
bravery and nobility.
The Drakkar: Hockey sur Gazon Rouen logo was created by François Bras, Yves Bicheray and Jean-Pierre Bailleul. A very
clever design. Both sails represent the letters D and H, the bow is the letter C and the stern is the letter R. So ‘DHCR”. You
will also note that the oars are in the shape of hockey sticks

The Normandy coat of
arms shows two lions
walking. It is based on
a design attributed to
William the Conqueror.

Richard I used a single
lion on his first seal,
but later used three in
the 1198 Great Seal of
England.
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Flottbek’s Logo used during the Festivals

Current Flottbek Logo

Over the years…virtually imperceptible changes to the Flottbek logo
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To be a Pilgrim…
now an endless tale of people from diverse backgrounds undertaking a
yearly journey together that challenges them to make new friendships
and carve the path even deeper between our three places and
countries.
Pilgrims to Canterbury, Rome, on the Camino or even Mecca will
recognise the coming together of people on a common journey, to share
and reflect on the saint-like qualities of the destination, and to see it
too in the kindness of strangers they meet along the way. The festival
has been a perfect vehicle for that and I imagine will continue to get
stronger as the years go by.
The yearly journey, sometimes hazardous, that the Hamburg/East
Grinstead/Rouen pilgrims had to make to get to their host country is
worthy of a Canterbury Tale or two. The only bit of Chaucer I can quote
is from the Miller’s tale and although I am not suggesting that anyone
Old Direction Sign - Tyes Cross cc-by-sa/2.0 -
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I have always liked a quote, often attributed to Nelson Mandela, which
goes something like: “A saint is a sinner who just keeps on trying”.
There must be plenty of sinners still doing their best at the Saint Hill
ground in East Grinstead and I am sure that those coming from Hamburg
and Rouen over the years will eventually help them make it.
The festival's now almost “holy" status comes not so much from the
saints and sinners who take part in it but by the pilgrims that yearly
made, and still make, a pilgrimage to worship, if you like, in the
footsteps of those who have gone before. They go to play and support
hockey but I think the stories in this book make more sense if you think
of them in terms of pilgrimage. After-all, the festival means above all
that there is a journey for many, often into a foreign land, and a search
for expanded meanings about themselves through the experience.
Hopefully many on the festival pilgrimage have experienced personal
transformation, despite some drunkenness, after which they have
returned to their comparatively ordinary lives!
Traditionally some pilgrims mark their new identity by abstaining from
physical comforts and stories of discomfort on the road or ferry
crossings (or overnight upside down in a car) have been recalled
in stories here already. No doubt there will be many more to come!
The festival now surely captures the essence of what it is like to be a
pilgrim and encourages more to follow the route in years to come. It is

has kissed a hairy farting arse, thinking that it was a beautiful girl
during a festival, I am sure that there would be embarrassing moments
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To be a Pilgrim…
two about the larger than life characters that filled the festival year
after year. It might be Will Buckley or Tom Bartlett who I remember
occupied the boot seats of our car and endlessly recited Monty Python
sketches.
Anyone reading here about the way the Flottbeck team often come
together on their journey as a mix of strangers, to share a common
destination and wear their blue and white team shirt in Rouen or East
Grinstead, will identify with their same magic. Mixed teams from East
Grinstead or Rouen will surely have experienced this powerful coming
together.
There is no doubt that the attraction of being a pilgrim is in its
simplicity. The hosts make sure that the pilgrims are looked after so
that they can concentrate on the fellowship of the event. The company
of others is a fine thing, perhaps the best of things, and the festival was
started to provide that under a hockey banner. The host in return asks
for nothing but soon realises that there's a power in giving that is
greater than in the receiving and anyhow roles will be reversed for them
over the next two years.
that most of us can recall that might be worthy of studying for an
English Literature degree.
If anyone's interested, my travellers' tale involved a fart too. En route in
a convoy of cars led by Dennis Leman, and his famous plastic dog-poo
trick, we stopped off at a Dutch restaurant on the Zuider Zee and there
unloaded into an unsuspecting restaurant where we crowded in and I
was unfortunate enough to sit next to James Leman. He couldn't have
been much over 10 but even at that tender age he had perfected his
tongue-up-his-nose trick. It was the first time I'd seen it and
unfortunately for the restaurateur my ensuing explosion of laughter also
expelled a fart from my nether regions of deafening proportions. Much
to my embarrassment and the amazement of the crowded assembly who
were just about to partake in some fiendish foreign food. English
lavatorial humour was in those days something that could be relied upon
in stressful situations. Dennis would place his dog poo near some
unsuspecting female traveller and my father would often resort to just
saying, “bottom”. This he often used to cheer his disgruntled carload of
junior hockey players, and their sisters, and I must say it did ease the
tension of the long journey to Hamburg and family quarrels. Perhaps
there's already a living Chaucer in these pages who captures a tale or
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To be a Pilgrim…
I find it no coincidence that many of the East Grinstead players were
named after saints and that all the Lloyd and Leman boys were! St
Andrew, St David, St Paul, St Denis (yes, Dennis is an important French
saint!), St John, St Michael, St Richard and St James...you see what I
mean. When I moved to Wales last year I made a pilgrimage of sorts to
see where St David was born and had my lunch looking out to sea
knowing that in a distracting thunderstorm the patron saint of Wales
was born just about under my walking boots. St David Lloyd's magically
distracting skill on the hockey field I remember was that he could look
one way and slice the ball about 90 degrees from where he was looking.
He and Paul were also marvels to behold on the table football machine
and this alone gave them a worshiping group of young impressionable
schoolboy fans when I was growing up. I should know because I was one
of them!

hindsight, and of the mysterious magic that worked its way into being a
pilgrim on the way to Rouen, Hamburg or East Grinstead.
Long may it last...and so the pilgrims' responsibility is to those that
follow. Being a good festival pilgrim means that you blaze a trail of
kindness as both a host and guest and preserve and share the event for
future generations if you can. Whatever you do, just keep on trying.
Bill Bartlett

Suddenly, perhaps years later, you realise that you'd been a pilgrim all
along! This book celebrates the footsteps of those who paved a way to
be in a certain place at a certain time and on the way there and back
shared something special. The winning was in the joining together and
not the results of the games. I think we all know that, perhaps in
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Nous Sommes Tous Des Pèlerins…
lesquelles ils retournent vivre leur vie plutôt ordinaire en comparaison
avec ces journées «extra ordinaires»!
La tradition veut que certains pèlerins manifestent leur nouvelle
identité en renonçant à tout confort physique. Nous avons déjà eu
l’occasion de lire de nombreuses histoires, à ce propos, survenues sur la
route ou sur le ferry (ou à l’envers, toute une nuit, dans une voiture!).
Je suis convaincu que nous en lirons bientôt beaucoup d’autres.
Le Tournoi capture pleinement l’essence même de l’expression « être
pèlerin ». Il est indéniable que cet évènement hors du commun
encouragera d’autres personnes à prendre la route dans les années à
venir. C’est devenu, aujourd’hui, l’histoire sans fin de gens originaires
de milieux divers qui, chaque année, entreprennent un voyage sonnant
comme un réel défi à se faire de nouveaux amis et à tracer un chemin
encore plus intime entre nos trois clubs et nos trois pays.
Les pèlerins qui prennent le chemin de Canterbury, Rome, Compostelle
ou même la Mecque reconnaissent que « faire route » ensemble permet
de partager, de réfléchir sur l’aspect sacré de leur destination et de
J’ai toujours eu un faible pour l’expression fréquemment attribuée à
Nelson Mandela: « Un saint est un pécheur qui, sans cesse, tente de
s’améliorer ». Je suis sûr qu’il y a encore aujourd’hui beaucoup de
pécheurs qui essaient de faire de leur mieux sur les terrains de Saint
Hill, à East Grinstead, et je reste absolument persuadé que ceux qui
font la route depuis Hambourg et Rouen depuis des années parviendront
à aider ces derniers à atteindre leur but.
Aujourd’hui, le statut pratiquement « sacré » du Tournoi n’émane pas
tant des saints ni des pécheurs qui y participent mais plutôt des pèlerins
qui, tous les ans, ont fait et font encore ce pèlerinage pour rendre
hommage à leurs prédécesseurs et marcher dans leurs traces, si vous me
permettez cette image. Ils viennent en tant que joueurs de hockey et
supporters mais je pense que les histoires relatées dans ce livre
prennent tout leur sens si on les considère en termes de pèlerinage.
Après tout le Tournoi comporte pour beaucoup de participants la notion
de voyage, souvent en pays étranger, ainsi qu’une sorte d’introspection
individuelle qui s’opère grâce aux expériences vécues. Avec un peu de
chance, beaucoup expérimentent une véritable transformation
intérieure au cours du Tournoi malgré quelques cuites. Cuites après
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Nous Sommes Tous Des Pèlerins…
retrouvé assis à côté de James Leman. Il ne devait pas avoir plus de dix
ans alors, mais déjà, à cet âge tendre, il avait perfectionné son truc de
toucher son nez avec sa langue. C’était la première fois que je le voyais
faire. Malheureusement pour le restaurateur, mon explosion de rire qui
en suivit me fit lâcher un pet absolument tonitruant sorti tout droit de
mon derrière. Et ceci, à mon grand embarras et à la stupéfaction des
convives qui étaient sur le point de partager quelque nourriture
étrangère immangeable.
A cette époque, l’humour scatologique anglais était un pilier sur lequel
on pouvait s’appuyer dans des situations de stress. Dennis avait
l’habitude de poser sa crotte de chien près d’une voyageuse, loin de se
douter de ce qui se tramait derrière son dos, et mon père en venait
juste à dire « Oh, crotte, alors! ». Il utilisait souvent cette plaisanterie
pour faire rire le grand nombre de jeunes joueurs de hockey bougons
ainsi que leurs sœurs entassés dans sa voiture. Je dois avouer que cela
relâchait vraiment la tension causée par le voyage interminable jusqu’à
Hambourg et calmait les querelles familiales. Peut-être y a-t-il déjà un
Chaucer présent dans ces pages qui immortalise un conte ou deux
présentant des personnages plus vrais que nature qui ont participé au
découvrir la bienveillance d’inconnus rencontrés en chemin. Le Tournoi
a constamment été la formule idéale pour vivre ce genre d’expériences
enrichissantes et j’imagine qu’il en sera de même pour les années à
venir avec peut être encore plus de ferveur.
Le voyage annuel, parfois risqué, que les pèlerins de Hambourg/East
Grinstead/ Rouen ont dû faire pour se rendre chez leurs hôtes, est digne
d’un Conte de Canterbury. Le seul passage de Chaucer que je puisse
citer provient du « Conte Du Meunier ». Bien que je ne sois pas en train
de suggérer que quiconque ait pu embrasser un cul poilu en train de
péter tout en pensant que c’était une belle nana, je suis convaincu que
la plupart d’entre nous se souviennent d’avoir vécu des moments
embarrassants qui pourraient figurer dans le programme de Littérature
de la Licence d’anglais.
Si cela vous intéresse, le conte que je vais vous narrer comporte
également une histoire de pet. Alors que nous nous suivions à plusieurs
voitures, avec en tête Dennis Leman qui emportait avec lui une de ses
farces et attrapes, « la fameuse crotte en plastic », nous avons fait
halte dans le Zuider Zee, dans un restaurant hollandais totalement
inconscient du danger encouru et où je me suis malheureusement
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Nous Sommes Tous Des Pèlerins…
Tournoi année après année. Ce pourrait bien
être Will Buckley ou Tom Bartlett qui, je m’en
souviens, occupaient le siège arrière de notre
voiture et jouaient sans cesse des sketches des
Monty Python.
Quiconque lisant ces lignes réalisera comment
la magie du pèlerinage opère au sein de
l’équipe de Flottbeck, la plupart du temps
composée de joueurs qui ne se connaissent pas
avant de partir. Ils entreprennent le voyage
pour Rouen ou EG ensemble, portent la
fameuse chemise blanche et bleue et le
miracle s‘accomplit. Des équipes mixtes d’EG
ou de Rouen ont sûrement expérimenté
l’incroyable alchimie naissant entre les
joueurs/pèlerins «cheminant» ensemble.
Il ne fait aucun doute que l’attrait d’être
pèlerin réside dans sa simplicité. Les hôtes font
en sorte que les pèlerins soient comblés afin
que ces derniers puissent se concentrer sur
l’aspect camaraderie du Tournoi. La compagnie
des autres est une chose magnifique, peut-être
la plus magnifique des choses et le Tournoi a
été créé pour que l’amitié existe et se range
sous la bannière du hockey. L’hôte n’attend
rien en retour mais réalise très vite qu’il y a
plus de bonheur à donner qu’à recevoir. De
toute façon les rôles seront inversés au cours
des deux années à venir.
Je pense qu’il n’y a pas de coïncidence dans le
fait que la plupart des joueurs d’East Grinstead
portent des noms de Saints et que tous les
enfants Lloyd et Leman en fassent partie. St
Andrew, St David, St Paul, St Dennis (oui, Denis est un célèbre Saint
français!) St John, St Michaël, St Richard et St James… vous voyez ce
que je veux dire.
Lorsque j’ai déménagé au Pays de Galles l’année dernière j’ai fait une
sorte de pèlerinage pour voir où St David était né. J’ai déjeuné devant
la mer tout en sachant qu’au cours d’un terrible orage le Saint patron
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du Pays de Galles était né sur la terre que je
foulais de mes bottes. Le don magique de St
David Lloyd sur le terrain était de pouvoir
regarder d’un côté et d’envoyer la balle à
environ 90° de l’endroit qu’il fixait. Lui et
Paul étaient aussi un ravissement pour les
yeux quand ils jouaient au baby-foot. Quand
j’étais jeune, cela leur valait toute
l’admiration de la part d’un groupe d’écoliers
impressionnables. Je le sais, j’en faisais
partie!
Cela peut prendre des années mais un jour
vous réalisez, tout d’un coup, que vous avez
été un pèlerin pendant tout ce temps! Ce
livre célèbre les pas de ceux qui ont tracé un
chemin pour être à un endroit donné à un
moment donné et qui ont partagé quelque
chose de vraiment spécial. La victoire
consistait et consistera toujours dans le fait
d’être ensemble et non pas dans le résultat
des matchs. Je pense qu’avec un peu de recul
nous sommes tous conscients de cela ainsi
que du mystère et de la magie qui se sont
propagés grâce aux pèlerinages à Rouen,
Hambourg ou East Grinstead.
Puisse cela durer longtemps… La
responsabilité de la continuité appartient à
ceux qui suivront. Etre un bon pèlerin réside
dans le fait de tracer un chemin constellé de
générosité en tant qu’hôte et invité et de
partager et préserver l’évènement pour les
générations futures si cela vous est possible.
Quoique vous fassiez, n’arrêtez jamais
d’essayer…
Bill Bartlett
Traduction par Christine Paloumé

Have kit, will travel…Ian Westwood
Ian Westwood and I met in the summer of 1969 whilst on holiday in Ibiza! I was
on holiday with Frankie June, Ian Fawl’s girlfriend, and Anita Weare. After a few
days, unbeknown to us, this crowd of hockey boys arrived in a villa nearby. The
boys included Chris Walker, Hugh Bentley (with Pauline Pinkstone), Ian
Westwood and Ian Fawls. David Lloyd and Billy Toettcher were already in Ibiza
working on a yacht and beach bumming! This was the era of Grandpa vests,
beads and flared jeans! We bumped into the hockey boys in a disco which was
opposite our apartment. Ian Westwood was too drunk to return on the back of
Ian Fawls scooter, so I was given the task of trying to sober him up! He came
round the next Day to apologise and the rest is history.

An EG indoor squad in the 80s. Rear: James Leman, Barry Male, Ian Westwood, Chris Gregory, Andy
Kean, Unknown, Front: Tony Wormald, Chris Walker, Sean Kerly

Ian relished taking part in the Jacques Paloumé Festivals. Jamie, Sophie and I
loved being part of the Festival when it was played at East Grinstead. We have
fond memories of the Inverleith boys who usually stayed at our house. Roger
Dakin nicknamed Ian “Have Kit Will Travel”. Ian could be relied on to play mid
week against any team, anywhere between Land’s End and John o’ Groats!

Ian and Anita are leaving the church after their wedding. EGHC members, Tim Brooking, Billy
Toettcher, and Chris Walker seen holding sticks aloft

Ian played hockey for East Grinstead from the age of 16. Later on he joined
Beckenham, a London League club. At that time if you wanted to play top
hockey it was considered by many essential to play for a club in the London
League. Hugh Bentley and Roger Dakin were both members of Tulse Hill, Billy
Toettcher played for Cheam.
Ian went on to play for England Indoor, and then came back to play for East
Grinstead. Ian and Roger Dakin were instrumental in forming a very successful
Indoor Team at East Grinstead with top players including Richard Leman, Steve
Batchelor, Sean Kerly, Ian Taylor and Robert Clift helping to cement East
Grinstead’s standing in the world of Hockey…and so EGHC continues at the
forefront of UK hockey today.

When Ian and Mike Leman died in 1985, returning from the last hockey match of
the season in Tunbridge Wells, Christine Paloumé and I formed a lasting
treasured friendship from which we determined to start a Junior Tournament
between Rouen and East Grinstead. In 1987 we held the first Junior Tournament
in Rouen; this was with the considerable help of David Payne, Janie Champness
and Tony Wilkins. This was the start of the East Grinstead Juniors going on tour
and making lifelong friends with Rouen and later Hamburg. Initially we felt
Hamburg was too far travel but as time went on and they got older they went
there too. We also included the Dutch team Zwolle in the Senior tournament
and we had a few wonderful tournaments there thanks to my special Dutch
friend Sylvia Czaikowsky.
It gives me such joy to see Archie and Biba Mills my Grandchildren playing
hockey and it was so lovely for them to visit East Grinstead Club when Celine
Hivet was visiting here!
Long may the Festivals and our enduring friendships last!
Anita Westwood
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Rouen 2008…from the collection of Christophe Santus
Rouen (Antoine Francin dans les buts) vs. Racing Club de
France

Amandine Rombaut

Frances Needle and Laure Caplain

Antoine Francin et Paul Francin

Marion…Rouen Ladies

Malte Zeller, Cameron Maynard, Dominic Male, Henry
Howe (Back to camera) and Willie Arthur

Freddie Puech d’Alissac et Cyril Adam

Mickaël Visinali (Mickey) and his wife

Louise avec Cyril Adam
EG Ladies. Lizzie Forsyth, Jemma Guiver, Frances Hilary
Massey and Charlotte Cremin

Nanouche, Marlène, Anne Laure, Laure, Marianne, Valérie,
Jenny, Marion, Christine, Caroline, Laure, Blandine,
Amandine, Julie and Flottbek Ladies

Cedric Potel (en rose)

Caroline Got

Henry Howe and Phil Coote
Jemma Guiver, Felicity Cremin and Hannah Major

Nicholas Bailleul
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Christophe Santus Se Souvient…
Après des années de matchs à entendre « Good Game! », n'est-ce
pas James? Il y eut tout de même un retour avec notre première
victoire à EG et un Papy (Charles Puech) déchainé. Le match avait
été très dense. Et j'avais dit à Antoine et Francois du Jonchay que
si on gagnait, je plongerais dans la mare (j'étais certain de ne pas
avoir à le faire, habitué aux remontées spectaculaires de EG).
Bref, c'est la photo de la piscine de EG avec tous les Rouennais
dans l'eau. Henry Lacey (que j'appelle souvent Asterix, car il en
possédait une belle collection) m'a aussitôt baptisé Moby Dick. La

J'étais battu et Giles Horner fit un sauvetage sur la ligne, hélas
avec les pieds.

Papy marque sur un ‘Penalty Stroke’ lors d'un match de festival à EG

Tous les membres de l'équipe de Rouen célèbrent en prenant un bain...EG 1994

douche après le match dura plus d'une heure avec des nombreux
chants et des ravitaillements au bar uniquement habillé avec une
serviette autour de la taille.
Hôte chez Peter Wolf. L'année des Renault Espace hotels de
fortune, Antoine Francin et moi-même fûmes hébergés par Peter
et Elli Wolf. Le soir de notre arrivée, Peter est sorti de la pièce, il
est revenu avec une caisse de bières et a simplement lancé…« Now
we have to discuss! ». Et nous avons effectivement très
longuement parlé de Christophe Danet.
Mon dernier match à Rouen, fut comme Gardien de But pour East
Grinstead à la demande de Philippe Coote et Beefy. Je ne me
souviens plus exactement des résultats et j'avais fait plutôt une
bonne partie mais à la dernière minute, sur un Penalty Corner,

Le Stroke est aussitôt sifflé par nos amis de Flottbeck. Il s'ensuit
une longue discussion entre Rouennais pour savoir qui aurait le
privilège de faire gagner la coupe, car c'était tout l'enjeu de ce
stroke, tout en me mettant suffisamment minable pour que je
doive payer une tournée. Pour moi, engagé dans ce tournoi par EG,
il fallait le stopper. C'est à Charles qu'échoit l'honneur.Je me
prépare... il se prépare, fait son pas et shoote. Je cherche la balle
en l'air côté au gant, comme le laissait présager la position de la
crosse de Charles, mais il n'y a rien d'autres que des oiseaux.
Surpris (cela, il l'a réussi), je baisse les yeux et je vois la balle
rouler. J'ai le temps de réfléchir à la marque de bière qui m'attend
au bar, me relever complètement, ajuster mon équipement pour la
photographie et immobiliser le missile de la guêtre droite. Les
joueurs de EG en liesse m'ont vite entouré, hilares...alors que
Charles totalement dépité me glisse…« Je l'ai tiré comme une
merde! »
Sic transit gloria mundi
Christophe Santus
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The EGHC and DHCR teams greet…East Grinstead Easter in the 1950s.
From Left to Right: Dennis Leman, Charles Veber, Roger Stampowski, Patrice Hazard, Unknown Lady, Jacques Paloumé, Arthur Ormsby, Mike Dickson
Photo Courtesy of the East Grinstead Courier
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Dîner Final, L’Apothéose!

Ah, le dîner final! L’apothéose du Tournoi! Moment récompense.
Moment magique où les survêtements informes et les chaussures à crampons disparaissent
pour faire place aux paillettes, aux robes longues, aux décolletés ravissants, aux talons hauts,
aux nœuds papes ou cravates club et blazers bleu marine. Moment où les plateaux repas et
spaghetti Bolognese se transforment en délicieux suprêmes de poulet aux morilles ou soles de
Douvres.
Moments sonores de toasts, de « Skol », de « Cheers » portés au bonheur d’être ensemble, nos
verres remplis de Grands Crus rouge et blanc qui font pétiller les yeux des filles. Moment
parfait de partage lorsque les Coupes, pleines à ras bord passent de main en main pour
célébrer la joie d’une victoire. Moment d’émotion intense lorsque vos mains tremblent en
dépliant le speech que vous allez prononcer devant des centaines de personnes. Moment de
recueillement lorsqu’un homme très ému parle de son fils disparu, qu’un autre se lève pour
présenter le trophée souvenir d’une joueuse devant la table de son équipe réunie. Frissons
aussi quand la salle toute entière se lève pour vous applaudir ou vous chanter « Happy
birthday ».
Moments d’inoubliables éclats de rire lors d’un speech mémorable en japonais, d’un autre
discours très sérieux mais au sens brillamment et malicieusement détourné par la traductrice,
d’un dernier speech ineffaçable enfin d’un Président français qui, toute sa vie, est venu jouer
au hockey en Angleterre à Esteu Grinstid.
Moment ultime pour « conclure » avec l’élu(e) de votre cœur que vous tentez de conquérir
depuis le début du Tournoi. Dernière chance de ne pas rentrer chez vous comme un(e) « poor
lonesome cowboy(girl) ».
Moment nostalgique où il va falloir se quitter mais où les larmes sont vite séchées par la sacro
sainte invitation pour l’année suivante et la perspective merveilleuse de se retrouver tous
ensemble en FAMILLE.
A Jacques Paloumé Festival Fan

Merde, j'ai oublié
ma briquet
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Final Dinner, The Apotheosis!
Ah, the final dinner! The crowning finale of the Tournament! The long-awaited moment
of escape from madness.
Those magical moments when shapeless tracksuits and spiked shoes disappear to make
way for sequins, long dresses, ravishing necklines, high heels, bowties or club ties and
navy blue blazers. Those moments when plastic lunch plates loaded with ‘spagbol’ are
replaced with bone china, chicken supreme with morels or grilled Dover sole.
Loud hails for toasts, "Skol", "Cheers" brought to the happiness of being together, our
glasses filled with red and white grands-crus that make girls' eyes sparkle. The perfect
time to share when the Cups, filled to the brim, pass from hand to hand to celebrate
our annual assemblage. Moments of intense emotion when your hands shake as you
unfold the speech you are about to deliver in front of hundreds of people. A moment of
contemplation as a deeply moved man talks about his missing son, another stands up to
present a player's souvenir trophy in front of his assembled team table. We also shiver
when the whole room rises to applaud you or to sing "Happy Birthday" to you.
Moments of unforgettable bouts of laughter during a memorable speech in Japanese,
another very serious speech but in the sense brilliantly and mischievously redirected by
the translator, a last speech finally from a French President who, all his life, came to
play hockey in England at Esteu Grinstid.
The ultimate moment to "conclude" with the chosen one of your heart that you have
been trying to conquer since the start of the Tournament. Last chance not to come
home like a "poor lonesome cowboy (girl)".
A nostalgic moment when we will have to part but where the tears are quickly dried by
the sacrosanct invitation for the following year and the wonderful prospect of being
together as a FAMILY.
A Jacques Paloumé Festival Fan

For God’s sake, get out
there and say something!
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Das Final Dinner, die Apotheose!
Ah, das Final Dinner! Die Apotheose des Turniers. Ein Moment der Belohnung, der
magische Moment, wenn die formlosen Trainingsanzüge und die Stollenschuhe
verschwinden, um Platz für Pailletten, lange Kleider, für hinreißende Dekolletés,
Stöckelschuhe, für Fliegen oder Club-Krawatten und dunkelblauen Blazern zu machen.
Der Moment, in dem sich die Tabletts und Spaghetti Bolognese in köstliche
Hühnchenbrust mit Morcheln oder Seezunge aus Dover verwandeln.
Geräuschvolle Momente der Toasts, von "Skol", von "Cheers", die das Glück des
Zusammenseins hervorbringen, unsere Gläser gefüllt mit Grands Crus von Rot- und
Weisswein, die die Augen der jungen Mädchen funkeln lassen. Der perfekte Moment des
Teilens, wenn die Pokale randvoll von Hand zu Hand gehen, um die Freude über einen
Sieg zu feiern.
Der Moment intensiver Emotion, wenn Eure Hände zittern beim Auseinanderfalten der
Rede, die Ihr gleich vor hunderten von Leuten halten werdet. Moment der Andacht,
wenn ein Mann sehr bewegt von seinem verstorbenen Sohn spricht, ein anderer sich
erhebt, um die Souvenir-Trophäe einer Spielerin vor dem Tisch ihrer versammelten
Mannschaft zu präsentieren. Und wir erschauern, wenn sich der ganze Saal erhebt um
Euch zu applaudieren oder "Happy Birthday" zu singen.
Unvergessliche Momente von Lachsalven während einer denkwürdigen Rede auf
Japanisch, einer anderen sehr ernsten Rede, die aber in brillanter und schelmischer
Weise von der Übersetzerin umgedeutet wurde und einer letzten unauslöschlichen Rede
eines französischen Präsidenten, der sein ganzes Leben nach England gekommen ist, um
Hockey in 'Esteu Grinstid' zu spielen.
Ultimativer Moment, um mit der oder dem Erwählten Eures Herzens 'abzuschließen', die
oder den Ihr schon seit Beginn des Turniers versucht habt zu erobern. Letzte
Gelegenheit, um nicht als "armer einsamer Cowboy" oder "armes einsames Cowgirl" nach
Hause zu fahren.
Marc Rose speaking in the dead of night,
Wipe those weary eyes and try to read,
All your life,
You were only waiting for this moment to
be freed.

Wehmütiger Moment, wenn man sich trennen muß, aber die Tränen sind schnell
getrocknet durch die sacrosankte Einladung für das nächste Jahr und die wunderbare
Aussicht sich wieder als FAMILIE zusammen zu finden.
A Jacques Paloumé Festival Fan

Adapted from ’Blackbird’ by Paul McCartney & John Lennon
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Alternative Front Cover Pages We Considered
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«Si tous les gars du monde voulaient s’donner la main…»
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